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PROLOGUE
In Power of the Dream,Dr. Aniekan Offiong tells his inspiring story from his
early childhood to his position as a pioneer Head of Department of Mechanical
Engineering, University of Uyo, Nigeria at aged twenty eight, taking you
throughhis Primary Education at Practicing School,Ibakachi, through his
Secondary education at Federal GovernmentCollege, Ikot Ekpene to his
university education at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. In a candid
manner, he gives detailed account of his eventful National Youth Service
Corps and a brief working experience as an Engineer in Ferdinand Group of
Companies. In Power of the Dream, Dr. Aniekan Offiong gives an insight into
the life of his parents, siblings, and other relations detailing their roles in the
actualization of his dream.The book is filled with fascinating stories of his
relationships, engagement and eventual marriage to his beautiful wife,
Janet.The book ends with seven lessons to be learnt from the early life and
times of Dr. Aniekan Offiong, Founder and President, International Research
and Development Institute (IRDI).
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INTRODUCTION
The ability to dream is the greatest power given to us by God the creator of all
things. The ability to imagine and incubate a vision is inherent in human
beings and manifests itself in the day dreams. This gift of imagination and the
capacity to cultivate aspirations is the impartation of the spirit of God. It
provides mankind with the power to hope beyond the present. The dream
gives you faith in things unseen and the courage to embrace your fears no
matter where you are. Without hope, disillusionment becomes a way of life,
and life has no positive future.The ability to dream is the greatest power given
to us by God, but the cemeteries of the world are full of dreams that never
materialized, gifts that were never used, and potentials that were never
harnessed. Many have lived and died without fulfilling God’s dream for them,
without becoming what God wanted them to be. Many young people have
asked me in private and public,“What is the Key to your Success?” Myreply is
always that your dream determines your destiny. When you dream what is
possible and believe that it can come to pass, it will inspire the special part of
you to reach your own star and to realize the power of the dream in you. At
age ten, I had the dream for my life and at age twelve, I wrote down my vision
for my life which Icarried with me all through my secondary and university
education. Much of what I am doing right now was on paper when I was a
young teenager. Having your dream makes you persistent. Once you know
what you are aiming at, then, no matter what comes against you, you will
never give up. As long as you hold unto your dream, there is always a chance
for you to move out of your present circumstance and go ahead towards the
fulfilment of your dream. I present to you my lifehistory and some of the
lessons we must learn to realize our dreams and reach our destiny.
I was born in Uyo, Nigeriaonthe 26th Day of June, 1969 and was very
fortunate in having a happy childhood and a very supportive family. My father
had graduated from the University of Ibadan with a Bachelor’s degree (B.A)
in Special Education and thereafter obtained a Master’s degree (M.A) in
Guidance and Counseling from the University of Calabar, Nigeria. He later
joined the Akwa Ibom State Secondary School System where he rose to the
rank of a Principal and was the Head of several schools before his death in
active service in 1997. Although, like most women of her generation, my
mother had not attended a university before marriage, she later attended the
University of Calabar, Nigeria and obtained the National Certificate in
Education(N.C.E) and became a teacher. She later joined the Akwa Ibom State
Primary School System where she rose to the rank of a Headmistress and head
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of several schools before her retirement in 2013. I was again very fortunate to
have
been
admitted
to
an
exceptional
secondary
school,
FederalGovernmentCollege, IkotEkpene, created by the Federal Government
as one of the unityschools after the civil war, where I received excellent all
round education.I was very much of a “book worm” and invariably secured
top grades in all my subjects. My main interest in those years was history,
especially world history which I studied with a great deal of passion about the
Renaissance, Reformation Movement, Industrial Revolution, French
Revolution, Slave Trade, Colonization and Independence of Africa. Ironically,
even though I am an Engineer, it was through the study of history that I
discovered the world and formed the Development Philosophy that I am
pursuing. I was again very fortunate that I was offered admission at the first
autonomous university in Nigeria, theUniversity of Nigeria, Nsukka(U.N.N).
When I arrived in September, 1984, I was fifteen and I had to be escorted to
the university by my mother. I was introduced to Prof. I. O. Eyo of
PsychologyDepartment who became my guardian/ mentor.
I shall never forget my first glimpse of the campus as we drove pass the
Continuing Education Centre (C.E.C), the Female Hostel through Freedom
Square to the Student Affairs Department. Having decided earlier that I could
not possibly make a living as a historian, I chose to study something practical,
specifically Mechanical Engineering which according to my way of thinking
then, combines Physics “my work over subject” with Mathematics, a subject
that I found fascinating. The university at that time was very crowded and we
were often required to learn through hand-outs given out by lecturers.
Engineering text books were then very expensive and only few of us could
afford to buy them. In the first year, some of us who came from the
Federalschool were able to maintain the ‘A’ grade without much work because
the Pre-Engineering classes were things we had already been familiar with in
the secondary school except Engineering Mechanics.
The second year was fair but the third and fourth years proved very different
for me as most of the students that came from what we use to call State
schools had gained momentum and were able to compete favourably with us.
They were usually older and more stable. Most of us from the Federalschool
who had gotten into what we called campus life were struggling to survive
with ‘C’ grade. There were parties and other social events in and around the
campus to attend. They were mainly socio-cultural parties with exotic names
like Cross River Night, Pakistan Get-Together, and Lagoon Shift. There was
this particular spot called “Ant Hill of the Savannah” which used to be the
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centre of cultural activities. It was a very civil place. There were no cultist and
even Professors visited us there and wrote poems for us. I really love the
U.N.N of my time. Nevertheless, there was frequent students unrest. This was
expected as there was an active Student Union oppose to the then Military
Government.
As part of the comprehensive education advocated by my father, it was
decided that my Industrial Training should be done in a different part of the
country, and purely by chance, I chose to do the training at Nigerian Airways,
Lagos. This was a turning point for me because in my new environment, I first
had the vision of being a scholar. The first task was for me to return to top
grades in my fifth and final year examinations called the “Almighty June”
which accounts for 50% of the final grading. At the “Almighty June”, I
secured top grades in all my degree subjects. Armed with this achievement, I
approached my then Head of Department, Prof D.C.Onyejekwe and informed
him of my interest in becoming a scholar. He was impressed and introduced
me to Prof. A. O. Odukwe and Prof. S. O. Onyegegbu who were equally
impressed. I was encouraged to come for a Master’s degree within the promise
of a teaching appointment.
I was again very fortunate to be posted to Enugu State which is less than an
hour’s drive from Nsukka for my National Youth Service Corps Programme
(N.Y.S.C). On Completion of the N.Y.S.C programme, I was offered
admission for Master’s in Mechanical Engineering within specialization in
Industrial Engineering and Management. My primary supervisor was Engr.
Koboa-Aduma, a Ghanaian whose contract was to end within the year.This
implied that I had to finish the Master’s within the stipulated period and be
employed to replace him. Again,I was fortunate that everything worked as
planned and I was employed in March 1994 as Lecturer II.The same year, I
enrolled for a Ph.D under the supervision of Prof. A. O. Odukweand Prof. J.
C. Agunwamba. The subject of my Ph.D dissertation was “Development of a
Coordinated Maintenance Scheduling Programme for a Group of Machines”. I
completed the Ph.D in the last quarter of 1996 and it was awarded in the first
quarter of 1997.
My father and sponsor died immediately after the Ph.D was awarded and he
did not live to witness the convocation. This was a serious blow to my career
as I had just become a Family Head. It was no longer possible for me to stay
and work in Nsukka. Again, I was fortunate as the University of Uyo was
starting a new Department of Mechanical Engineering. On the first day of
February, 1998,I was very excited when I received my letter of appointment in
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the University of Uyo from Prof. D. C. Onyejekwe then Dean of Faculty of
Engineering, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, who informed me that the letter
came from Prof. L. O. Asuquo, the Dean of the Faculty of Engineering,
University of Uyo, Nigeria.WhenI visited Uyo that weekend, Prof. L. O.
Asuquo impressed on him that my services were more needed in Uyo than in
Nsukka. There were no options, I had to relocate to Uyo, and in February 1998
I accepted my appointment as Lecturer I in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering, University of Uyo, Nigeria. It was a huge challenge as I was
appointed the Head of the New Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Uyo, Nigeria. I was only 28 years old and the youngest Head of
Department in the country. In building the new Department, I relied on the
assistance of my Professors at Nsukka as most of them volunteered to accept
adjunct appointments and even arranged for some laboratory works to be done
by our students at Nsukka.The first batch of Mechanical Engineering
studentsgraduated in 2002 and I was relieved of my position as the Head of
Department. This was a big relief as i now gave more time to the family and to
my dream building the “Internatioanl Research and Development Institute
(I.R.D.I)”. The university was also kind enough to release me for sabbatical
appointment at the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Federal University
of Technology, Owerri, Nigeria. This was a very kind gesture as it enabled me
to complete my personal building project, a two storey building in the heart of
Uyo city which is an important rite of passage into manhood in Africa.In 1999
in the course of my work in the University of Uyo, I met an undergraduate
student from Etinan Local Government Area, JanetAkakam to whom I have
been happily married. The marriage is blessed with six children: Jacqueline
Datimfonabasi, Josephine Dianabasi, Alexander Abasiodion, Emmanuel
Sinende, Emmanuella Daramfonabasi and Anita Anietienteabasi.
The vision of building the International Research and Development Institute
(IRDI) came to me in 1997 after I had been awarded the first Ph.D in my
Department. I shared this vision with two contemporaries who I can proudly
refer to as Co-founders, Prof. J. E. Eyo and Prof. E. S. Samuel. During the
course of my Doctorial studies, I had discovered that much good research is
done in our Universities and Research Institutes, but more of it needs to reach
the people who can use it. The main reason for this failure in communication
was identified as the absence of forums and schools which address the
intellectual and educational needs of the Third World. This was and is still the
reason for the establishment and sustenance of the International Research and
Development Institute (I.R.D.I). The First Council of the Institute was a three
man Council made up of Dr. AneikanOffiong, Prof. J. E. Eyo and Prof. E. S.
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Samuel. The first office of the Institute was secured at White House, Olivert
Hill, Ibagwa road, Nsukka. Prof. J.E. Eyo was a veryvaluable asset as he was
already an established scholar and an academic Publisher. He volunteered to
set up the first bureaucratic structure for the Institute, and assisted in the
recruitment of competent staff and computer literate Secretaries which was not
an easy task in 1997 in Nsukka environment. The staff at Prof. J. E. Eyo’s
Editorial suit trained the Institute’s first set of staff at White House. On my
movement to Uyo, Prof. J. E. Eyo and Prof. E. S. Samuel continued in the
supervision and operation of the office until it was decided that they
Headquarters of the Organization should be movd to Uyo. Several factors
were responsible for this decision apart from the increasing difficulties in
communicating with me in Uyo. The most important of them all was our
inability to secure at least 10 Hectares of land needed to build the
Institutewhich was expected to be a complete intellectual community with a
Libraries, Computer Centres, Hotels, Education facilities, Hostel, Guest
House, Conference facilities, Church facilities and Schools.
In 2001, the Headquarters of the Institute was official moved to No. 66
IkotEkpene road, Uyo, Nigeria byEngr. Daniel Nnadi, a Director of the
Institute and Businessman(nowlecturer at the Michael Okpara University of
Agriculture, Umudike, Abia State, Nigeria). During this period, more people
joined the Institute at the Council level.They includeMrs. Janet Offiong (my
wife and staff of the International Research and Development Institute, Uyo,
Nigeria), Dr. Bede Asuquo(University of Uyo, Nigeria), and Group Captain
Charles Usoh (Nigerian DefenceAcademy, Kaduna). The Executive
Committee of IRDI Research and Development Network were also constituted
with Dr. E. V. Clark (DeltaStateUniversity, Abraka, Nigeria) as Chairman and
Dr. (Mrs.) Mary Iwundu (University of Port Harcourt, Nigeria) as Vice
Chairman. Other members of the Executive Committee were Dr. Paul B. Okon
Inyang (University of Calabar, Nigeria), Prof. (Mrs.) Edith Chukwu (Rivers
State University of Science and Technology, Port Harcourt, Nigeria). Engr.
Nseobong Okpura now Lecturer at the University of Uyo was appointed the
first C.E.O of the Organisation. In 2003, Engr. Idorenyin Markonwho has been
in the service of the Organisation since 1998 succeeded him but was soon
replaced by Engr. Victor Mbom after he was offered employment as a lecturer
in the University of Uyo, Nigeria. Engr. Victor Mbom [now Research Officer
in National Agency for Science and Technology] was replaced by Mr. Ubong
Boniface, who was replaced by Dr. Emmanuel Isaac Akpan [now Lecturer in
Ambrose Alli University Ekpoma, Edo State, Nigeria] who was replaced by
the present C.E.O, Mr. Unyime Bassey.During the appointment of the present
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C.E.O, the administration of organization was organized and the post of
Executive Secretaty was created and has since 2010 been occupied by Mrs.
Ekaette Etukikpa (Nee Ekaette Umoikpe).
The first Annual Conference of the IRDI Research and Development Network
was held at the Conference Centre, University of Calabar, Nigeriain 2006.
Present at the event wereProf. Bassey O. Asuquo (Vice Chancellor, University
of Calabar, Nigeria); Dr. E. Abara (Deputy Vice Chancellor, Cross River
University of Technology, Nigeria); Dr. UwemAffiah (Chairman, LOC); Dr.
AniekanOffiong (President IRDI); Prof. OnookomeOkome (Keynote Speaker,
University of Alberta, Canada, U.S.A); Prof. Friday Nbon (Deputy Vice
Chancellor, University of Calabar, Nigeria); Dr. G. O. Nwankwo (Dean,
Faculty of Social/Management Science, Adamawa State University, Nigeria);
Dr. Timothy Talor Mac-Ojong (University of Beau, Cameroon); Prof. Paul
Mbangwana (Dean, Faculty of Arts, University of Buea, Cameroon); Dr. Paul
B. Okon Inyang(Executive Member, IRDI- RDN). The Vice Chancellor of the
University of Calabar, Nigeria, Prof. Bassey O. Asuquo, declared the occasion
opened and enjoined members of the Institute Research and Development
Network to maintain a high standard in their academic pursuit. IRDI Research
and Development Network started as the IRDI Science &Technology Forum
with Prof. Joseph E. Eyo of the University of Nigeria, Nsukka as head. The
forum had its first Conference on November 15-18, 2005, at the Community
Centre University of Uyo, Nigeria.In 2006, those in other fields of research
including Humanities, Social Sciences and Management Sciences demanded
from the Institute the formation of their Association. Yielding to their demand,
the Institute authorized the formation of an all inclusive Association, the IRDI
Research and Development Network whose main objectives are to promote
and regulate the academic activities of the Institute and their members.
By the 2006, the International Research and development Institute which was
a dream in 1997 metaphorsed into a truly International Organization having
over 5,000 members spread over 20 countries. IRDI Conferences have
attracted more than 10,000 participants from over 30 countries in the last five
years. The IRDI is publishing and sponsoring the publication of over 70
Journal titles in nearly all the fields of studies. The Institute also set up the
Pan-African Book Company that has published many secondary and tertiary
education text books.
In 2007, the IRDIcompleted and moved into its first Presidential lodge, a two
storey building located in the heart of Uyo, capital city of Akwa Ibom State,
Nigeria at No. 63 Itiam Street. This building served as the Secretariat and
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Implementation office from 2007 to 2012 when the Institute moved to its
permanent site at 210/212 Calabar Itu Highway, Urua Ekpa Junction, Uyo,
Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria. The IRDI Permanent site is a model
IntellectualCommunity Centre located on a beautiful 20,000 square meter site
along CalabarItu Highway by the Science and Technology Park, Uyo,
AkwaIbom State, Nigeria. The first phase of the construction work which
began in 2006 was completed in 2012 and these included parameter fencing,
office blocks, conference hall, church auditorium, guest house, farm house and
restaurant/bar.The second phase of constructioninclude a three storey
multipurpose building named“Palace of Learning”. This building which
houses the Deltona International Schools set up by the Institute in September
14, 2015 was completed in 2014. Educational facilities and Schools were to be
added to the Institute Facilities in order to stimulate interest in Scholarship
from Nursery/Primary School through Secondary School to the University
level.
I spoke earlier of the difficulties often encountered in getting the result of our
research to reach the people who can use it. I will like to conclude with an
appeal. Communication of research findings in the developing countries
between the various stakeholders are at the lowest level. Developing countries
must realize that scholars are precious assets. They must be given
opportunities, responsibilities for the research and development needs of their
countries.
This cannot be achieved unless opportunities are made for scholars to interact,
publish their research findings and contribute practically to community
development using their knowledge. It is our duty to address this issue through
publications, conferences, workshops, seminars, meetings, policy briefings,
formal education [schools] and the development of model intellectual
community centres.
Following the publication of the above account of my life and history of the
IRDI on 16th Anniversary Lecture of the IRDI on the Internet and in the
League of Researchers in 2014, I received a sponsorship from one of the
Institute’s publishers to give a more detailed account of my life and time for
posterity. I turned the offer down politely and told them that an ordinary life
like mine had nothing much to offer the future and therefore need not be
documented.
In 2016 after over two years, I reconsidered my stand and accepted the offer
which has metamorphosed into this book. My decision was basedon the fact
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that over the years, the institute has lost numerous founding fathers and
mentors whose exemplary lives were scantily presented in their funeral
biographies. Most of them died without literary executors making it even hard
for the Institute to recover from the unconcern family members finished works
not even to talk of their work in progress. It was certain that I am also mortal.
When I look back, I know that I was inspired by the Bible which is works of
inspiration coming from God through a willing man. I also know that I was
inspired by Biographies of AlbertEnstein, John F. Kenedy, Jomo Kenyatta,
NnamdiAzikwe, Napoleon Bonaparte, ChinueAchebe, Wole Soyinka, Chike
Obi and A. O. Awolabi. It is important to note however that Prof. Chike Obi,
then described as the best Mathematician in the worldwas my primary school
Hero and Mathematics was my best subject in primary school. In the
secondary school, Prof. A. O. Awolabi,the Mechanical Engineering genius
was my Hero and I ended up studying Mechanical Engineering.
The inspiration that these figures give only came through their Biographies.
Infact, I had never met Prof. Awolabi because by the time I met the son at the
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Nsukka and later the family in Lagos,
he was already dead. I only met Chike Obi during my Doctorate convocation
where he was receiving an Honorary Doctorate at the University of Nigeria,
but they were my great mentors through their life history made amiable
through literary works.
Another reason that informed my decision to write this Autobiography was
based on a General Studies book that I read at University of Nigeria during my
first year in the university titled “The Forgotten Heroes of the Nigeria
Independence”.
The book was very painstaking in describing the contributionsto our National
Independence that I have never heard of. At the end of the reading
Nationalism, it became clear to me that even though Herbert Macaulay was
the Father of Nigeria, Dr. NnamdiAzikiwe, the first President of Nigeria, Sir
AbubakarTafawaBelewa, the first Prime Minister of Nigeria, Sir.
AmaduBello, the first Premier of Northern Nigerian Region, Chief Obafemi
Awolowo, first Premier of Western Nigerian Region and Chief Michael
Okpara the first Premier of Eastern Nigerian Region, they were other very
important freedom fighters including those who were imprisoned and those
who even gave up their lives in the process.
I was also greatly moved by the music “The Power of the Dream” by Celine
Dion which says “There is nothing ordinary in the living of each day. There is
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a special part every one of us will play”. I present to you my ordinary living of
each day as a child, student, bachelor, husband, father, teacher, educationist,
scholar, entrepreneur, philosopher and a christian hoping that it will inspire the
special part of you to reach your own star and to realize the power of the
dream in you to give to you faith in things unseen and the courage to embrace
your fears no matter where you are. There is so much strength in all of us. For
every man, woman and child, it is the moment that you think you cannot that
you will discover that you can.
Your mind will take you far; the rest is just your heart. You will find your fate
is all your own creation and every person who comes into this world brings the
gift of hope and inspiration. Fulfill the dream and reach your destiny.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD
I was born in Afaha Ikot Obio Nkan Ibesikpo where the Central Business
District is located in Uyo, the Capital of Akwa Ibom State of Nigeria. My
father was a School Principal in the Akwa Ibom State Secondary School
Management System. He was an illustrious son in the Royal Family of Nung
Ayan in Afaha Ikot Obio Nkan Ibesikpo, Ibesikpo Asutan Local Government
Area of Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria. My father was a committed member in the
Lutheran Church of Nigeria. At the time of his death, he was the Secretary of
the Lutheran Church of Nigeria at Afaha Ibesikpo now the Bishop’s church.
The Lutheran Church has its headquarters in Obot Idim Ibesikpo in my village
and the church has been the dominant force in the development of the people
of Ibesikpo and its environs. My father’s education was mainly through his
connection to the church. Even his rise in the public school system was due to
the fact that the Lutheran Church was the Proprietor of some of the schools
now made public schools and the church always preferred a Lutheran
Principal.
Even though my village has suffered massive urbanization being in the central
business district of Uyo capital territory, we have managed to preserve our
cultural heritage and values. However, the fact that we have lost most of our
homeland to government projects such as the Tropicana Entertainment and
Hotel, 100 Unit Housing, State House of Assembly, Banking Layout,
Champion Breweries and other Industrial projects which has left many of us
homeless and scattered within the metropolis.
Despite this, our family values have remain intact as can be seen in our daily
lives and ceremonial outings such as marriages, burials, child blessings,
chieftaincy celebrations and other socio-economic activities. My name to the
seventh generation is Aniekanabasi Offiong Etim Akpan Udo Akpo Idang. I
was born when the Nigerian Civil War was on and my parents were trapped in
the war, jobless for they were teachers and there can be no schooling at the
war front.Aniekanabasi [who can win God] was my father’s slagon during the
war in which he was trapped jobless with many extended family members and
in-laws to cater for.
Mother has it that the war was so severe in her home town of Ikono such that
most of her relatives became refugees in our house in Uyo.My mother still
remembers with horror how two policemen that execorted her to maternity
check up with me were killed by a bomb immediately they part with her about
30 meters. The jet fighter emerged from nowhere in the sky, dropped bombs
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that buried them completely. She still remembers how the Principal of the
school, my father was teaching who evacuated us from the war zone in his car
was arrested and summarily executed, she was left to trek home with me. I
thank God that the Nigerian soldiers were not interested in killing women and
children. My father had earlier left Ikono with my eldest sister but could not
return because of the heavy fighting.
I am the second child and first son of the family. My brothers are Etim,
Offiong, Itoro and Kufre in birth order. My father met my mother while he
was a teacher in the Lutheran Mission Primary School at Ukpom Ekpene
Inuen. Apart from my eldest sister, Uduak, my other sisters are Magdalene,
Nsemeke, Betobong [died at 12 years of age] and Sito-obong in order of birth.
We are still members of the Lutheran Church today as most people from
Ibesikpo where the church headquarters is situated. My mother is a Princess;
her paternal grandfather was the Paramount Chief of Ekpene Inuen. Her father
was a Christian but her grandfather was a traditionalist. He considered himself
too old to join the church. As usual in those days, it was not easy for my father
to convince my mother’s parents that their daughter was going to be properly
maintained in the far away Uyo. Coupled with this, most of the other Chiefs
my father approached to lobby Chief Udoroung to accept that the bride price
paid were double agents. Some of them strongly believedthat my mother
should be married within their own royal family.
My maternal grandmother, Ekanem Umotong was behind my father and he
succeeded in marrying my mother at the tender age of 16 years, he himself
being only 23 years. My eldest sister was born in the first year of the marriage
and it was not easy at all to cope with only my father’s monthly salary as a
mission teacher.
Mma Arit as my maternal grandmother was fondly called had to put in all her
resources to support as the failure of the marriage would haveput her in
serious matrimonial problems because the Chief would have accused her of
being the source of disgrace to the family.
Back home, my father was the last of four brothers and the sixth of seventh
children. His father died when he was very young. His first brother who was
educated up to standard six levels who was supposed to assist my father also
died young leaving a wife and seven children. Eventhough my father was the
last of his brothers, he was the leader in their family as the most educated of
his entire siblings. He had to take care of his younger sister, Mary and the
children of his late brother.
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There were also cousins of his he had to help and even children of his brothers
that were not doing well. Not necessarily that they lacked money because
there were rich [one even built one of the most expensive houses in the village
then] but because the lacked understanding.
My father was a family man; he was very interested in the advancement and
welfare of members of his family including the extended family members. In
our house, there were always relatives from my mother’s side and his side.
Food was not a problem because my mother had farms within and outside the
school.
We moved into the staff quarters at the Lutheran Teachers Training College,
Ibakachi in 1971 as soon as my father had returned from his course at the
University of Ife (now called the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Osun
State, Nigeria).
The last occupant of that house was an American family before full hostiles
set in for the war. We got to know about him in 1974 when he visited and
demanded that we take him around to see his foot steps. I still remember that
the main house was a four bedroom apartment with a sittimg room (parlour),
kitchen, kitchen store, childrens’ playroom and a dinning. There was also a
two room boys’ quarter with firewood kitchen.
The house also had attached to it a big playing field and farm land which we
enjoyed working there with my mother and her housemaids. The house was
about a hundred meters from the Lutheran Chapel in College that we use to
worship.
The Lutheran Chapel was a center of activities in the College. Films showed
were shot there and dramas were also performed there.
The Chapel was designed such that its front was used for worship while the
back was used for secular events like drama, film show, etc.
There was always an event either the students were acting “Nsidebe Anana
mbiet eyen Awan” meaning “Nsidebe the most beautiful girl” or “Mutanda
Oyom Namundo” meaning “Mutandas search for Namundo.”
The College Calendar did not allow any dull moment. It was either interhouse sports, inter-house games, cultural festivals, or a beauty contest.The
school was well built and managed. The Missionaries were about to hand over
the school to the Government. Infact the Government had already had just
taken over the management of the school. There were only few Americans left
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in the school after the war among them was Rev. Automela who was in charge
of rehabilitation.
The college had a clinic for minor medical cases.A visiting doctor from the
General Hospital in Ikot Ekpene comes in from time to time to review cases in
the clinic. Every Saturday, staff wives were taken by the school bus for
shopping at the Ikot Ekpene main market. As children, we would beg mummy
to allow us to join the bus to town which she would only do when our hair was
due for cutting. This was why we were very sad when daddy hired a visiting
barber for the family.
Another occasion that we cherished as children was when we were taken on a
visit to my maternal grandmother, Mma Arit. We normally visited her
monthly as her house was not far from the Teachers Training College.
It was good for us, for as children leaving in American Quarters, we were
happy to test the free live in the village. We were taken to real farms in the
bush not farms with ridges near the house. Grandmma use to spoil us with
exotic foods we were not familiar with. Itused to be real fun. There were also
our cousins, Ani-mma, Idongesit, Idorenyin, Udo-Idorenyin, Paulina, Ezekiel
and the rest to play with.
I did not meet my maternal grandfather but we came to look unto my mother’s
elder brother as her father. He was equal to the task. He was a wealthy Chief
and farmer in the village standard. He had built his own cement house and
catered effectively for his immediate and extended family. His compound was
a typical community compound with his wife, children, mother, late father’s
wive, in-laws, maternal and paternal relations. It was a good place for children
to play around and enjoy before going back to their gated premises.
Another occasion we looked out for as children was Christmas which was
when we would visit our house at our village in Afaha Ibesikpo. Weloved the
Christmas in Uyo because there were always lots of colourful masquerades.
Some were friendly while others were dreaded. The friendly ones were the
children masquerade, the Nabos, Ekong, Obio Akpo, and Udotodo
The real Ekpo masquerade was the dreaded masquerade. As children, we were
made to believe that they were ghosts. The other side of Christmas was the
activities at the Premier Lutheran Church of Nigeria at Afaha Ibesikpo. We
cherished the carol songs presented by the American Missionaries resident in
Obot Idim Ibesikpo the Headquarters of the Lutheran Church of Nigeria.
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We were also very interested in visiting Eka Paul [my fathers youngest sister
mary] in their farmhouse at Obot Idim. There were lots of fruits and trees to
climb. We also visited my cousins Ime, Ikwo, Akon and Grace.
My father had three brothers Essien, Effiong and Nyong. He was their
youngest brother and the most educated. He had three sisters, Nkoyo, Arit and
Mary. My paternal grandmother’s name was Magdalene. My paternal
grandfather, Etim had a brother,Tim, who had five children, AkpanTim, Udo
Tim, Okon (SO), Aniedi (Alomi) and Asuquo.
He also had a sister, Affiong Akpan Udo-Okpo who was married at Okpo Ndu
Erong Asutan with children. She lived for over 120 years. My maternal
grandfather was polygamous, he had many wives. Mygrandmother was the
most senior wife and my uncle chief Inyang Akpan Udorung was the head of
the family and their heir apparent of Ekpene Inuen.
My mother’s uncle, Chief Edet Udo Umoh was the reigning Monarch of
Ekpene Inuen after the civil war had consumed both my maternal grandfather
and great grandfather.
Since Chief Edet Udo Umoh was based in Lagos, my uncle Chief Inyang
Akpan Udorung was the acting Village Head. He was also an Elder in the
Apostolic Church after they left the Methodist church, my maternal relations
church. My maternal grandfather brought the Apostolic Church to the village
because he needed a spirit filled church to protect his remaining children after
losing many to strange sicknesses. As a polygamist, they were not attracted to
the Lutheran Church.
My mother use to tell me that eventhough she is taken as Adiaha [first
daughter] and my uncle is taken as Akpan [first son] that they had many other
siblings that had died. My mother had only one brother, chief Inyang from his
mother who was about 10 years older than her. She had two other sisters,
Affiong and Arit. Her half brothers are Okon, Sunday and Ezekiel. Her half
sisters are Emaowo, Eno, Arit and Hannah.
Her other cousins and uncles in my uncleshouse, Chief Inyang Akpan
Udorung’s were Uwane Samuel, Godwin, and Joseph who was actually her
cousins son. He also had young relations to play with at Esit Atun [great
grandfather’s house] head by Chief Edet Udo Umoh. Therewere Edu, Edet,
Idorenyin, Mfon, Akon and Ikono.
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Altogether I have nine siblings born by my mother. They are Uduak,
Magdalene, Etim, Nsemeke, Offiong, Itoro, Bet-obong (of blessed memory),
Kufre and Sito-obong.
At the time we left Ibakachi, I had only four siblings namely, Uduak,
Magdalene, Etim and Nsemeke who were born when my mother was at the
Teachers Training College, Ifuho. The other five of my siblings were born
when my father came back from the University of Ibadan. They are Offiong,
Itoro, Bet-obong (of blessed memory), Kufre and Sito.
Thank God for the gift of a wonderful family to grow up in. Myfather at the
time of his death at the age of 52 years was a successful man. I had just
received a Ph.D in Mechanical Engineering and was already employed as
Lecturer 1 in the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. My eldest sister was a Deputy
Superintendent f Police while the husband who was the Mobile Police
Commander at Kano State was a Chief Superintendent of Police.
He died of cardiac failure when we were not expecting one. My father had
informed me of his heart condition but i did not understand it to be terminal. It
was a very big lost as most of his younger children were still in school.
Eventhough he had a lot of landed properties and buildings, there were not of
much help to us as there were not for sale. We had to even build a new house
for my mother at Nung Udoe town where she was working as a teacher as she
said she was not going to live in Afaha Ikot Obio Nkan Ibesikpo without her
husband.
PRIMARY EDUCATION
I started my Primary education in 1973 at the Lutheran Practicing School,
Ibakachi, Ukpom in Ikono Local Government Area of Akwa Ibom State,
Nigeria. The Primary School was the Demonstration Arm of the Lutheran
Teachers Training College, Ibakachi, where my father was a teacher and the
House Master of Anderson House. I loved being walked to school with my
sister, Uduak by Aunty Grace James who was then leaving with my parents.
Aunty Grace James was the first daughter of my father’s eldest brother, Essien
[named James in school by the Missionaries] who died before I was born. My
parents were leaving in the staff quarters of the Lutheran Teachers Training
College.
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The house we were leaving in was built by the American missionarieswho left
just before the civil war broke out. We were the first occupants after the war.
There must have been heavy fighting around the house during the civil war as
we picked up shells of exhausted ammunitions and even live ammunitions in
the play ground. Several times, shallow graves were discovered in the garden
by my mother and her maidens. During bush burning for farming around the
house, my parents would lock us inside as several ammunitionsexploded when
the fire was set.
An unexploded bomb was even discovered in our farm and my father had to
call in the police. The police could not handle the ammunition and when the
Army came, they only built a concrete slap on it and advisd us not to go near
till something more permanent could be done.
Back in school, there were pupils whose parents were lost in the war. Many
war orphanages had to be transferred to the orphanage at Ikot Ekpene when
their parents did not show up after along time. Such was the situation in my
primary school days. I was lucky to be alive with both parents.
During this period,our family worshipped regularly at the Lutheran Chapel of
the Teachers Training College, Ibakachi.
I can only remember few events in those days. I clearly remember the
preparation for Childrens’Day and Independence Day. The Government in
those days would cook rice for children in schools. I will never forget the first
Independence Day celebration I attended. The family Barber was invited to
prepare us for the day. Without asking questions, he cleared my head and
sister Uduak’s own to skin level and we were not comfortable going to the
stadium with bald heads.
I can still remember the radio playing Marshall Music and the announcement
that General Murtala Mohammed had been assassinated.I can also remember
the front pages of newspapers showing men tired to stack and executed. It
used to giveme sleepless night. I can still remember the immunization days in
school. The big machines that were used to administer those drugs were very
intimidating.
My days in the Lutheran Practicising School ended in 1977 when my father
left for further studies at the University of Ibadan and my mother moved to the
Teachers Training College at Ifuho, Ikot Ekpene to complete her Teacher
Training Programme.
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At this point, eventhough, my father had bought a new car, it was not still
possible for her to operate from Ibakachi to Ifuho, Ikot Ekpene,and hence, the
family had to relocate to No. 117 Aba Road, Ikot Ekpene.
My sisters, Uduak and Magdalene were enrolled in Convent School,Ifuho,
Ikot Ekpene [Girls’ school] while I and brother, Etim wereenrolledin Saint
Ann Primary School, Ifuho, Ikot Ekpene [Boys’ school].
The Teachers Training College at Ifuho that my mother attended was a
Catholic School while my Primary School and my sister’s Primary School
werethe College Demonstration Schools. During this period, we all
worshippedat the Catholic Cathedral in Ifuho at the time Cardinal Ekanem was
the Bishop of the Catholic Diocese of Ikot Ekpene. The Cardinal had a number
of children both at the Saint Ann Primary School, Ifuho and Convent School,
Ifuho [most of them were Nigerian children who returned from Tanzania after
the civil war and who could not locate their families].
At the Saint Ann Primary School, there were mainly four classes of students.
First, the native, and most of them werefrom poor parentage. Second, those
from the 13th Motorized Division of the Army stationed at the Ikot Ekpene
Township,GRA andStadium [now stationed at Ibagwa]. Third, those from rich
homes around Ikot Ekpene axis.The Fourth sets of students were from
Cardinal Ekanem orphanage.Atschool, abusingthem as orphans would end you
instant suspension and/or invitation of your parents.
An incident occurred in the school which made the teachers to ignore Army
children. A soldier’s child was flogged and the father mobilised soldiers to
come to the school and rough handled the teachers. From then onwardbefore a
child could be disciplined and properly corrected, the teacher would asked“uso
ade ekong?” meaning“is year father a soldier?” If your father happened to be
in the Army you would not be punished for your wrong doing while at the
same time you would not be corrected for any reason in class. Infact, the Army
High Command had to interfer before their children could be treated again like
normal students. This later led to the establishment of the Army Day School in
the barrack.
My brother, Etim and I were very special students because we were always
punctual and neat. We were to some extent considered well to do because my
father had a car and was a graduate teacher in Government Service. But what
really brought a lot of respect for us was that while I was the overall first in
my class, my brother would also be the overall first in his class meaning that
the two of us wouldalways sit on the honours row. The tradition that was that
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the first, second and third overall pupils in each class would be called out from
the Assembly hall to sit on reserved seats.
This practice annoyed the native student’sone end of term. Oneday, we were
thoroughly beaten for daring to always take first. Some even believed that our
parents had made book medicine for us to be taking first.
I cannot remember when my sister, Magdalene was born but I can still
remember that my brother, Etim and my sister, Nsemeke were born when I
was in Practicing School, Ibakachi. My brother, Offiong was born when I was
in Saint Ann Primary School. I can still remember escorting my mother to the
hospital, all the way from Ikot Ekpene to Anua in Uyo. I really loved my
mother and I was always doing house chores with her including cooking
assorted dishes.
My sisters, Uduak and Magdalene loved me because I would do everything
with them not minding that I was a boy.
It was my sister, Uduak who informed me of the existence of Federal
Government Colleges. She even took me to Ikot Ekpene township stadium to
prove to me that the school was the best any one could think of.
From the moment I came back from the stadium, I was convinced that was the
school to go for. The students were very neat, tall, handsome and beautiful.
Theywere very cultured and had peculiar marching style.Undoubtedly,they
were named overall first in the March Past. From that day, I joined my sister
and her friend, Ekam Archbibong from the Convent School to prepare for the
Federal Government College examination.
I was indisposable to them because of my superior understanding of
Mathematics and Aptitude test. To enable me accomplished this great task, my
mother consulted two great teachers. One was her classmate in the Teachers
College, Ifuho, Mrs. Edifon [Eka Ima] and the other one was my Scout Master
at Saint Ann, Ifuho, and Mr. Anthony Akpan Obot.
It was Mrs. Edifon who taught Basic Arithematic while Mr. Obot’s main task
was examining me from to time to time with past question papers. It was also
Mr. Obot’s duty to ensure that we registered for the Federal Government
College Entrance Examination. Mr. Obot also taught me scouting and other
values that I still cherish till date. Scouting lessons were very elaborate
ranging from marching past to drumming and other paramilitary exercises.
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We were also taught Civic lessons and recitation of all the National Anthem
and Pledge. We were also told the story of Lord Burden Powell, the leader
who use to wear Kaki.
On Fridays, all students in class five were required to go for practical at the
handicraft centre in Ikot Ekpene Government Reserve Area.
My task was to make a photo frame. The picture on the cover of this book was
placed on the photo frame for the class score. I scored the highest.
Eventhough I was very devoted to this task, it was our practise to go to the
handicraft centre late after roaming the entirebarrack searching for apple and
mango fruits which were plants in those days.
This particular day was not a lucky one as we were arrested by soldiers for
daring to enter the firing range while it was being prepared for public
execution of the seven armed robbers.We were not manhandled because of our
tender age but were handed over to the Headquarters for warning, and we were
not released until the execution was carried out.
The Federal Entrance examination was a walk over for me as I scored
360/400. My problem was how to overcome the Aptitude test which was the
last stage of the examination.My sister, Uduak was dropped the previous year
at that stage. She had informed me that the problem lied in reading and
comprehension. For this reason, one month before the examination, my
mother hired an English teacher for me and my sister, Uduak who was already
in a State School. It paid up as both of us were admitted on merit list to study
in one the best secondary schools of that time, Federal Government College,
Ikot Ekpene. I thank my God for granting this opportunity to me.
SECONDARY EDUCATION
In the year 1979, I was admitted into the Prestigous Federal Government
College, Ikot Ekpene to start my secondary education. Federal Government
Colleges were created by the Post Civil War Federal Government in Nigeria as
Unity Schools.
They were designed to provide an excellent all round education while at the
same time developing inthis chosen set of Nigerians high patriot values and a
spirit of unity.
The Federal College Project was an expensive project in National
Development but certainly it has paid up as many products of this College are
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now adding value to the development of the Nation in various fields of human
endeavour.
You would easily recognised them through their patriot values and their belief
in one Nigeria values that were impacted through a dogmatic Civic Education
using the book by J. R. Bunting who was the Principal of the First Federal
College, Kings College, Lagos.
I was admitted the same year with my eldest sister, Uduak who had already
spent one year in a State Secondary School. We were driven to the College by
my parents in their Datsun 120Y car. My father attached so much importance
to this event that he had to postpone his trip to the University of Ibadan where
he was doing a special programme in education to see us off. My mother was
also very happy and eventhough we were not very rich, they endeavoured to
buy everything on the prospectus ranging from school uniforms, through
books to rain coat/boots.
This was a necessary sacrifice as our State Government the Cross River State
Government, unlike Northern States Government did not provide scholarship
to their students at Federal Colleges.
You could notbe admitted into the hostel unless you had all that was listed on
the prospectus [clothings, stationeries, provisions, books, etc] which had to be
provided by your parents or State Government. Many brilliant students missed
their opportunitiesbecause of lack of interest and/or resources on the part of
their parents/State Government. I am forever grateful to my parents for giving
me the opportunity.
The Federal Government provided every other thing not listed in the
prospectusincluding food, hostel accommodation, and transport to and from
the College if you were outside your State of origin, but the parents or State
Government had to buy clothings, stationeries, provision and books. Usually
coaches were booked in the train for students from the Northern part of the
country.
EventhoughI was only about 10 years old when I entered the College,Iwas
able to cope well as I had already overcomed bed-wetting.
Bed-wetting was the beginning of all trouble for most first year students.
Another advantage I had was that, eventhough, my written expression in
English was poor, I had good understanding of Mathematics and my oral
expression was good.
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Also, since my parents had assured me that they would come on every visiting
day and I was with my eldest sister, so I did not feel much home sick. Many of
my classmates especially from the Northern part of the country were picked up
in tears from train stations.
The arrival date was on a Sunday and I was lucky to arrive before dinner.
When the bell for dinner rang, all freshers were requested to wait outside the
dining hall for a brief orientation and assignment of tables. We were given
general instructionson how to use the cutlery set in a civilized manner by the
staff on duty, Mr. Sesna Siena, an Englishman who also happened to be the
English teacher.
He emphasised that proper table manners are very important at this stage
because in the wider world when you exhibit bad table manners you would not
be corrected but only mocked at. He then assigned us tables and asked us to
take our first lesson in school “Table Manners” very seriously as would be
directed by the table head and other seniors on our table.
I was assigned to table no. 12 and my table head was a mulatto girl by name,
Jenina Attah. Here, I also had an advantage as my eldestsister, Uduak had
already done some work at home with me becauseshe knew that this could be
a problem to somefreshers.
Many students especially those from the North had to go hungry for days
because they found it difficult to eat with fork and knife. But within one week,
we had all learned our lessons and had even graduated to eating 202 [that is an
extra plate].
On Monday, we were driven in a bus from the temporary site of the College
along Uyo road to the permanent site along Itu road. This was to be a daily
journey on all working days as there were not enough classrooms in the
temporary site. The few classrooms were used by the senior students. On
arrival at the permanent site, I was impressed as most of the buildings were
storey buildings and the compound was very big and well planned.
We were shown the Aerodrome which was used by the first Principal, Mr.
Kimit for landing his private jet. Mr. Kimit had just handed over the school to
Mr. J. T. Udofia, an indigenous Principal, but he was always visiting the
school.
At the end of the orientation exercise, we were shared into classes. I was very
happy as I was assigned class 1A together with my sister and we sat near to
each other. By the time the school noticed that we were biological brother and
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sister, it was late to separate us.Every school day began by 7.00am when all
the junior students would gather at the bus garage for a drive to the permanent
site.
Our favourite driver was named, Baba K. We all loved the way he used to turn
the vehicle. By 1.30 pm we would make a return journey to the temporary site.
Lunch was served at 2.00pm. Siesta began at 2.30pm and ended 3.30 pm. Prep
started from 3.30 pm and ended 5.30 pm. Games started from 5.30 pm and
ended 6.30 pm and dinner was at 7.00pm. EveningPrep started from 7.30 pm
and ended 10.00pm. This was the tight schedule we operated for all working
days Monday to Friday. On Friday, it was compulsory for all Muslim students
to go to the Mosque in town using the school bus.
Thevarity nightwas usually on Saturday after dinner.We were told that the first
varity night is a Disco night and that shy students who could not dance would
be punished. The party was fun as we were free to dance with the opposite sex
provided our bodies did not touch each other.The Master of Socials and other
teachers were always around to ensure that things went smoothly.
I arrivedat the party with my new friends, Francis Akpan, Ubong Akpan and
John Orok. My sister had also arrived with her new friends, Theresa Udo,
Alua Aguba and Nseobong Ekong.All the first yearboys and girls were asked
to open the floor with Michael Jackson’s music“Off the Wall”. The party
ended at 10.00pm and we all went back to our dormitories. It was announced
that a film would be shown the next weekend.
I was in Cross River House and I did not have much problem as I had stopped
bed-wetting. Mr. Edidah, my House Master disliked bulling so I was in a save
Haven.Saturday was very enjoyable, apart from the stress of inspection, we
were free to do whatever we liked including playing games. My favourite
game was badminton and table tennis, so I went to the Assembly hall to play
with some new friends. They were Francis, Ubong Akpan and John Orok who
were all from the famous Hillside International Nursery and Primary School,
Calabar, Nigeria. We were welcomed by the Games Prefect who allowed us to
play table tennis. He always taught us badminton one after the other before
going to read as he was in Upper Six preparing for his ‘A’ level examination.
On Sunday morning, we were informed of thetwo simultaneous services, one
for Catholic members and the other one for Protestantand that it was
compulsory for students to attend either of them.
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I really enjoyed the service which many of the teachers attended. Late in the
evening, i also attended Scripture Union Fellowship with Senior Iko Edem as
the head.
The fellowship ended with the song,“when we get to heaven at the last
ascending, they shall be no more sorrow and no more whipping as all saints
shall gather”.
My first year was very hectic but enjoyable. We had to wakeup early
everyday, do our morning duties and then wait for the breakfast bell. You have
to get to the dinning on time to avoid the authorization of ‘202’ or the
“masacre”. The Prefect on duty was allowed under the school rule to order
members of your table to eat your food [i.e. eat 202] if you did not show up 10
minutes to the end of any meal. A masscare was declared if there were only
few students in the refectory at the time the authorization to eat up the
remaining food on the tables was issued.
One had to be very time conscious not to miss the bus which took junior
students to the permanent site. As children, we loved this journey, the jumping
and the struggling to catch the bus not knowing that it was dangerous. One
Friday after school, one of our first year students was so unlucky to be crushed
by the bus. He was an only son to the father and mother. For the first time as a
child, I came to understand that children also die.
It was very difficult for us to forget AbasiakanInana especially those of us
who were his friends. He attended the Hillside International School, Calabar
the topmost Nursery and Primary School in old Cross River State. A memorial
service was conducted for him in the Assembly hall and all the students were
asked to accept this as the wish of God.
Visiting days was the last Saturday of every month and we were always
expecting our parents. My parents arrived early in a new school bus along with
the school driver. My fatherhad just completed his studies from the University
of Ibadan and was promoted to the rank of a School Principal. As a family, we
were very happy about this promotion as it meant a rise in social and financial
standing.
Later on, I discovered that daddy’s accelerated promotion was professional
and political. Eventhough he was a fresh graduate, he was among the few with
teaching qualification and he had the Lutheran connection. The Lutheran
Church of Nigeria was the Proprietor of many schools then taken over by the
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State Government and State Government receives less pressure from the
mission when the use members as principles of these schools.
I had to share what my parents brought with my sister. My sister always took a
lion share because she claimed that she had more friends than me and also on
the grounds that she would store some of the provision for me in the girls’
hostel were theft was not rampant. I never really cared, once I had taken
enough for my friends from the North, Mohammed Salisu and Ebba
Mohammed whose parents would not come because the food given in the
refectory were sufficient for me.I used to request for some pocket money to
buy doughnuts and soft drinks during school hours at the permanent
site.During the course of my parents’ visit, we discovered that Theresa Udoh’s
father was also a School Principal known to my father and we spent many
visiting days together and became family friends.
Visiting day was the only day in school that our various and diverse
backgrounds wereexposed.We had very wealthy parents especially Ibos from
Aba, Onitsha, Enugu and Owerri. We also had parents who were top Civil
Servants, businessmen and politicians from Calabar and Uyo. Few rich parents
mainly from the ruling Military caucus were also able to come all the way
from Lagos and other western parts of the country.
No parents came from the North even though some of the students from the
North were from rich parentage. We had also quite a number of wealthy
parents from the locality, but the people who interest me were dedicated
parents from all works of life who brave it all to give their children the best. I
count my parents among this class because it was later that I discovered that
not that they had in abundance but they wanted to give us the best, not that
they were rich but they wanted us to have a conducive atmosphere for learning
so that we could grow up to become responsible adults.
I was very much a “book worm” and invariably secured top grades in all my
subjects. My sister was also doing very well and wewere gradually being
noticed and respected. But we came famous during the inter-house sports
when my sister, Uduak took first position in all junior girls’ events –
100metres, 200 metres, 400 meters and high jump [using a flashy style called
“Western Roll Apina”. I could not make it in any of the track events but I took
first position in the high jump using a similar style like my sister called
“Eastern Roll Apina”. It was this style of high jump that attracted the audience
more than any thing else in the competition.
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This style was special taught us by my father when we were at Lutheran
Practicing School, Ibakachi during the time my father was a tutor at the
Lutheran Teachers Training College, Ibakachi. I later realised that apart from
being talented, we were privileged in terms of sports facilities and other
educational facilities as children of teachers. Since we were leaving in the staff
quarters of the College, the College sports facilities and other educational
facilities including the Library were made availale to us. We also had special
teachers and trainers from the College. Infact, my primary school was a
practicing school for the Teachers College in words and deeds.
My first year was very eventful and exciting. I suffered malaria attack about
four times that year because of the differences in medical procedure employed
by my parents and the school authority. My parents used a preventive medical
procedure which involved taking monthly preventive malaria medications
whereas the school waited until a student is down before treatment. The funny
thing about those attacks was that it would occur simultaneous with my
sister’s and people use to speculate that it is because we were twins [my sister
is two years older than me but was believed to be my twinsister]. It is now that
I am raising my children that I have come to understand that when you subject
children to the same procedure of preventive malaria medications, they will
fall sick at the same time when this procedure is withdrawn, all things being
equal.
My first year ended with mix feelings. I was the best student in my class and
my sister was placed forth in the class which had about 40 students. I was very
eager to go home and announce this to my parents.In order to impress them
about my personal hygiene, Idecided to wash all my clothes and other items
and dry them a day before the closure. After the last games outing for the year,
I came back and found that all my belongings had been stolen. I was very
ashamed to carry an empty box into the car as my mother kept scolding. On
arrival, I was lucky that my grandmother visited.When my grandmother heard
that I was the best in my class, she assured me that she would talk to my father
and he would replace all that was lost, that I should go and eat. My mother
was still scolding,and then she warned her not to do that reminding her that
she had mentioned that I was under-age and they still insisted in sending me to
a boarding school. She may have been right because on my return to school
the next term, I discovered that I was wiser and more tactical not only in
protecting my property but involving myself in less trouble and fight.
I resumed for the second year with strong resolutions. I was to read very hard
and obey all the school rules and regulations including doing things orderly
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and at the right time. I made up my mine to be the best in my
class.Eventhough I was not the overall best in the second year class of about
120-150 students, I was the best in my 2A class of about 35 students.
I was also one of the best in Home Economics, Civic Education, Bible
Knowledge, History and Mathematics. In Home Economics, my success was
best on my love and devotion to practical things. My designs and preparation
were always the best because I devoted my time and taught for them. The
Home Economics teacher, Mrs. Q. C. Akpan [Nee Miss P. E. Okon] was
always using my interest and devotion to set example for unserious girls. My
success in Civic Education, Bible Knowledge and History was largely due to
the retentive memory system of reading that I and my best friend, Ini
Archibong had developed called,“Cramming”.
This system was so powerful that I remembered reciting the whole Gospel
according to Saint Mark without missing a word. I can still narrate the story of
Martin Luther’s Protestant movement with the relevant dates. I do not know
what effect that this method has made on my adult live but I do not forget
faces eventhough I met with them only once. I do not forget events.
Infact, in the process of writing this book, I have also discovered the events
seems to as if there had happened yesterday. My success in Mathematics had
demanded a lot of hard work eventhough I was naturally good in computation
and arithmetics. I had to solve all the problems in Onibonje Mathematic in
order to ensure that I scored a 100%. I believed strongly in my father’s
principles that the short cut is always a wrong cut so I worked hard for all my
courses.
I entered the third year with confidence and with strong resolution at being the
best. In the third year, we were required to choose between Arts and Science
Courses. My favourite teachers were all very disappointed as I chose the
sciences because I was also very good in the Arts.
During the long vacation holiday, I had a lengthy discussion with my father
who was not only a school Principal but alsoa career counsellor. He had a
Master’s degree in Guidance and Counelling. He told me that considering my
family backgroundand the stage of development of the Nigerian nation, and
my Mathematical abilities that he would recommend that I study the sciences
eventhough I was good in the Arts and I was attracted to their studies as an
intellectual.
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My father was a man of strong vision.The pieces of advice he gave me as a
young man I understood them more now andI am making use of them. I did
not give my father a reply there and then, but when I got to the school after a
visionary encounter, I made up my mind. I chose the science and wrote him
that I was studying to become an Engineer. He took time to reply me the letter
and blessed myendeavours as I study and work as an Engineer. He praised me
for listening to his counselling and pointed out that the decision is entirely
mine and that I must work hard to fulfill it.
The decision to study Engineering was my first decision made based on a
visionary encounter. I had joined the school Scripture Union Fellowship which
allowed me close association with God. I cannot explain what a visionary
encounter is, but it involves receiving from God aclear direction in any
situation, seeing green or red and not yellow.
In the third year, we were required to list all the nine subjects that we would
enter for in the West African Senior School Certificate Examination
(WASSCE). All science students were required to offer at least one Arts
subject in addition to English which was compulsory. I on the Jamb Brochure
since I was studying to gain admission into Engineering, I had already known
that it has to be Mathematics, Physic, Chemistry, Biology, Additional
Mathematics, Technical Drawing, Geography and English. My problem was
on how to accommodate History and Bible Knowledge being my favourite
subjects.
I visited the school Counsellor and after a meeting with him concerning my
desire to be an Engineer, I discovered that the Arts course of my choice could
not be History or Bible knowledge but that it has to be Economics which
wasjust introduced for the first time in the third year.
As I grew up to study Mechanical Engineering specializing in Industrial
Engineering and Management, I got to understand why the College Counsellor
said that my choice of Arts course had to be Economics. As a University
Lecturer now, Ialso teach Engineering Economics.
In my third year, I performed well in all the subjects but I knew that teachers
only examined us based on what they taught.Most of the science teachers then
in my school were newly employed Philipines and Indians. I was also aware
that they may not cover the West African Examination Council’s Syllabus on
time before the final examination.
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During the third year, along vacation holiday, my father enlisted me and my
eldest sister in the confirmation class of the Lutheran Church of Nigeria at
Afaha Ibesikpo.Under Rt. Rev. T. T. Udofot, we were taught the Martin
Luther Book on Catechism and my other article of faith. My father bought me
and my sister separate new bibles.He also bought me a new suit and a new
white gown for my sister. I was very glad that Sunday as I joined
othercommunicant members of the Lutheran Church to receive the Sacrament
of Holy Communion.
When I returned to school for my fourth year, I told my classmates about my
new standing in the church and the fact that I wanted to dedicate my life to the
work of God and my studies, so that I could pass with flying colours in the
final examination.
My resolution shifted from being the best in the school examination to doing
the best in the final examination. To this end, I asked my parents to buy me
nine text books, one for each subject that I would register in the West African
Senior School Certificate Examination. My task was to study those books
from one end to the other and this was the secret of my eventual success at the
final examination. I remember that I covered the Physic book by Abbot and
the Chemistry book by Lambert twice before the mock examination.
Other books were covered at least once before the mock examination. Due to
the change in my reading pattern, my fourth year result was not so good. I was
not even among the first three in the class as I was placed fourth, and my
teachers were worried and they questioned me. My reply was that the subjects
were getting harder, but the truth was that I was preparing for the final
examination and not a term’s examination.
The fourth year was not all work and no play. I was still active in sports and I
secured a place in high jump at the 1993 CIAPO games that was hosted at the
Federal Girls’ College in Calabar in the Calabar Sports Stadium. CIAPO
stands for Calabar, Ikot Ekpene, Abioma, Port Harcourt and Owerri Games of
Federal Government College Games Series.
I tried my best but could not win any medal at the event. However, I
thoroughly enjoyed myself as my sister won many medals.
Anotherevent of interest in the school was the founder’s day celebration. As a
member of the cultural troupe, I was assigned the role of acting the English
couple along side with Miss Edu Akpan. The show was very interesting as
students in pairs dressed and acted the various ethnic groups in Nigeria. I was
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very happy as I displayed the new imported suit that my father bought for me
during my confirmation service in church. Miss Edu Akpan was also wearing
an imported English Gown. Because of her complexion and built she was
really looking English and beautiful.
I was a very active member of the Drama Club which was the umbrella
organization of the cultural troupe. We rehearsed and staged many dramas.
During weekends, weperformed for other schools on invitation. I was part of
the team that visited Cornelia Corneli College, Uyo, Girls’ Secondary School,
Utu Ikpe, Ikot Ekpene and the Lutheran High School, Ikot Obong Erong in
Ikot Ekpene. Our award wining play “Our Husband Has Gone Mad
Again”.notonly won many awards but hadmany invitations for presentation
from many Colleges and Institutions. It was real fun to belong to a club that
gave me such opportunity. I was also a member of French Club that gave me
the chance to visit the University of Calabar in Cross River State for the first
time on excursion.
I was a good French student but my decision to study Engineering did not give
me the opportunity to register for French in the General Certificate
Examination (G.C.E).
I was the first non-French student to be voted as the President of the French
Club because of my dedication. In running this club,I was strongly supported
by Iniibehe Archibong, Secretary General, who was an ‘A1’ student of French
and the School Library Prefect. He was able to offer French in the General
Certificate Examination(G.C.E) as he was studying to be a Lawyer. The Head
of the French Department was sceptical about my election but he was
convinced as Iled the Organization into glory by arranging an excursion to the
French Departmentin the University of Calabar, which we werehosted in a
grand style. Our end of year party was also judged the best and
memberstremendously increased.
The final year was largely a revision year for me. Having studied all my books
at least once, the effort now was on testing myself with past question papers. I
had to buy additional books on past questions and answers. During the Mock
Examination, my teachers were very impressed as I made A1 in all my
subjects.
It was not all work and no play. I was a Dormitory Prefect and also the
President of the French Club. I won the prize for the best academic student in
my graduating class. There was new Principal, Mr. J. A. Efekedo who did not
know that I was a serious student.
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Mr. J. A. Efekedo was a disciplinarian.He came to the college as a Principal
when things had fallen apart. He blamed it on we the final year class and was
very harsh towards us.
I can still remember his first speech as the Principal of the College.
“My name is Mr. J. A. Efekedo and I am the new Principal of this College.
Breaking of bounds is an offence punishable by expulsion. No student should
go near the staff quarters. Some of you are fond of pretending to be adults
when you are not. For this reason, the following students should see the school
Vice Principal Academic and the College Counsellor for counselling. I have
already talked to some of you personally and I will also discuss these issues
with your parents. Good morning students”.
This was a very embarrassing issue as the Principal was informed by some
female staff that most of the final year students were doing boy friend and girl
friend and a list was submitted. All those involved were to go and explain their
relationships and be warned.For suspected serious relationships, parents were
invited.I thank God that my explanation was accepted and that my parents
were never invited. I had told the committee that the girl that was paired with
me was simply listed there because she was my reading partner particularly in
Mathematics and Physics. That was why the Principal after handing me the
price as the best all around academic student said “it is now that I believe
you”.The girl in question did not win any price but was admitted to study
Medicine on first sitting.
During the final year, I bought the University Joint Matriculation Examination
form and filled Mechanical Engineering at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka,
as my first choice. My examination centre was at the then School of Arts and
Science, Uyo, Nigeria.
The examination was fine because I had prepared for it. The only problem was
in Mathematics which I could not finish because of time constraint. I was
admitted the sameyear, 1984 on merit first hand to study Mechanical
Engineering having scored one of the highest scores in the examination.
In the West African Examination Council and General Certificate
Examinations, I had A’s in all the subjects exception of English which I had a
credit. I was very happy because my efforts were rewarded. I was also grateful
that I had able parents who could send me to the University.I thank God for
his mercies endureth forever.
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UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
In the year 1984, I was admitted into the University of Nigeria Nsukka to
study Mechanical Engineering. I had to be escorted to the University by my
mother who introduced me to Prof. I. O. Eyo who became my guardian and
mentor. This was necessary because I was only 15 years and my admission
into the hostel had to be facilitated and guaranteed by a guardian.
My first year was eventful. I gained an uppper hand among the new students
because I arrived two days earlier and attended all the orientation programmes.
During the orientation programmes, several prominent Professors spoke to us
in the one week programme. The lectures ranged from life on campus and the
hostel through managing your time as an undergraduate, your purpose of
coming to the University, the motto of the University - restoring the dignity of
man,the Anthem of the University, passing through the University and
allowing the University to pass through you, why you should join Christ
church or Saint Peter Catholic Church or the Mosque on campus to balance
academic with spiritual life, why you should not join the secret cult, student
unionism in the proper perspective, and how to become a successful scholar.
While this formal orientation programmes were going on, there were other
very importance programmes that infiltrated it. The various groups were there
to recruit members. They included religious groups like Deeper Life Campus
Fellowship, Scripture Union, CASSOR, etc. Also on ground were the various
town unions or parapor groups as they were called. Old Students Associations
were also on ground,Social Clubs for example [Dollar, Prestige] and even
members of the secret for example[KK Confraternity, Vikings, Bukanniers]
were also around to recruit.
During the orientation programme, I also met the guy that we were all looking
out for, who scored the highest in the entrance examination which I was
placed 10th despite my effort which I taught would put me above all other
students. He introduced himself to me as ObikaNwobi. I also introduced my
self to him. Being familiar with the name as I had already seen it on the
Admission Notice Board, I asked him if he were the one who scored the
highest in Jamb.Hedidnot reply but his school mate from Federal College
Okigwe replied on his behalf that he was the one and that he would also be the
best in my class. I was greatly inspired by him and through him I became the
most influential intelligent guy in my class.
From that point, he became a friend and an ally. He did turned out to be the
best graduating student not only in my class but in the whole University. I
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lateraddressed him as Mechanical Engineering Genius after he scored A’s in
all the courses. He still remains the most intelligent person I have ever met. It
was through him that Ilearned the art of publishing books even though he was
not aware because later on I had to study his reading habit and discovered that
most of his secret lie in book reading and note taking which we called Bash.
Even though the bash were jointly produced by the best brains in the class
which of course included me, I was the copy right own as I compilied them
into a booklet and decided on who to give to or not to give it to. For this
reasons, I was the most influential intelligent guy in the class.
During the orientation, I met a lot of my school mates from Federal
Government College, IkotEkpene and also students from my State who lived
in Uyo and Calabar. During the orientation programme, we were also taken
around most of the popular places in campus like Freedom Square, Prince
Alexander Auditorium [where we were reminded of the civil war as the
building was in ruins having been hitted by a bomb], Christ Church, Saint
Peter Catholic Church and Nnamdi Azikiwe Library where we were taught
how to use the library facilities and Administrative Buildings.
Before departing Uyo to Nsukka, my cousin, Eno-obongEkaette had arranged
a meeting with our distant cousin whose father was a Professor in the
University of Calabar and they had lived in the University of Nigeria before
moving to the campus in Calabar.Theywere five siblings.Thefirst three were
girls who attended Queens College,Lagos and the two boys had attended a
Federal College in western Nigeria. They all had the ambition of coming to
the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. The eldest of the girls, Arit Udo, arrived in
Nsukka the same year with me and she was a very important ally to me in
many social, academic and financial affairs. She had the responsibility of
introducing me to all the girls from our state the then Cross River State. She
also introduced me to all the good girls most of them from Queens College
and others fromFederal Government Colleges. The UNN of my time was class
conscious and we were mainly attracted to girls of good breeding which then
was mainly found from the Federal Colleges. The local school girls usually
arrivedin the University at an older age and lacked the sophistication we
needed then.
She also introduced me to ChikeUchedu whose father was a Professor of
Sciology at the University of Calabar. Chike’s father just returned from the
United States and as such did not attend any Federal College but the famous
Hope Wadel Training Institute, Calabar. Chike was admitted into the same
Mechanical Engineering Department with me. I introduced Chike to my
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friends from the Federal College and Chike also introduced me to his friends
from Calabar and our social network expanded.
As a protestant student, I joined the Christ Church on campus and later joined
the Abiding Word Gathering Fellowship rose to the position of a Staff Advisor
after my employment in the University. As a Cross River State student, I
joined the Cross River State Student Association which I later contested
election and became the President.
I also made up my mine not to join any secret cult. This position I shared with
my best friend, Chike who was also of the same view. We formulated a polite
reply that was to be given to any group that approached us thus, “I’ll like to
maintain my independent” We also had this to say when in social
gatheringsand we are requested to provide our identity/affection. “NonAligned movement” or Babangida’s Fraternity. General Ibrihim Babangida
was the President of Nigeria and our reply implied that we depended on
government for protection.
The Christ Church on Campus was more or less like the Lutheran Church only
that the Lutheran Church had more in common with the Catholic Church. The
Christ Church was an inter-denominational church having service in Anglican
order, Methodist order and the Presbyterian order. The place was a centre of
activities in campus whose events included matriculation service, convocation
service, wedding service and funeral service. It was an elite church and the
over fifty man choir was led by a musical guru,Prof. Achinifu.The Abiding
Word Gathering was a fellowship for teenagers. The sound of it music was
magnifying and its membership was made of beautiful girls and handsome
young men. Theyfeatured activities that were not presented inother school
campus fellowships like SU, CASSOR, and Deeper Life. I continued to
fellowship with them throughout my under-graduate and Post-graduate days.
As a Cross River State student in the UNN of my time, it was a wise thing to
join the Parapor Union as native or State Union as were called. The State
Union were units through which State Government sent scholarship to the
students. They also provided loan and other facilities for their members. They
were also avenues for cultural and social expression. They even organized
welcome and send-forth parties for their students. I had earlier on known the
importance of this Association as there formed part of ones heritage. It was
satisfying to work for the State Union as we helped the Government in
reaching out to students. I felt more comfortable in their parties and outings.
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We also decided not to join any social club because some of them might have
led one into joining a cult. Before we attended any party, we had to vetit and
see that it wasnon-aligned. Before we asked any girl out, we also had to vet
and see that she was not aligned to any cult.
The orientation programme was not a waste of time because it really helped us
to decide on our future in campus. The first year was a preliminary year for
Engineering Students. Our lecturers were spread around six main departments
(1) Physic (2) Chemistry (3) Mathematics (4) Computer Science (5)
Mechanical Engineering (6) General Studies. During the orientation
programme, we were also encouraged by the Student Affairs Department and
the Student Union to join the Union and pay up our Union dues. We received
many heart moving speeches from student leaders filled with Marxist
Ideology. The Student Union had Patrons/Speakers like Prof. Nnoli of
Political Science who was a great orator and a Marxist. Another great Orator
and student union patron was the controversial Comrade Obasiwe of the GS
Department. In those days of Military Rule, the Student Union was very strong
as it was the biggest organized group opposing the Military Junta.
Later on, I discovered that the Student Union was not only filled with Marxist,
they had many capitalist who were so ashamed of the economic situation
created by the Military Government claiming to welfarise that they cannot
speak out.
I was a young student attracted to Marxist theory at least to discover what it
had in stock. I once read the Communist Manifesto and also attended many of
the weekly seminars organized by Prof. Nnoli and Comrade Obasiwe. Infact,
in one of them in which the Rusian Ambassador whowasinvitedI was present
but did not know the consequence of taking part in such a gathering. Students
leaders were spared but the Professors and staff were querried for inviting the
RusianAmbasssador to speak to students without permission. I was so worried
that I had to ask my father whether I was on the right path in attainding those
communist meetings since I had promised him that I would not take part in
any violent demonstration or involved in any illegal actions. He took time to
explain to me the accepted ingredient of the Nigerian society. I then suspended
my romance with Communism. I wrote to him that I was never a Communist
at heart that I was only attracted to the group to study their Ideology. We use
to enjoy the General Studies classes as they were students from all
backgrounds. The lectures were usually given in the Arts Theatre with boys
and girls dressed to kill. I really loved my GS Director and Lecturer,Prof
(Mrs.) Ikekwezuwho was a German married to a Nigerian. She taught us how
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Europe under developed Africa. Herfamous statement was,“they talk about
civilization, they talk about goods, they talk about education, but I am talking
about the man that has been destroyed.” Incidentally, it was this Europeaan
who introduced me to Pan-Africanism. She gave me books on Nnamdi
Azikiwe, ObafemiAwolowo, Hailse Salise, JomoKenyeta and evenAnar Sadat
of Egypt. She was later granted Nigerian citizenship before she died in a
ghastly motor accident along Nsukka Enugu highway.
Engineering programme in the first year was mainly handled by Foreign
Lecturers. Mechanics of Machine was taught by Prof. Award from Egypt
while the Engineering drawing and other practical courses were taught by a
Polish who could not even speak good English. Prof. Award was very
thorough in his teaching. Infact, he taught us as if we were his children. The
Polish on the contrary taught us like Machineries. The Mathematic, Physics,
Chemistry and Computer courses were handled by Nigerians except
Chemistry which was handled by an American who claimed to be a direct
descendant of Delton whopropounded the Delton Atomic Theory. We
generally attended his classes along with students of physical science.
During the course of this class, I became friendly with a black beautiful girl
called, Chinwe who attended Federal Girls College, Owerri. Later, I
discovered she was in the same hostel with my cousin, Arit. The relationship
ended at the end of my first year as the girl later told my cousin that I was
using secondary school mentality in dating her. She said she needed a more
mature relationship not working around campus visiting suya spot and doing
nothing more.Itmight have been true that I was using secondary school
mentality on her. I remembered when we had a party at my Okeke Hall of
resident,[which was not permitted by the University beyond 10.00pm] the Hall
was locked by 10:30pm.Insteadof me insisting that she should sleep in my
room, I was making plans for the back door to be opened for her to go to her
hostel. Also, when she visits for tutorial in break dancing or when she is tired
and needs rest,I would insist she masters the step for the weekend party
instead of taking rest with her. Also, as a bookworm I would engage her in
many hours of class room studies without minding her other social needs. This
was confirmed in her third year as I later attended her wedding in Lagos.
I usually saved some of my allowances so that I could use it to buy things for
my younger siblings on arrival and especially my eldest sister whose
admission was delayed for one year due to a deficiency in Mathematics in the
Senior Secondary Examination. She was admitted into University College the
following year to study Biology. During my first holiday break, I made
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arrangement to travel by train from Enugu to Aba to experience a train journey
I was told how interesting it could be by Northern Nigerian students in my
college who use to come to the South by train. Also I was interested in saving
some naira as the train journey was cheaper. I wasintroduced to the train
journey by twoSenior UNNstudents Eyoette and Umoren Udok fromUyo who
were used to train journeys after over spending their allowances on drinks. It
turned out to be a very boring and slow journey. There were pick-pockets
everywhere despite the presence of the Police. Some of the pick-pockets had
the ability to jump in and out of a moving train. I was in fear because I had
some money that I did not disclose to my senior students else they would have
demanded for it. All said and done, I was satisfied that I had tested a ride on a
train.
Before my first long vacation holiday, I had written to my parents that I would
like to pass through my aunty, Comfort house in Port Harcourt and also use
the opportunity to visit Port Harcourt for the first time before coming for the
first long vacation. I was informed that with a student rebirth it was cheap to
fly from Enugu to Port Harcourt than a road journey as I wanted to experience
a journey by air.
My father surprisingly agreed as this kind of movement seemed to be against
his theory of taking minimum risk. Under this theory, he would not like the
whole family to make a long journey in one vehicle and would not authorize
any journey that has no economic or social significance because he viewed
travelling as a risk. Infact, when I was filling the Federal entrance examination
form, Iwanted to go to Kings College, Lagos but he refused saying that Lagos
is too far and that Imust live to go to school.
The connecting flight to Port Harcourt from Enugu did not last more than
fifteen minutes. On arrival in Port Harcourt, I was impressed with the beauty
of the city but was disappointed that the journey from the airport to my aunty’s
house took about one hour because of traffic hold up. There were many people
crowded on the streets; everywhere was like Uyo main market. At my aunty’s
house, I was received by many visitors who were there to see the genius who
was able to enter the University of Nigeria for Engineering Education at the
age of less than 16 years. I later discovered that this was not extraordinary
considering my background, the son of a school Principal who attended a
Federal Government College. Itcould be an impossible route for children in
my aunty’s neighbourhood who were mainly traders and artisans.
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I still remain thankful to God for giving me the unique opportunity that many
other Nigerian children of my time did not have. This has nothing to do with
wealth because I even met children from wealthy homes but broken families
who suffered terribly. They were two examples in my Okeke Hall of resident
which was then reserved for connected first year students. One of them the
father was a Professor and he could not leave with the father because he had a
step mother who was not friendly. Forthis reason, he took to drinking and
other vices which were traced back to his family circumstance because he was
a half cast (mulato) and his step mother was white. He used to assume that his
step mother was his biological mother. One day after getting drunk, he beat up
his girl friend and the report was made to his father and step mother at home
by the girl’s parents, some even rumoured that he raped the girl friend.
Thestep mother visited the hostel and assembled all of us his friends. She then
informed us that she was not the mother of my friend and could never be a
mother to such a useless boy that we should advice him to go to Germany and
search forhis sister andmother. My friend wept all the day for one week. News
got to his father who felt so bad and invited us to his office were he showed us
the pictures of his wedding to my friend’s mother and explained how the
Nigerian Civil war destroyed that marriage when his allowance and
scholarship stop coming. He confirmed that he actually has another sister and
he will make effort to unite my friend with his mother and sister.
That my friend he spent about 8 years before graduating in a four year
programme. The other friend of mind his mother was a powerful Colonel in
the Nigerian Army during the Military rule. I did not know he use to smoke
Indian hemp. One day, I received the news that he was arrested by the police
for smoking Indian hemp. Since I had the same guardian with him, I quickly
informed my guardian who sent for the mother all the way from Port Harcourt
since he said that his father should not be informed.
It was at that point I understood that the parents were no longer together. On
arrival, the mother did not investigate any matter.Shewent straight to the
Divisional Police Officer and asked for the son. Whenthe son was brought, he
ordered him into her vehicle and then drove off in a Military Convoy, after
threatening to take them to 82 Division for Military treatment. This was not an
empty threat in the days of Military Rule.
When we got to the hostel, I and Chike asked the boy whether he smoked
Indian hemp and he said no. Weleft but put him under surveillance. Later that
week, Chike informed me that he had confirmed that the boy smokes Indian
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hemp and that we should not go out with him again. He said that he was
informed by a known drug addict, who was an Engineering student.
A world apart was created between us as the boy was not coming to school
and was openly smoking with bad boys. Within the next six months, he was
again arrested by the police with 6 other drug addicts and Professor Eyo taught
it wise not to involve the mother this time in other not to unduly publicize the
matter as a likely confrontation with the police would further publicized the
case.
Professor Eyo then sent for the father all the way from Calabar. Whenthe
Chief arrived, he said that he was not aware of the first incident because the
mother would not tell him. He informed us that the mother is responsible for
the boy’s bad behavior because she would never allow him to be corrected and
that because of such attitude he had separated from the mother but they were
not divorced. The father acted differently. He did not ask the boy whether he
smoked Indian hemp may be probably because of the legal implication. He
simply asked the boy, “Are these people arrested along with you your
friends?” and he replied, “yes”. He then said in our local dialect which the
police could not understand, “Da afoamedoro mien” which means “my friend,
I am tired of you”. He managed to bail him out from the Police. One month
later, he went to London tostart afresh after wasting about three years on
campus.
Thank God for coming from a background that helped me to easily overcome
this vices that many of my contemporaries could not overcome without a
struggle within themselves. I was thankful to God that my first year in the
University ended without carrying over of courses, and I still had not started
drinking beer. Infact, I first drank a full bottle of beer when I was employed as
lecturer II in my Department and I had to entertain my colleagues and
Professors who enjoyed drinking beer.
My second year in the University was the year my grandmother died. When I
came home for the second semester holiday, I heard that my grandmother’s
illness had gotten worse. On my way back, I stopped by to see her condition
and I was very disappointed to see her lying on her bed very weak and old.
She was to go for her medication and aunty Affiong, my mother’s sister
brought a mirror for her to use and make up. She rejected the mirror saying
that this “Beauty Queen” will not have the courage to look at the old woman
that will appear on this mirror.She insisted that the face she was going to see
was not befitting of a beauty queen like her. Infact, she said she did not have
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the strength to go for medication that arrangement should be made to bring the
medicine home. When my aunty left, she told me to kneel down then she
blessed me. After I stood up and thanked her, she said we might not meet
again and I did not understand but left and told her I would be back soon. I
was back soon but we did not meet again as she died about a week later. This
was a very big blow as that was the first dead in my immediate family. She
was very close to my parents. My parents deeply missed her and her wise
counsel. The burial was very grand and attracted my relations that I had not
met before. We had to spend one week in my grandmother’s family house.
The second year was a difficult year for me. We had left physical Science
were I was very comfortable as most of the Scientific and Mathematical
concepts presented were already treated to a less extent in the secondary level.
The second year Engineering was very strange. Wewere introduced to all the
Mechanics – namely (1) Mechanics of Heat [Thermodynamics], Mechanics of
Materials [Strength of Materials], and Mechanics of Machines. We were also
involved in several workshops practice and laboratories. Infact, I had to
relocate from my up campus OkekeHall of residence to Franco hotels, Emi
Njoku Hall which was nearer to the Engineering Faculty and farther from the
female hostel which was at the heart of the campus. I was worried about
Chinwe’s decision to quit the relationship and I discussed it with Chizoma
who was a room-mate to my cousin and a daughter of a Professor on campus.
She made fun of me and later told me that Chinwe is an Igbo girl that she
might have found a husband that I should move ahead and I moved ahead.
Arit’s sister from Queen’s College had just been admitted to study Medicine
and there was a pre-med party for which most Engineering boys were usually
invited. I decided to attendon the invitation of Arit.Ongetting there,I metLinda
who told me that she liked me that I should be her companion in the party. She
was a very funny girl. We spoke at length and she was also from Federal
Girls’ College, Owerri.Sheknew Chinwe but had no idea that we were
involved.
Linda was very time consuming. Her visits were more regular and she loved to
party. Her favourite song was Cyndy Lopa“Girls want to have Fun”. She also
had a funny habit of saying that I should dance with her alone in any
party.Thiswas usually challenged by senior girls and my cousins who would
deliberately come to excuse me for a dance.
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Linda was a Medical student and I was an Engineering student in a higher
level. We could not study together and I was not aware that she was not giving
much time to her studies until it was brought to my notice by my cousin. It
happened that she had an elder sister in EngineeringFaculty whom I informed
immediately and she wasinterviewed but she had already sustained a carry
over course in Virology which meant she had to come back and register it in
Nsukka the coming year when she should have been in full time studies in
Enugu.
On my own part, I was dropping in my class rating. Chike could not help me
because he was also deeply involved with Angela. Obika was steadfast and
maintained his unbroken steam of A’s.
During the second semester, Linda and I streamlined our meeting into midweek and weekend visits. It worked but as Linda told me later it did not quite
work as most of the time she was thinking of me. I told her the same applied to
me but that we must not disappoint our parents. I told her that when she goes
to Enugu she would overcome me and I would overcome her due to the power
of distance. Truly, she went to Enugu and overcame me and I also overcame
her. But we were still visiting until her graduation and she moved to Port
Harcourt and later London.
The third year proved even more difficult. As we now left the Introduction to
Mechanics to Mechanics itself of heat, materials, and machines. The workshop
practices and laboratories were now more elaborate. Passing any course at this
level required a lot of reading and problem solving. We organized ourselves
into study groups. Of course, I was in the same study group with Obika
because of his liberal attitude. There were other study groups but Chike
advised that we should leave them as they sometimes circulated wrong bash.
A wrong bash is an Engineering solution based on wrong assumption but
which may be mathematically correct. I now spent most days studying and
going out for leisure in the evening. Mid-night reading was also a tactics
employed by me and Chike who had moved into the same hostel with me to
facilitate success at examination. Chikehad remained in the up campus hostel
of Okeke Hall despite my advice to the contrary in the second year. As a
result, he was isolated from the rest of the Engineering students and he
dropped in the class rating. The first term of third year was so hectic and I did
not bother about having a girlfriend. Eventhough from the beginning, I knew
that when Linda moves to Enugu for her medical studies it would be difficult.
I still believed that it was possible to meet up. Apart from finance, the Enugu
road was so bad and had started consuming people.My General Studies
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lecturer, Prof. Ihekwezu German lady married to a Nigeria medical doctor
died on the Enugu road. EmekaOkpara, a final year student of my Department
also died along the same route after his final degree examination and other
countless incidents. Miss Kanu, the half cast girl who made First Class in
Computer Science also died on the Enugu road in the process of coming for
convocation. Due to this, I then decided to reduce my visits to Linda in Enugu.
Linda herself could only made three visits. The wholeaffair was just put aside.
Then I met Moji who was studying Mass Communication. She was in her first
year while I was in the third year. She was admitted the year before but
because she filled her form in London and had not been aware there was an
age barrier which states that a student must be 16 years on taking the
matriculation oath.Shewas asked to defer her admission till the next year. We
had met a year ago in the Student Affairs Department since I had a similar
problem but was left off the Hooke because Prof. E. O. Eyo intervenation
which revealed the fact that it was not written in black and white. Moji
became my friend and we formed the habit of visiting the “Ant Hill of the
Savannah” every other day. Moji could have also have been left off the
Hooke but she had already left for London, so I had to phone her to come back
the next session.Ant Hill was a Night Club specializing in cultural activities,
dance and party.
She was a great artist, dancer, fashion lover and a Lagosian in the true sense.
Friends warned me about the negative effect she would have on my
performance but I did not care because Moji was full of ideas to make me
happy. Before I use to return part of my unspent monthly allowances to my
parents but now I was looking for moremoney. Not that this money were spent
on Moji but she always had projects which me and her had to contribute
money. It could be a pick nick, or a party she threw for visiting friends or
sisters. It may even be a weekend in Enugu for sightseeing.
I have never seen a charter like her.Whenyou talk to her about reading, she
would be sober for about two days and thereafter returned to her normal habit.
She could spend two days to put on an expensive hair do. She might wake up
one morning and complain about putting on weight and her intention of being
a vegetarian. She could pull you to a night club just to dance a new dance step
she had learned. Later on, I discovered her problem was under-age and the
parents leaving in London could not comprehend the amount of money they
sentto her leading to giving her more money than she needed.
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Several times, we had agreed to part ways but no sooner we would reconcile
and she would promise to change. The changes did come but that is when she
was up to the age. Moji was now a star in their class and a very pleasant
personality.She even attended regular Sunday Worship. She talked about
mature clothes and lighter make up.
The third year long vacation was my first Industrial Training Experience. This
was at Utuks Construction Company in Uyo the capital of Akwa Ibom State.
Utuks’ Family was the richest family in Uyo when we were growing up. They
had chains of businesses. The construction company were I was attached was
their new company. My Department was the Maintenance Department where
heavy duty equipment where serviced. This office was somewhere along Abak
road where they call Uyo Federated. It was when my father visited and
discovered that the experience they offered me was not the best that he
decided that the next Industrial Training should be in a bigger and better
organized organization. Nevertheless, I learnt from Utuks’ company not only
Engineering Organization but the Organization of Family business. Infact, it
was at Utuks Group of Company that the concept of Family Business was
exposed to me.
The fourth year Engineering was only a one semester programme on campus.
The remaining six monthswas to be spent on Industrial Training. You must
work hard to pass your courses so that you do not have to come for the
supplementary examination thereby interrupting your industrial training. The
Mechanics were no longer called Mechanics but Advance Mechanics. Till Day
Break “TDB” was now the only reading formular that I applied toachieve
success. It worked out as I planned. I had no resist examination and had been
offered a placement in the Nigeria Airways, Lagos. My parents had arranged
for me to stay with Chief E. Udo-Umoh, my mother’s uncle who lived in
Lagos. He was an Accountant and a former member of the NationalAssembly.
This was to be my first trip to the City of Lagos so I was very excited. It was
also the first time I would stay with another family. Utuks’ Motors was the
main transport company operating the Uyo-Lagos-Uyo route. My parents
booked a one way ticket as my return journey was to be by air. The Airways
would have paid for around trip but i wanted a road journey so that I could see
places as I travelled from city to city. Infact, for the six months Industrial
Traning, I was entitled to three return tickets. On arrival in Lagos, I was
picked up in the Ojuelegba terminal of Utuks Motors by a Special Assistant to
the Chief straight to the house where Chief and my cousin, Ntiense were
waiting for me. I was assigned to the boys’ room and I had to share theroom
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with another cousin Ubon. He was the third son of Chief Udo-Umoh and the
only one schooling in Lagos. Aniefiok, Nkana, and Unyime all medical
students schooled in my State at the University of Calabar. This also was
where my sisters, Uduak and Magdalene were schooling. My friend, Imoh
Marx who had arranged the Industrial Placement at the Airport visited me and
promised to take me to Ikeja the following Monday to start the programme. I
arrived on Saturday and Chief was a deeply religious man of the Lutheran
Church like my parents,soI had no excuse to be absent from the Sunday
Service. At the Lutheran Church in Lagos, eventhough services were
conducted in English, services could have as well been conducted in our
native Efik-Ibibio as most of the members were from Cross River State with
few Igbos and Yoruba speaking members. As of that time, there was only one
Lutheran Church in Lagos apart from the Church at Germany Embassy which
served members of the Diplomatic Corps. Their services were also conducted
in European style and last less than two hours quite unlike the service in the
local church which may take about four hours with all the merriment, songs,
processions, Sunday school, baptism, wedding all combined in one service.
Chief was a political leader.Hetook me through the history of his political
struggles all ending with a prayer that God would bless him and all of us his
children because he fought for one Nigeria. He started by narrating how my
maternal greatgrandfather as a Paramount Chief had to impose a levy to raise
the money he needed to study in England. On his return, he was offered
appointment as a lecturer in my Alma Matter the University of Nigeria. He
gave a detailed account of how the war took him to Calabar were they started
the struggle to keep Nigeria one. He said that his experience in politics was
bitter because of his being truthful and upright. He gave an account of how the
South Eastern State was liberated and Brigadier Jacob Esuene was appointed
the Military Governor and he was offered a job as the Chairman of Cocoa
Marketing Board,insteadof full cabinet position which he expected
considering his effort in the liberation struggle which involved risk to his life
and the several timesspent indetention as first Republic Politician. He said he
had to leave the Government of South Eastern State to come and start live in
Lagos, when instead of being elevated to a cabinet position after four years as
promised, he was surprised that the Governor requested that he should return
to the University. There he knew his enemies were at work and he had to
move to Lagos to start his accounting practice. When the Military Rule was
over and civil administration was to be restored, he again ventured into
politics and won a seat in the National Assembly. But again he was
disappointed when the party did not offer him a cabinet position as a Minister
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of Finance.Theypreferred a Professor with Economics background but with
little practical knowledge which lead to the fall of the Third Republic and he
had to spend another time in detention even though he was only a member of
the house of representative. What really pained him was spending his old age
under a Military Government in Nigeria. He however inform me that surviving
in Military regime involve some kind of cooperation with the Military if you
are a politician. The Chief was no longer audible as he had slept off. All
attempt to wake up ended the way it use to end with my uncle chief Inyang
Akpan Udorung and even my mother. It was a family method. They first sleep
on the chair before going to bed. In between sleep he will wake up and say go
to bed so that you can wake up early and to to the Airport. I then remember the
only way to wake him go to bed is for me to first go to bed. I later discover
that he had a lot of military connections which he uses to influence civil/public
servants.The next Monday before 8:30pm, I was at the local wing of the
Murtala Mohammed Airport with my friend who handed me over to the Head
of the training school,Mr. Kennenine who instructed that I should be around
the trainerand all the departments related to Aircraft maintenance before being
assigned a department. I had to spend one month in each department. The
work at the Hanger was not interesting as I hoped it would be. The Nigerian
Airways as of that time was not properly managed. It was over-staff and most
of the staffwere redundant. Nevertheless, I spent the entire six months there
and was able to write a satisfactory report.
My weekends were very pleasant in Lagos. My friend, Imo Max, always came
around to take me around Lagos. He was full of stories. He showed me Marina
House, Eagle Square, Bonny Camp, Ojo Cantonment, Ikeja cantonment,
DuraraBaracks and even the routes that were used by the various coup plotters
of Nigeria in their many mad struggles for power. He showed me the Kirikiri
prisons were many of the coup plotters were also executed by their comrades.
He showed me the bar beach were many of the executed officers were said to
have been dump for fishes to feed on. He showed me the National Theatre,
Fela shrine and even the building that the mother was thrown down from
which resulted to her eventual death and the song “Zombi.” He showed me
the good, the bad and the ugly of Lagos. There was always an Owanba party
in the weekend. Lagos was real pleasure for me, but I had to go back to
Nsukka to complete my final year Bachelor of Engineering Programme.
When I returned to the campus to start my final year programme, I discovered
that my girl friend, Moji was going out with an American student, Brain from
Colgate University who had come there with his American girl friend.
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The embarrassment was too much as Moji denied having anything to do with
Brain but that she only helped the exchange student as a friend. She even told
me that she would not be able to stop seeing him. Infact, I was so embarrassed
that I did not want to attend the party that my friends Chike organized for the
American as a former exchange student of ColgateUniversity. My friend
encouraged me to attend in company of an American girl, Christy he had just
introduced to me.
At the party, I was surprised that Chike asked Brain to open the floor and he
immediately excusd Moji who was ever willing. He then asked me to show the
new dance step I brought from Lagos with some body I loved as the music ‘I
want to dance with somebody who loves me” played. AsI entered the floor
with Christy, there was lighter and I only managed to finish the dance. When I
got to my seat, I was told that Christy was Brain’s girl friend from America.
Christy also knew for the first time that I was Moji’s friend. My friend Chike
had planned it all with his girl friend, Ivory who was also Christy’s friend. The
next day, Christy told me she would not continue with the relationship that it
was a set-up and that we should cancel the planned trip to Calabar.
I wrote back to her that this was the proper thing for her to do so that I could
start afresh and that I would be there in transit camp the evening to start
afresh. As i and my friend Chike entered transit camp, we saw Moji and Brain
leaving. Moji greeted “Kan, I can do it” and I replied “Her majesty,
Mojistica.”Kan is the short version of my first name, “Aniekan.” When I got
to Christy’s room, I discovered that she and her friend, Ivory were looking at
Moji and Brain from the window as they left the transit camp. She told me that
she was annoyed and that she wanted to follow me to Calabar as Moji had
taken Brain to Benin. She insisted that I must take her out that evening as
Brain had taken Moji out. I thank my God that the exchange programme was
remaining only three months as I could not have been able to combine this
kind of situation with the“All Mighty June” degree examination that was
coming up in the next 9 months.
The exchange programme ended and Folake, a cousin of Moji from Lagos
reconciled me with Moji but it was never the same again. Chike supported the
reconciliation because in his view, the time remaining for us as University
undergraduates was too short and any attempt to get into a new relationship
may have jeopardizedour planned extra-ordinary performance in the upcoming
degree examination nicknamed the “All Mighty June”.In the UNN of my time,
this degree examination accounted for 50% of your final grade.
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Preparations for the “All-Mighty June” were topmost in my priority. My
tactics was simply reading and solving all the possible Engineering problems
that could be asked in examinations and compiled them into a book which was
called the “Master Bash” by Chike who was the only person allowed unlimited
access to the compilation. Other classmates were only allowed specific access.
The greatest contributor to the Master Bash was certainly ObikaNwobi but he
was not the only author but only the main author. He himself depended on the
Master Bash to confirm whether his solution agreed with that of other less
Mechanical Engineering Genius within the class who were also authors
especially of things that Obika could not give immediate solution. I was the
Editor of the Master Bash. I was also an author as my contribution to the
Master Bash in Industrial Engineering and Management were adjudgedthe
best and most splendid.
My performance in the “AllMighty June” was a surprise to me and many of
my lecturers. Infact, some had to interview me before they gave the well
deserved “A” grade. This was important to my career as it was through this
examination and exposure that I was offered appointment in the Department.
My lecturers, Prof. D. C. Onjejekwe, Prof. O. Onjegebu, Prof. A. O. Odukwe
and Engr. B. Kobua-Aduma had met and decided that since I was the best
student in Industrial Engineering and Management that I should be encouraged
to replace Engr. B. Kobua-Aduma in the next two years when his contract
would be ending. Engr. Kobua-Aduma was a Ghanaian and for health reasons
and other family issues he was no longer willing to renew his contract with the
university.
A day after taking Engr. Kobua-Aduma’s examination, he called me and
informed me that eventhough I was not the best in my class but I was the best
in his area of specialization in Industrial Engineering and Management that I
wouldhave vacancy in the next two years when he leaves. He said the Prof. D.
the Mechanical three-Odukwe, Onejekwe and Onjegbuhad already agreed to
my appointment that I should came back for Master in Industrial Engineering
and Management. ObikaNwobi, the best graduating student was also given a
scholarship to do Master’s degree in the U.S.A so the way was completely
clear for me.
I accepted this appointment to the amazement of my parents and classmates
including Chike. Everyone thougt that I would accept the offer made to me
from Mobile. Mobile at that time was the highest paying oil company. Mobile
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had also offered me employment due largely to the fact that my uncle was the
Personnel Manager at the Lagos Head Office. Infact, this created a lot of
problems for me not only in the family circle but in the entire Ibesikpo
Community. A former member of the House of Representative in Ibesikpo led
a delegation of Elders from Ibesikpo to come and persuade me.
The first confronted my father on why he should allow me to choose poverty
[teaching] when wealth [mobile job] was presented on a platter of Gold. My
father replied that he supported me as he considered my employment as a
University teacher as a step more to his own achievement as a secondary
school teacher. He then asked every member of the family and community not
to question or attack me on that subject matter but pray for me to succeed. He
sent for me and the elders who had come to persuade me to accept the mobile
job ended up praying for me to be a great scholar and teacher.
For me to meet up with the appointment reserved for me in the Department, I
had to be posted for N.Y.S.C in Anambra State. This was to enable me
undergo the N.Y.S.C scheme while at the same time working on my
Master’sdegree Plan. It worked out as planned as I was posted to Enugu in the
old Anambra State less than an hour’s drive to Nsukka.
As I said, it was never the same again with me and Moji. During a visit to
Lagos to receive the terminal benefit of my industrial training at the Nigerian
Airways, my plane landed late around 10.00pm in Enugu and I was stranded
along with one other girl traveling to Nsukka. She was very tall. Taller than
me a bit and I thought she was a student at the University. But further
interaction revealed that she was a final year student in the famous Queens
secondary school, Nsukka. I convinced her that we should tarry at the Air Port
terminal until morning considering the risk involved in attempting to go to
Nsukka. During the long wait, we became friends and she later visited me in
the hostel. Overtime, we became lovers and even planned to get married.
Chike was very disappointed in this new relationship with a secondary school
virgin who wrote love poems for me in week days and sang for me during
weekends. Eunice was avery beautiful girl and a born Artist. Infact, she was
the driving force behind my staying for postgraduate studies/lectureship at the
University. Her song was “It nobody business, I want to live my life, I know
the answer whether it is wrong or right”. She was my girlfriend at the
convocation. My convocation reception was done at Professor I. O.
Eyo’sresident, Margaret Cathright Street on campus in the presence of my
parents who later also organized a grand reception for me and my elder sister
who had just graduated from the University of Calabar. The reception in our
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State was done at the Principle’s House in the Secondary School, NungUdoe
were my father was a serving Principal.I had to stay at the Principal House for
four months while waiting for the NYSC call up letter. During this period I
wrote my first book Complete Physics for Senior Seconday Schools.
NATIONAL YOUTH SERVICES
I was posted to the old Anambra State for the National Youth Service Corps
programme. This was in harmony with my desire to do Master’s degree at the
University of Nigeria, Nsukka immediately after the service year. The
orientation programme was done at Agwu Camp. Agwu camp was the original
training Camp for Biafran soldiers. It was built by the Biafran Leader, Colonel
Emeka Odumegwu Ojukwu. The camp was said to be the best N.Y.S.C camp
in Nigeria. It had what we called the Ojukwu Bunkers. These were steel
dooms that soldiers could hide to escape bomb attacks. It had nice hostels;
dinning facilities, a clinic and more importantly the mami market where Corps
memberscould spend their allowances. After all the registration formalities,
we were given the long suit for kaki to wear. I immidately put on my own kaki
and then went through the normal photo sessions. I took pictures with
graduates from the University of Nigeria. They were mainly ladies who were
married or about getting married as it were not very usual to post Corps
members to their States or States in which they schooled. I met long lost
friends from Federal Government College, Ikot Ekpene. There were friends
from Uyo and Calabar. I quickly made friends with Mohammed and Haruna
who were from far away Sokoto State.
The evening was very enjoyable as we drank and spent money in the mami
market. I was also attracted to a young girl named,Fumilayo and asked her to
join us for drinks at the mami market. After the initial drinks that I bought,
Fumilayo took over the expenses of that night. My two new friends
Mohammed and Haruna were surprised at her extravargant manner and
requested of me to confront her on the issue. I politely asked herbut she said
nothing. Then I told her without the hearing of my friends that she must have
gotten that money from her suitor, she then opened up and said that she was
not engaged but that her father gave her much money because she was coming
to a new and faraway place. I later discovered that her father was a serving
high ranking Army Commander, as she was panicking for the safety of her
father the next morning when we woke up to hear the sound of martial music.
My two friends’condition was worse; the coup leaders had announced that
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their State had been cut off from Nigeria for misruling the country for the past
twenty years. Just last night, we were happy youths drinking together, but here
we were, the next morning all held captive by the camp Commandant. The
camp Commandant,Captain Pan Nwatichi was a wise officer. On hearing the
announcement of the coup, he asked the biggler to blow and all the Corps
members came out and were camped under several mango trees under the
guards of gun wildling soldiers. In effect, he brought the over two thousand
Corps members under gun control. We were there for over ten hours with no
food only water and soft drinks. He had sized of the radio and other electronic
gargets of Corps members that early morning as soon as the coup was
announced. By 3:00 pm O clock in the afternoon, he announced to us that
theGeneral Officer Commanding 82ndDivision of the Army at Enugu had
declared his support for the Federal Government and hadsuccessfullyquelled
the coup in Eastern Nigeria. By 4:00 pm, he also announcedthat the General
Officer commanding the Second Division of Army at Ibadan had declared his
support for the Federal Government that the coup was over that we should go
about our normal businesses and be assured of our safety. He said that Nigeria
remains one indivisible country;and specifically warned that causing panic
would be severely punished.Bythis he was referring to those who wanted to
escape from the camp because their States were said to have been cut off from
Nigeria. Meanwhile, Mohammed and Haruna who were visibly afraid that
morning started smiling. They asked me how I could have helped them had the
coup lasted. I replied that I was not a coup plotter but the ratting of drunken
soldiers. I explained to them that if I had only announced a coup, I would have
panic but that going ahead to divide the country cannot hold water as my sister
was serving in another part of the country, that we all have interest scattered
round the country.
This made them relax and we went off to mami market discussing in low
tones. I then went off to Fumilayo’s room and informed her that I had been
told that the father’s formation at Calabar was Peaceful that we should go and
havea drink. She said no and that we should rather go and sit under the mango
tree. There she told me her fears thus, “I am a military child.Whenthere is a
coup like this, we are worried because there will be a purge in the Army.
Several innocent people will be implicated especially if you have enemies as
friends involved in the coup.”
While under the mango tree, a soldier approached us and called her out for a
meeting. When she returned, she was cheerful and announced that we should
go for a drink. It was then that she told me that the father was not only saved
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but that he was not involved or any of his close friends or aides. I asked about
his enemies and she replied that those ones only cause his retirement that they
cannotfully robe him in but whenones friends are involved it is almost
impossible to prove ones innocence. We continued to monitor the coup
through news papers, but it took about three months before those found guilty
were executed. Somehow, I felt pity for them because i knew some of them
were driven into it by frustration and drunkenness. I felt pity for them from the
point of view of my friend in secondary schoolwhose father was publicly
executed for being involved in a coup. I asked myself when this would stop. I
was born during the Military Government and even during the war in the war
front, would I die under Military Government. Here, I was in Biafran training
camp with many Igbos of various age groups still committed to the Biafran
cause. Infact, several times my parents were abused by these Biafran zealots of
being saboteurs who ditched the Biafran hope. Even among intellectuals at
Nsukka, the Biafrans had followers. One of my celebrated Professors was said
to have invented the Obunigwe. The Secretary in my Department took pride in
having saved the Professor as Secretary during the time he was in-charge of
the production of Biafran weapons. But I took solemn in the fact that the
young generations of Eastern Nigerians were not committed strongly to the
Biafran cause anymore. They loved the large nature of Nigeria and I wanted to
take advantage of it and do business. Their concern had more to do with
resource allocation and the sharing formula for the oil money. In our various
arguments, I found myself in support of this group. Certainly, I could not find
myself supporting the division of Nigeria or a Nigeria where the problem of
resource control was swap into the carpet.
Meanwhile, I continued to see Fumilayo who even assisted me locate my long
lost friend, Nkese Ukpong, the young girl from my home State of Akwa Ibom
that we attended the same secondary school, Federal Government College,
Ikot Ekpene.Nkese’s father was a Colonel in the Nigerian Army. Fumilayo
openly told me that we were only N.Y.S.C friends that she would not marry in
the East and because marriage was not even on my list but post graduate
studies, and I replied, “See your mouth like you want to speak Yoruba.” She
said, “What do you mean” and I replied, “You wnat to marry a Yoruba
speaking man.” She said,“But I expected you to beg me.” I replied, “Not when
your excuse is not in line with New Nigeria reasoning.” She said, “Well, you
are right, maybe I am confused.” She remained confused throughout the
service year, but some Corps members got married, like one Itohowo from
Edo State and a Medcial Doctor whose name I can only remember as, Dr.
Emeka from Enugu State. But my relationship with Fumilayo turned out to be
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very rewarding as this young lady I met in mami market drinking turned out to
be my literary teacher. Infact, she taught me to not only read but to write. I
started the first chapter of myPhysics book project while still serving as a
Corps member. She was then writing a story on a Nigeria soldier who returned
to Nigeria with three Liberian girls as spoils of the war. Married one and was
looking for husbands for the remaining two to reduce the burden of housing
three refugees. I do not know if she managed to publish the work. She made
meunderstand how connection works. When Nkese’s father visited the camp
to see Nkese, she suggested that we use his connection as a Colonel in the
Nigerian Army to influence the camp officials for a good posting. She and
Nkese requested for the Colonel to influence their posting to Enugu State
University where there is good accommodation for Corps members in Enugu
City.Partly because I did not want the Colonel to start wandering if I was
befriending any of the girls or partly because I knew that Enugu University of
Science and Technology had nothing to offer except accommodation. I did not
want to request for Enugu State University of Science and Technology. I
rather made a verge request to be posted to any big Engineering Company.
This is how I was posted to Ferdinand Group of Companies, Enugu. At the
end, the two ladies with their Military connection got posted to Enugu State
University of Technology where they depended only on their allowances. On
the contrary, the Ferdinand Group of Companies was a big Engineering
Company.Theywere at that time building a vegetable oil mill at Urualla in Imo
State. They decided to put me in Danic Hotel throughout the service year and
pay for all my expenses. This was how these two ladies Corps members came
to depend on me during the service year. Infact, there were the ones enjoying
the facilities at the Danic Hotels Enugu as I was always out for field work at
Urualla. I thank God for this posting because the company paid me well and I
was able to serve enough money to see me through graduate school with little
assistance from my parents. As a Ferdinand Corps member, most of my week
days were spent in the construction site at Urualla while only some week days
and weekends were spent at Enugu. We were three Corps members Engineers
posted for the installation project at Urualla. At Urualla in Idaeto Local
Government Area of Imo State, we also joined the Corpers community at
Idaeto. The Corps members here were also very interesting personalities. I met
sister Sarahpina, a young Catholic Nun and we became acquaintance. She had
studied Mathematics at the University of Jos. She was very young and pretty
that I could not help asking her whether she knew what she was doing to
herself by joining the Convent. She said that no one had spoken to her so
boldly on that matter and I then replied that I wasa special person. She asked
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what made me special and I replied that I was a follower of Martin Luther, the
Reformer. I asked her whether she knew the story of Martin Luther and she
said yes that Martin Luther wasa rebellious Catholic Priest who was later
excommunicated from preaching falsehood and dismantling convents in his
native Germany. I said “well, that is the way you see Martin Luther, but for
me he is the founder of my Church, the Lutheran Church, a truly Christian
Church andhe served many German young girls who were forced into
convents. I told her how I attended a Catholic School and I would have been in
the Seminary but of resistance from my parents who are strict Lutheran
members. At this point, they blew the whistle and we had to return to the
parade ground for the March Past we were rehearsing for the Independence
Day celebration. After the March past, sister Saraphina told me that she
needed to book an appointment to see me so that we could talk about Martin
Luther and how he helped to free young girls from convents. I said “But you
have taken a vow” and she replied “Not the final vow.” I said“I have to rush
and go because I live in Enugu.” She askedwhy and I replied that Iwas a Corp
Member Engineer serving in Enugu State and that we came for site work in
Imo State. She said, “That makes it more interesting because my convent is at
Enugu. I am here because I am serving in Imo State.” I asked,”Are you
enjoying here?” She said,“No, because there are strict here and they are not
satisfied with my conduct and have even threatened to writea bad report to my
home station.”She said that they said the Ferdinand Corps members are rich
and that I should give her pocket money”. I then asked“what do you need
pocket money for?” She said she needed it because she was starving as she did
not like going to the dinning to avoid other sisters’ gossips about her. I gave
her some money and advised her to pray for divine direction. She promised to
pay me a visit whenever Dr. Emeka and Miss Itohan would have chance to
bring her to our Corpers’ lodge. Dr. Emeka and Miss Itohan were friends who
later got married to each other and won the N.Y.S.C Award for getting
married during the programme.
She kept her promise and during the visit I entertained her and we talked at
length about the Lutheran Church and Martin Luther. I gave her a copy of
Martin Luther’s book that I brought from home, the same book that made me
stop thinking of being a Catholic Priest that my father bought for me. She
thanked me and said that her parents forced her to join the Convent when she
was too young to understand, but that her stay in University of Jos was
eventful but now as a Corps member and Sister that she only found joy when
she was with other Corps members but that she was very miserable with other
Sisters who are jealous of her being a graduate. I insisted that it may be she
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was not behaving well and she replied that even Dr. Emeka and Miss Itohan
are also having problems with the Convent. Dr. Emeka was serving in their
Hospital while Miss Itohan and Sister Saraphina were teachers at their Girls’
Secondary School.
She said that Dr. Emeka’s problem was initially taught to be solely his
friendship with Miss Itohan but when the two were officiallymarried,his
problem was actuallydiscovered to have also included his leaking of official
medical secret of the Convent.I then asked what her own offence was and she
replied “Of course, looking for a husband.” I said “Okey, I can see, you
Corpers are actually disturbing the mother superior, with your randy
behavour.” Now, Dr. Emeka and Miss Itohan had solved their problem, but
how do you intend to solve yours?” She replied that she was searching. I said
“You are in the Convent, and I do not blame you. I am the one to search for a
wife because I am a man. You are to wait for a husband because you are a
lady. But you can see that because you are not in the waiting room of your
father but rather in a Convent, you are now forced to commit the offence of
searching for a husband, you are guilty.”She laughed and said only a Lutheran
like you can discuss this matter so honestly with her.
Five years after I completed the N.Y.S.C, I met sister Saraphine as Mrs.
Okoye in the Post-graduate school of the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. By
this time, she had already gotten two children, a boy and a girl. She was
coming to start Masters while I was completing a PhD. We still kept in touch
and she was happy and was working hard towards being a Professor. She said
she was now a more devoted Catholic than when she was at the Convent.
Meanwhile, Nkese had already been engaged and her marriage was scheduled
for Easter which I attended with Familayo. During the marriage of Nkese,
Fumilayo informed me that her engagement ceremony would be in December
as her boyfriend was coming in November to propose. I opened up to her
about my desire to go to Post-Graduate school and obtain a Ph.D before
thinking of marriage. She wished me Good Luck. We saw each other sparingly
as the work of installation at the Vegetable Oil Refinery did not allow us much
chance to go to Enugu for all the weekends. Meanwhile, I had become familiar
with Josephine who was an Industrial Training attachee from the University of
Lagos. Josephine was living under the guardianship of Sister Joy, a Bulgarian
Trained Laboratory Scientist attached to the quality controlled unit of the
Rubber factory of the Ferdinand Group of Companies. Sister Joy was a born
again Christian and she insisted that Josephine should not step into my house
eventhough their flat was adjacent to the corpers lodge.
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When Sister Joy was about travelling to Bulgeria for a holiday, Josephine told
me that she would be visiting my house during this period but that there would
be a problem as Engr. Amadi our neighbor upstairs would try to blackmail her
when Sister Joy comes back. She said that the man had been disturbing her
and even promised to buy her a car. I asked what her reply was and she said
she politely replied that she was not interested in having an affair with married
men. I then asked whether Sister Joy was aware.She said that Sister Joy was
aware because he also asked her out as he was a Casanova. I told her to inform
Sister Joy about her decision to visit me. Surprisingly, when she told her she
did not disapprovedof her visiting me but rather told her to behave well when
she comes to visit me. As she predicated,Josephine closeness to meangered
Engr. Amadi who was already a married man with four children, so when Joy
returned from her trip from Bulgeria he visited Joy and asked her to invite me
and Josephine. They asked that we should explain what we were doing when
Joy travelled to Bulgeria. Sister Joy surprised him with her reply that she had
approved our relationship but had warned that the relationship must be based
on Christian values. This reply annoyed Engr. Amadi the more who then went
about scandalizing the relationship and even the person of Sister Joy for
allowing me to be visiting Josephine in her house. Eventhough, I was the most
intelligent and hardworking Corps member in the installation project. Engr.
Amadi refused to recommend me for employment. I was only employed
because Sister Joy believed that the relationship that I had with Josephine was
not based on immorality and because she was a relation by marriage to a
Director in the Company, her intervention securedme the Job.
Sister Joy also had direct access to the Chairman of the Company, Chief
Ferdinand Anagara. She used her connection to inform him that I was one of
those whom he promisedappointment at the time of his Award of Honorary
Doctorate by University of Nigeria, Nsukka. This was true as those of us in
Ferdinand Group of Company who attended the University of Nigeria, Nsukka
were presented by the company officials during the pre-award visit led by the
Vice Chancellor of the University of Nigeria, Nsukka as one of the
contributionS of Chief Ferdinand Anagara to the Development of the
University of Nigeria, Nsukka. Chief Ferdinand Anagara was described as not
only providing physical infrastructure for the University of Nigeria, Nsukka in
his donation of anAgricultural Co-operative Building to the University but
also employing the services of University of Nigeria graduates who are the
best in the world. Specific mention was made of me and my contributions to
the installation of the biggest Vegetable Refinery in African as a young
graduate of the University of Nigeria. Other Corps members were also
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mentioned but the Chief was very interested in Vegetable Oil Refinery
installation because it was his pet project. He promised me a job on
completion of the N.Y.S.C there and then. The project Engineer,Hilary Anagra
a nephew of Chief Ferdinand Anagara and the project consultant, a Scottish
Engineer named, Mr. Jimmy Hellen then immediately sent in their reports and
I was employed without reference to site Engineers. In the report, I was
described as the only Engineer apart from the project Engineer and project
consultant who could interpret the installation drawings. The site Engineer,
Amadi was described as complete fake and it was even suggested that he
should be sent to the Oil filter company.
Another group of interesting people I met during my N.Y.S.C were the North
Koreans. When we arrived from Enugu, we were staying in an adjacent Guest
House to the one occupied by the Koreans. The Koreans were in their forties
while we were in our early twenties, but Mr. Philip, the Business Manager
who carried us from the camp had warned us not to disclose our age to the
Koreans so that they would like to work under us because we were Engineers
while they were Technicians. For reasons best known to them, they looked
down on younger people. After exchanging pleasantry with him, the one
directly assigned to work under me said “You, how many age?”, and I replied
using a paper to write 45 years. He said “you strong me 42 years”. From then
on, he was willing to take commands from me. There were nine other Koreans
in the company and they were all experts in welding and fitting. They were
supplied to the Chairman by a high ranking attached in the North Korea
Embassey simply known as Dr. Kim. They were all under the supervision of
another Engr. (Dr.) Kim which the Koreans described asmy brother “party
commander.” Welearnt he was a very senior member of the Communist party
there in North Korea. It seems he was in charge of supplying skilled labour
from North Korea to many companies in Nigeria. It was even remoured that he
received some of the labour contract money in dollars in the United Kingdom.
But one thing was certain; he had absolute control of these workers. Infact,
when some of them contacted infection when Dr. Kim, an Engineer had
travelled to Lagos, they refused to receive medical attention until the arrival of
Engr. (Dr.) Kim who took them to a hospital in Orlu. But they were skillful
Technicians and Craftmen. Their main problem was depression because they
always complained abouttheir familiesthat they left behind and the fact that
Nigerian girls are costly and non-cooperating. The Koreans were the main
reason behind my success as an installation Engineer. Eventhough they could
not understand clearly Engineering Drawings but they were very fast in
understanding the work order issued them. When the ten of them were brought
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under my supervision at the installation project, the installation progressed at a
faster speed as they worked without complaining. Most Nigerian welders
would say that Ferdinand work does not end and would deliberately delay
work. I really enjoyed the National Youth Service Corps Programme because I
had a lot of experiences in the field of Engineering. Infact, maintenance of
equipment in the Ferdinand Group of Companywas used as case studies in my
Master’s and Doctorate thesis.
On completion of the service year, the Chairman paid us one hundred
thousand naira (N100, 000.00) each which was enough to sustain me during
the first year of my Master’s Programme with little assistance from my
parents. I was also offered an employment which I could only do for about
four months as I had to go back to Nsukka and commenced my Post-graduate
studies to fill the vacancy waiting for me in my Department at the University
of Nigeria, Nsukka. God always makes a way where there seems to be no way.
It was a very big relief to my parents when I told them about my going to
graduate school and was able to pay my fees without bothering them. My
father was very happy that I was self sustaining but nor the less made available
two hundred thousand naira for the masters programme maintaining that it is
his responsibility. This now became a well to do master student a condition
which enable me to fininish the programme in one year. During my postgraduate studies, I used to visit the factory and collect data and they were very
proud of me.
The N.Y.S.C was my first working experience. I met people of different
classes:Labours, Middle Level Managers, Top Managers, Millionaires,
Contractors, and Multi-Millionaires. It was my first experience of capitalism at
work. Infact, it was here that i began to make sense of my Economics classes
in secondary school and the lecture series of my General Studies lecturer,
Comrade Obasi Igwe who was a Communist. My decision to control the
factors of production was made here and I accepted welfare based Capitalism
as an accepted ingredient of the Nigeria society. Many young men and women
laboured in the four factories day and night. The ones that I pited most were
those from my Akwa-Cross axis because I was closed to them as we speak the
same language. Most of them were from families that could not afford to send
their children to the University. They suffered day and night at the lower end
of the capitalist structure. Few of them had climbed the ladder through
hardwork like Daniel Etuk from Itam, he was the Store Manager, and hewas
able to get married to an Igbo lady and together had children and he even sent
her to a School of Nursing. We also had Bassey who worked hard and made
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some money for himself but all the money was cornered away by his Igbo
girlfriend. Rumor had it that she used charms on him. From a distance, there
seemed to be harmony but everything was mixed up. People made honest
living, Corps members got their first experience at work place, students on
Industrial Training got on the job training, housewives worked to support their
husbands, men and women worked honestly hoping to be recognized and
promoted, Directors made expensive trips abroad, young girls scheming for
money from men with money in their pockets, matured ladies sought young
boys, arranged marriages aimed at digging gold and many more took place in
the little economic hook centered around Chief Ferdinand Anagara. This was
my first experience in the real world.
POST-GRADUATE STUDIES
Towards the end of my National Youth Service Corps Programme, I made a
tour starting from Urualla to Lagos where I bought a post graduate school
form of the University of Lagos applying to do a Master’s degree in
Mechanical Engineering. I stayed at my Uncle’shouse, Chief Edet Udoumoh
in Surulere, Lagos. From there, I went on to the University of Ibadan and
applied for the Master’s programme in the Department of Industrial
Engineering. At Ibadan, I stayed with my sister who then was serving at
Ibadan. Ibadan was a very big town and it was my first visit there. While in
Ibadan, I visited several publishing houses at Jericho road to explore the
possibility of my publishing the book I was then writing “Complete
Physicsfor Senior Secondary School.” From Ibadan, I proceeded to buy the
masters form at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka my Alma mater. This was
my last distination in the tour. This had to be so because it was at the UNN
that I was promised employment as a Lecturer on completion of my Master’s.
My lecturers were very happy that I had showed up for the promised job. I
boughtthe Masters format the post-graduate school and officially applied to do
Masters in Mechanical Engineering with specialization in Industrial
Engineering and Management. During this period of processing admission, I
stayed in Nkrumah Hall with Mr. Joseph Eyo who was then doing a Ph.D in
Zoology. The admission went on smoothly and I was issued the admission
later within two months. By the time the admission in the University of Lagos
and University of Ibadan got to me, I had already taken about half of the
courses required of me at Nsukka. My father was very happy about my
decision to go to graduate school, even though initially he had earlier
facilitated my employment in Mobile when my Uncle, Prince Eno was then
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the Personnel Manger. My refusal to accept the job attracted criticism from
various members of the family and friends but my parents were with me.
Eventhough I had earlier paid my fees for theMaster’s programme, my father
refunded the money to me and requested that I should open a bank account in
Nsukka to avoid coming home always.
After registering for the post-graduate programme, I had accommodation
problems as I could not immediately secure accommodation at the Nkrumah
Hall post graduate resident. I met Flight Lt. Charles Usoh and he
accommodated me for sometime before Prof. I. O. Eyo intervened and I was
given accommodation at the post graduate hall of resident. Charles Usoh was
well connected in the Department and he further pushed for my immediate
employment. He first took me to Prof. D. C. Onyejekwe, the then Head of
Department who promised that he would make sure that I was examined in all
my Master’s courses within one year. This was done before Engr. Kokoba
Aduna my Ghanian Master’s Supervisor contract expired. At the expiration of
his contract, I was ready for my defense and Prof. D.C. Onyejekwe was then
assigned to carry me to the external defense which was done by Prof. Ofordile.
In 1994, I was offered appointment as Lecturer II in the Department of
Mechanical Engineering, making me one of the richest post graduate students.
The Doctorate Programme was easier for me because there was no course
work, only research. I worked day and night as I was running out of time to
get married. I was lucky and I completed the Ph.D in three years but tragedy
strucked as my father died that same year. All my savings then went into the
burial. I was disappointed and lonely. In addition, I was now a family head
with my mother and younger siblings to cater for. The solution was simple, to
return to Uyo and solve my problem and get married. My childhood ended just
like that.
TRIBUTE TO MY FATHER
My father is my role model in life and death. He held on to God
to the very end. He was not desperate even in the face of death.
I hope that this tribute will give you insight to the lives and
times of my greatest teacher in words and in deeds. My father,
Mr. Offiong Etim Akpan was the last of four brothers and the
sixth of seven children. His father died when he was about four
years. His mother could only train him to standard six, but this
was enough because my father was very intelligent. He was
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quickly employed by his church, The Lutheran Church of
Nigeria as a teacher. My father never attended a secondary
school but rather read for his London G.C.E examination from
his post in Lutheran Primary School, Ibiaku Itam, as an
Auxiliary Teacher and passed the examination in flying
colours. Lutheran Primary School, Ibiaku Itam is a walking
distance across the road from the Headquarters of International
Research and Development Institute. Infact, the fact that my
father worked with the Ibiaku Itam community cordially in his
early days as a young man to some extent facilitated the
acquisition of the land for the institute. He then proceeded to
the Lutheran Teachers Training College, Ibakachi, where he
obtained his Grade II Teacher Training Certificate and was
quickly appointed the Headmaster of the Lutheran Practicing
School, Ibakachi. Around this period, he got married to my
mother and entered the University of Ife to study for his
Advance Certificate in Education, but the Nigeria Civil War
broke out and he then had to return to hisvillage. During the
war, things were not easy as my mother’s relations had to run
to my father in Uyo as refugees their hometown of Ukpom
having been turned into a theatre of war. It was around this
time that I was born. My sister, Uduak was born at the
beginning of the war whereas I was born towards the end. After
the war, my father returned to the University of Ile-Ife and
obtained his Advance Certificate in Education which enabled
the Lutheran Mission to appoint him as a Tutor at the Lutheran
Teachers Training College, Ibakachi. Here, he was the House
Master of Anderson House and because of his interest in his
students, he was nicked-named “Our”. It is at this point that I
attended the Lutheran Practicing Primary School, Ibakachi
which was attached to the Teachers Training College. This is
the same school that my father was heading before the war. The
school was named practicing because students’ teachers were
normally posted there to obtain practical experience. By this
time, Government took over the Teacher Training College and
my father then became a staff of the then Cross River State
Government. Money started coming in and my father built his
first house and bought his Datsun 120Y car. One day, my father
assembled us after morning prayers and informed us that we
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had to relocate to Ifuho in Ikot EkpeneTownship were my
mother was training to become a Grade II teacher. This he said
was necessary as he was moving to the University of Ibadan for
his Bachelor of Education Degree.He made us understand that
this sacrifice had to be made now for a better future.He rented a
flat for us at No. 118 Aba road, Ikot Ekpene and I was admitted
into Saint Ann Primary School, Ifuho together with my brother,
Etim. It was a boys’ only Primary School. My eldest sister,
Uduak and immediate younger sister, Magdalene attended the
Convent School Ifuho, a girls’ school used by the Women only
Holy Child Teacher Training College Ifuho where my mother
was then schooling as their Practicing School. My sister,
Nsemeke was just a baby. Around this period, my brother,
Offiong was born. Our greatest moments were when father
returned for holidays. He would take us to Uyo in his car and
everywhere would be glitering. During one of those trips to
Uyo, somewhere alongIbiono Strait of Ikot Ekpene-Uyo road,
an Ekpo Masquerade attacked my mother when my father
packed to fuel his car leaving a deep mark on my mother’s
face. It was the first time that I knew my father used to carry a
gun. He brought out his gun from under the car and fired two
shots. Other members of the Ekpo Society came out and
begged my father that the masquerade was drunk and that
disciplinary action would be taken against the masquerade and
my father calmed down. The Civil War had just ended and
there was a lot of robbery and violence.Myfather was a man
sensitive to times and had a double barrel gun licence. When
the gun was delivered to him from the license agent, he made
prayers that theexpensive gun should never be used in the true
sense. His prayer was answered and his gun was never used in
the true sense the day the masquared attacked, thanks to God.
But it was however used several times. There was an incident
which robbers surrounded our house in the village asking us to
open the door. My father luckily escaped from the house with
his gun and fired outside and the robbers escaped. I knew it was
God’s grace and not his gun shots because thiscould have been
a waterloo if not God. He also had the habit of killing birds
patching around his house. This I later learnt were signals for
robbers and bandits to beware. He told me “son, you cannot
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live for two hundred years, be courageous and decisive.” He
once told me of how the Biafran Administrator of our District
invited him for an interview at his resident after repeated
invitation, he decided to show up, but not without making
contingency plans. His decision was simple, if his trial was to
be at Nung Udoe, he would defend himself, but if the trial was
to be at Uyo where Biafran Soldiers were stationed, he would
start the fight himself before his hands werehandcuff. He said,
“Son, in those days when once your hands are tied, just belief
that you are dead.”
His offence was that my father mobilized young teachers and other
intellectuals to support the Nigerian course. When I asked my father whether
he was guilty of this accusation, hedid not deny it or accept it but said he was
the President of Teachers Union during the war and the union was for one
Nigeria. Seven men of the union were arraignedto stand near a palm fruit tree
that had been half cut ready to fall when given a small push. It was requested
of them to fall this palm fruit tree should the Administrator try to take their
president to Uyo with his Bettle car as he usually did to other condemned men
he had earlier on handed over to Biafrans Soldiers for execution. Truly, to his
suspicion, my father received not the warning which was usually done in
Nung Udoe but the death sentence which had to be carried out by the Biafran
Soldiers in Uyo. On sighting the Bettles car coming, his comrades fell the
palm fruits tree and fired shots which made the Biafran Administrator and his
body guards to abandon their car and my father escaped into hiding. Within
two weeks, Biafra failed in Uyo and my father came out from his hiding. All
those arrested during that period were executed by the Biafran Soliders before
their withdrawal from Uyo. My father said, “Son, you have to combine hard
work with God’s grace. IfBiafra had lived longer, my chances of survival
would have been very slim.
My father finished from the University of Ibadan as the best graduating
student and was offered a teaching appointment at the University. This could
not materialize as he was under bond with the Cross River State Government.
He returned to State Government Service and was immediately made the Vice
Principal. Within six months, he was promoted to a Principal and tasked with
the responsibility of opening a new school, Community Secondary School,
Ibiaku, Ibiono Western. My father worked hard, built a state of the art family
house, and fathered four more children: Itorobong, Betobong, Kufre-Abasi and
Sitobong.
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My father loved education and ensured that I attended the best school. He
visited me at every visiting day when I was at Federal Government College,
Ikot Ekpene. At the University, he was in touch with my lecturers and even
appointed a guide for me. My father believed in giving his children equal
opportunity. He condemned some of our relations who mourged their source
of livelihood only to send one child overseawith the hope that he would come
back and then train the others. It hardly works like that.Thereis usually some
disappointment in towing this path. My father was the only father in my
townthat offered his son a scholarship up to Ph.D. I thank God for the father
He gave me. My happiness is that my father lived to see my appointment as a
Lecturer in the University of Nigeria and the award of Ph.D to me. Also, I
thank God that while he was alive and even when he was dead, that I am a
good son of my father. I thank God for all his grace.
As I left my office in company of my girlfriend, Chinedu, Prof. A. O.
Odukowe, my Doctorate Supervisor was standing by the balcony and he
allowed us to walk about 10 meters then he called out,“Mr. Offiong, come
here." I then left the young lady and walked up to him. He questioned, “Have
you gone home this month?” I answered no. Hereplied, “Did somebody train
you?” and I said yes, my parents He said “Okay, when they pay you go home
and settle your parents.” I stood there staring at him and he went further to
say,“I am saying this because every time I see you with this girl and I hope
you are not wasting money on her.” He went on to ask again “Are you going
to marry Igbo.” I replied yes. He said “Look at your face, you liar, you can
now go.” and I said thank you Prof. and left to join her. But I thought strongly
about what he said. There were two important matters arising from that brief
meeting with Prof. Odukowe. One, I made up my mind to visit my parents
every month to give them whatever I had. Secondly,Iasked Chinedu if she was
going to marry me. I was surprised when she answered that she was not sure
she would marry a non-Igbo. That weekend, I visited my father, bought him
gifts and presented to him my letter of appointment as Lecturer II in the
Department of Mechanical Engineering. He blessed me and informed me that
he was very proud of me when I rejected the oil company work which would
have only given me money without satisfaction. He said “My son, you have a
supernatural intelligence, you will certainly be a great scholar and professor if
you learn to hide your talent from envious people.” He went further to pray
that God would give me the grace to learn to think as I like and behave as
others when the need arised, and also the grace to know when to prove the
superiority of my intellectual capacity. My father went on and on to lecture on
public service and the problems associated with it. I must confess that at that
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time I did not fully understand why normal people are not comfortable with
very intelligent people and why very intelligent people should sometimes have
to behave normally to conform. But as event unfolds in my carrier, my father’s
lectures remain a super guide, giving me opportunities to work with all
manner of people without much conflicts. I thank God for this visit incited by
my Professor which not only gave me the opportunity to be blessed by my
father but also provided an opportunity for me to receive wise counseling on
how an intellectual should conduct himself in public service to allow for
smooth running of the system and when he should introduce his superior
ideas.
Visiting my parents then become a monthly routine since my brief encounter
with Professor Odukwe on that matter. Elizabeth Umana, a Pharmacist student
from Akwa Ibom State whose father was also a school Principal in the Akwa
Ibom State School system was among the Christian sisters who came to
witness my defence. She was a spirit filled Christian who from time to time
come to share the word of God with me. Though younger, she was my
Christian Counselor. After the defense, she asked me to give her a date and I
did. She told me of her interest in joining her faculty and requested for my
advice which I provided honestly and thanked her for her interest in
Scholarship. She said “I would see you in Uyo this weekend” and I replied no
that I was not coming for Easter as I was already there two weeks ago and I
have to wait another two weeks before going there again. She said “No,Doctor
Visit your parents as often as you can, because you do not know how long you
would be with them.” She questioned “How can your father sponsor you for
Ph.D in this hard time and you do not honour him by going personally to
inform him of the award, but rather send me. I have been carrying messages
home for you but this one is very important, come let us go to Uyo together
that you may honour your parents as you do not know how long we will be in
this world with them.” That weekend I was in Uyo to celebrate with my father
the award of my Ph.D. My father made a family feast that evening and we
thanked God for his mercies. He spoke to me about his illness and how he had
difficulties in breathing at night. He went on to say that the Doctors said one
of his blood supply vein to the heart was slightly blocked but that there was no
problem. I was too young to understand. He requested my presence in the
house in two weeks time for a family meeting. Innocently, I returned home
exactly after two weeks and met my elder sister and his husband. My father
invited me to his room and spoke to me about a number of issues. He said he
did owed nobody but that the father of Rosehis food supplier had intended to
buy a plot of land from him in the industrial layout and had only made part
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payment (about half of the amount agreed) and that I should honour this
agreement. He went on and on to reveal to me many things about the family
that I was not yet aware. He gave an exhortation on the qualities of a good first
son, a family head and how to relate with my mother, my brothers and sisters.
He layed hands on my pounce me the family head and then asked God to bless
me beyond human imagination. He then asked me to go to the sitting room
(parlour) and join my mother, sister, brother in-law and younger ones. If I
myself, a Ph’D holder did not understand, what more of children in Secondary
and Primary Schools. When my father came out, he announced that he was
very pleased with me, Dr. AniekanAbasi Offiong and asked me to kneel down
and he then proceeded to bless me in the presence of everybody. Thereafter,
he prayed for my sister and the husband. He prayed for and blessed everybody
in his household,my motherand all his children. We then had the evening
meal. I did not understand this process until two weeks later when I received a
call from my brother, Etim that father had died. My sister came on a visit to
me at Nsukka from her station in Warri. The evening was very eventful and
there was no sign that tomorrow was going to be a sad day. I was washing
plates in the kitchen while my sister was cooking, then my beautiful plate fell
down and was totally hatter. Then I went into my room and fell into a deep
sleep. My sister woke me up to inform me that I had a call down stairs. At that
time, I was leaving in white house, Olivet Hill, Ibegwa road, Nsukka. There
was only one telephone line in the entire building of nine flats. On getting
there, my brother was at the other end; he said plainly,“Daddy died this
morning.” I then askedhim what happened and he said he drove him to the
family house in the village that morning and he died at home and that he could
not give me further details until when Icome home together with sister,Uduak
as there was a lot of confusion. As soon as we left the entrance of the road
leading to my white house resident, I met a rich man named El an Art
Collector. He said “young man and woman, why are you crying?” we told him
that our father died that morning and that it was too much for us. He said “Do
not cry, I can understand, take this three hundred naira and go home to assist
your mother.” I wanted to reject the money because it was so much about a
third of my monthly salary then. But Iimmediately remembered that it was a
condolence purse which should notbe rejected according to our
traditionwithout serious reasons. He prayed for us and said that money would
not be our problem during and after the burial. He said that with God we
would be able to train our younger ones to any level. God has been faithful as
this prayer has come to pass. All my siblings are now University graduates.
They all have good jobs in government including my last sister, Sito-Obong,
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who was only fiveyears old as at that time.She is now a Lecturer in the
University. To God is the Glory, great things he has done. I took a casual leave
to give my father a befitting burial. The burial was very grand. Money came
from all directions, government, church, In-Laws, friends and relations. The
Police Brass band performed at the vigil and funeral service. Contingent of
school children came from over five Secondary Schools which my father had
been the Principal. The government delegation was led by the Chairman of the
State School Management Board. The All Nigerian Conference of Principals
made an academic procession. Among those present were, Mr.John Ukpe,
former Commissioner of Education, Obong Okon Mkpong, Proprietor of
Nigerian Christian Institute and former Principal in the State School
Management System, Mr. O. Inim and wife both Principals of Secondary
Schools in the State. The Nsukka delegation was led by Professor E. S.
Samuel, a former Principal; others included Mr. M. B. A. Awah, Engr.
Sylvester Augwu, who represented the Dean, Faculty of Engineering,
University of Nigeria, Nsukka. Students and Staff of the University came with
separate buses. The Nigeria Police not only provided the fire works, but
security and good music. My in-law, CSP O. O. Ita lived up to his duties as he
did not only put in huge amount of money but also brought lots of prominent
people to mourn with the family. Chief Edet Udo Umoh, my mentor and the
father in-law of Magdalene gave a condolence message. Chief E. Ita, my
sister, Uduak’s father in-law also gave a moving condolence message. My
mother cried all day but the funeral and burial went on.Five of us, I, my
mother, my elder sister, her husband and my brother Etim, sat at the grand
stand to receive the visiting dignitaries, who presented a condolence purse
and/or message to me and I then pass it to my brother, Etim for documentation
and storage. My father’s cousin,Sunday Okon (SO) provided directives on all
traditional, extended family, village /clan matters. He said “Aniekan, I will
assist you so that when my time comes, you will alsoassist my children.” This
responsibility I had since fulfilled as he died fifteen years after my father’s
death.
Man is a spiritual being. On the night my father’s cousin, Sunday Okondied,
my father came to the main sitting room (parlour) in the presidential lodge of
IRDI my official residence and sent someone to call me from the room, and
then I got up from my bed to go and see him. Before I gotto the parlour door,
he had disappeared and I woke up from the dream. This was the third time he
appeared to me after his death. The first was during my marriage and the
second before my first son was born. Still wandering what the dream meant
that morning, my mother called that she had been informed that father’s
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cousin, Sunday Okon (SO) had died. She instructed that i should contact the
family immediately and give them some amount of money to commence the
burial rites. She reminded me of my responsibility. During the burial
programme of my father, I had time to reflect on his colourful but short life. I
remembered him in his colourful University of Ibadan academic ropes as he
presided over graduation ceremonies in several schools as Principal. I could
see him in his track suit as he presided over an inter-house sports event. I saw
him giving out his daughters in marriage. I remembered him chairing a
marriage ceremony and even giving thanks in my grandmother’s burial.
I then went into his strong room and removed all land documents and other
relevant documents to the sitting-room.Hiscertificate meant nothing anymore.
I took a look at all the prizes and rewards he won, there were now
meaningless, then I remembered his relationship with his wife. This is a man
once on transfer, would not leave his wife for one day as he left one
community to another in the course of his career as a School Principal. He
would always insist that my mother be transferred along with him. This is a
man who followed his children to the University to ensure that they do not
derail. The man layed there motionless, and did not recognize his wife or
children anymore. Vanity upon vanity,all vanity they say.
Below is the biography of my father presented by meat his funeral service
conducted by the Lutheran Church of Nigeria, Afaha Ibesikpo on February
1997, titled:
Daddy Sanga Sung:Mr. Offiong Etim Akpan was born on the 13th day of
May, 1945 into Nung Akpa Udo Okpo Quarters in the Royal family of Nung
Ayan in Afaha Ikot Obio Nkan Ibesikpo, Ibesikpo Asutan Local Government
Area of Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria. His parents, Mr. Etim Akpan Udo Okpo of
Nung Ayan and Magdalene Akpan Ntuk of Nung Udo Afaha in Nung Edung
family all in Afaha Ikot Obio Nkan Ibesikpo, Ibesikpo Asutan Local
Government Area of Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria.Mr. Offiong Etim Akpan
completed his primary school education at Boecler Memorial School, Obot
Idim Ibesikpo in 1955. After a brief period as a pupil teacher in the Lutheran
Mission, he gained admission into the Lutheran Teachers Training College,
Ibakachi where he obtained the Teachers Grade II Certificate in 1966.
Between 1970 and 1971, he attended the University of Ife where he obtained
with distinction the Advanced Certificate in Education.Between 1976 and
1979 under Federal Government Scholarship, he attended the University of
Ibadan were he obtained a Bachelor’s Degree in Education with Second Class
Upper Division. While still a school Principal, he studied for a Master’s
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degree in Education at the University of Calabar and graduated in 1989.He
received many accolades as a student and also served as the President of the
National Association of Cross River State Students, University of Ibadan
Chapter. Mr. Offiong Etim Akpan was appointed a teacher in the Lutheran
Mission in 1958. By 1971, he had risen to the rank of a tutor at the Lutheran
Teachers Training College, Ibackachi. About the same time following
Government take-over of schools, he transferred his service to the
Government of the then South Eastern State. He was a gifted teacher who
spent most of his adult life as a school administrator. On graduating from the
University of Ibadan in 1979, he returned to the service of the then Cross
River State Government and took up an appointment as the Vice Principal of
Community Secondary Commercial School, Ifiayong Usuk. Six months later,
he was appointed the Pioneer Principal of Community Secondary School,
Ibiaku, Ibiono Western, a position he held until 1986.Between 1986 and 1987
he was the Principal of Etinan Community Comprehensive Secondary School,
Etinan. Between 1987 and 1989 he was the Principal of Comprehensive
Secondary School, Okobo. Between 1989 and 1993, he was the Principal of
Ibesikpo Secondary Commercial School, Nung Udoe. Between 1993 and
1995, he was the Principal of Nsit People Grammar School, Afaha Offiong.
Between 1995 and 1996, he was the Principal of Community Secondary
School, Ikot Ekpeyak Ikono. At his death on 8 th February, 1997, he was the
Principal of Community Secondary School, Ikot Eba, Etinan. He was a
practical teacher and a seasoned Administrator. His book, “The ABC of
Lesson Note”, represents his wide-ranging and penetrating contributions to
practical teaching.He was an active member of the All Nigeria Conference of
Principals of Secondary Schools and held a number of positions in the
organisation including Chairman, Oron Zone, Chairman, Uyo Zone and
member of the State Executive. He was also an active member of the
Counselling Association. Mr. Offiong Etim Akpan believed in Jesus Christ as
his Lord and Saviour. He obtained his early Christian education and doctrine
under the Lutheran Church of Nigeria. He grew with it and passed same to his
children. As a teacher in the Lutheran Mission, he was first and foremost a
Missionary. Wherever he went, he promoted the work of the Lutheran
Mission. He was a regular member of the Lutheran Church of Nigeria, Afaha
Ibesikpo where he held over the years a number of positions. At the time of his
death, he was the Secretary of the Church.In 1964, Mr. Offiong Etim Akpan
was married to former Miss Akon Akpan Udorung of Nung Udo Udo Etok in
Ukpom Ekpene Inuen, Ikono Local Government Area of Akwa Ibom State.
The marriage was blessed with ten children. He was a faithful and loving
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husband to his wife and a dutiful and generous father to his children. He
provided adequately for his wife with his modest means and ensured that all
his children and dependant had access to education.Mr. Offiong Etim Akpan
was a friend to all those who knew him. He was a man full of life and ability.
He loved and enjoyed peaceful co-existence with all he came in contact with.
He was an active community leader who provided free counselling services to
many individuals and organizations. He was an advocate to his people
particularly on educational and welfare matters. At the time of his death, he
was the Chairman of Afaha Ikot Obio Nkan Development Association.We
cannot question the decision of the Almighty God whom he loved, cherished
and served for not sparing his life. But as humans, we regret that he has not
lived long enough to enjoy the fruits of his labour and also the fact that we
have lost such a father when we needed him most is painful. We take solace in
the fact that he has gone to his creator’s bossom for he died in his service. On
the 8th February, 1997, Daddy woke up healthy and hearty, attended the
normal Saturday Church Council Meeting, only to die few hours later while
resting in his house. Daddy, welove you but God loves you most. Daddy, byebye till we meet in Christ never to part again. Daddy, sanga sung,may your
Gentle Soul Rest in Perfect Peace. Amen.
WIFE:Mrs. Akon Offiong Akpan.
SONS:Engr. Aniekan Offiong, Mr. Etim Offiong, Mr. Offiong Offiong, Mr.
Itoro Offiong and Master Kufre Offiong.
DAUGHTERS:Mrs. Uduak Ita, Mrs. Magdalene Udoumo, Miss. Nsemeke
Offiong and Miss. Sito Offiong.
SONS-IN-LAW:Mr. Okokon Otu Ita and Dr. Aniefiok Udoumo.
IN-LAWS:Chief Inyang Akpan Udorung and Chief (Elder) Edet Udoumo.
BROTHERS:Mr. Effiong Etim Akpan, Mr. Edem Okon Akpan, Mr. Bassey
Okon Akpan, Mr. Sunday Okon Akpan, Mr. Aniedi Okon Akpan and Mr.
Asuquo Okon Akpan.
SISTERS:Mrs. Arit Etim Akpan and Mrs. Arit Okon Akpan.
NEPHEWS/NIECES:Mr. Edem Essien Etim, Mrs. Grace Moses Obong,
Mr. Ime Effiong Etim, Mr. Victor Essien Etim, Mr. Okon Ntiedo Etim, Mrs.
Elizabeth Essien Etim, Miss. Julie Effiong Etim, Miss Elizabeth Effiong Etim,
Mr. Paul Bassey Okon, Mr. Otu Bassey Okon and Miss Glory Bassey Okon.
AUNTY:Madam Affiong Akpan Udo Okpo.
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UNCLES:Chief Effiong Tom Inyang, Elder P.J. Akpan, Prince Effiong Eno,
Pastor Sampson Eno, Mr. Offiong Eno, Mr. Nkaette Udoidang, Mr. Edem
Thompson Eno and Mr. Edet Thompson Eno.
OTHER RELATIONS:Chief Effiong Sam Akpan-Ntuk and Mr. Sunday Sam
Akpan-Ntuk.
MY SWEET MOTHER: PRINCESS AKON
During the opening of Deltona International Nursery and Primary School on
December 17th, 2015, my mother, Mrs. Akon Offiong, Princess of the Royal
family of Nung Udo-Udo Etok in Ekpene Inuen, Ikono Local Government
Area of Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria was asked to give a remark on the life of
her son, Dr. Aniekan Offiong, President and Founder of Deltona International
Schools. Her remark turned out to be a paper on my childhood and was well
applauded. I was still writing this bookwhen I visited her for Christmas GetTogether on December 17th, 2015 with my entire family as it is the tradition,
so I requested her to contribute this chapter. In this chapter, Princess Akon, my
mother speaks for herself using her own words to tell about raising me and my
siblings thus:
“I am a destiny child, my mother gave birth to nine children, but by the time
she decided to relocate outside my father’s house, it was only me and my elder
brother left. My mother Ekandem Umotong had to take us to her father’s
house that was now under the control of her senior brother, Chief Samuel Udo
Inyang after her father’s death. My grandmother’s father was Umo-tong Omo
of Ikot Ntie, Ukpom Awana and her mother was Nwa Idiong of Ikot Ekem,
Ukpom. There were rumours of a woman with witchcraft powers operating in
the Palace of my grandfather, Chief Udo Orung Udo Udo Etok.This was what
took me outside my father’s house for over seven years until my father located
the Apostolic Church and confidence was restored to children in the Palace.
My mother later gave birth to my two sisters, Affiong and Arit. I spent most of
this exile years in Calabar in my maternal Uncle’s house, Chief Nnana Udofia.
My father was a polygamist. Apart from my eldest brother, Chief Inyang
Akpan Udorung, his other sons are Okon, Sunday and Ezekiel. I have many
half sisters including Eno who stayed with me when I got married.
My maternal grandfather’smother was Umoh Akpa Ituen from Okwe in
Ukpom. After my maternalgrandmother gave birth to Akpan Udorung and her
sister Adiaha Udorung, she gave birth to a set of male twins and was banished
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from the Palace in line with the belief then. She was spared her life because
she was the wife of a chief. She lived in isolation until her death. Of course,
the twin did not survive. Her father donated a portion of his land to my father
probably to address the issues that arose from his mother’s condition but, this
land was at his demise contested by his unclewho died mysteriously. I met my
husband immediately we returned from the exile in my maternal uncle’s
housein Calabar. My father just brought in the Apostolic Church and there was
confidence that children of the Royal Family would no longer die of strange
sicknesses.When family was just settling down, I met my Prince who was to
take me from the small village of Ukpomo Ekpene Inuen to the city of Uyo.
My Prince was ayoung handsome teacher in the Lutheran Primary School in
my village, Ekpene Inuen. He was from Afaha Ibesikpo where the
Headquarters of the Lutheran Church is located at Obot Idim Ibesikpo. He had
a white geared Releigh bicycle from which he drove me to Uyo for the first
weekend to introduce me to his people. The city was very beautiful and my
husband took me on tour of the city. We attended several parties, took
photographs and attended the Lutheran Church at Afaha Ibesikpo. My mother
supported the marriage but my grandfather and father were relunctant to take
the bride price. They felt that my Prince was not rich enough to cater for their
daughter and that the distance was too much. Moreover, they would have
preferred a Prince from our own royal family. I do not know why but in my
royal family you can marry within the same family. My mother saw the future
in my young Prince. He was popular as a very intelligent young man who
passed the London G.C.E without going to secondary school.My mother also
understood that with his connection to the Lutheran Church that the sky is the
limit. My Prince now my husband gave me the best chance to live my life. He
sent me to complete my primary school education at Convent school, Abiakpo
Ikot Essien, now part of the present Federal Government College, Ikot
Ekpene.MyPrimary Education was interrupted by the birth of my first
daughter, Uduak. After the primary school, I gave birth to Aniekan,
Magdalene, and Etim before going to the Holy Child Teacher Training
College to obtain my Grade II Certificate. It was a five year
programme.Afterthe first three years, we were regarded as Grade III Teachers
and were required to do fully paid one year teaching practice. I did my one
year teaching practice at practicing school, Ibakachi, before returning to
complete the final year. Before the completion of this teaching practice, my
husband had been admitted to do his Bachelor of Education Degree in the
University of Ibadan. This meant that we were going to lose our fully
furnished five bedroom detached bungalow at the Teachers Training College,
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Ibakachi. It was at this point that my husband rented the two bedrooms flat for
me at No. 118 Aba Road, Ikot Ekpene. During my final year in the Teachers
Training College, I was a day student leaving with my five children. My
husband’s salary was too meagre to sustain all members of the family in
school – himself, myself and all the children. This implies that I had to
supplement the family income with farming. My elder brother, Chief Inyang
Akpan Udorung was very helpful as he made a large land available for me at
no charge. He even gave me some for outright ownership. With the help of my
mother then still very strong, I was able to profit from these farms financially
in addition to providing food for the entire family. On weekends, I would go to
my mother’s house and join her with all my children to the farm.Thoughmy
mother used to employ the services of Professional hired hands in the farms,
she would insist that the grand children must come and learn farming from
her. Aniekan is a very good farmer, makeno mistake. Songhai Farm and
Resort has its origin in the farming that I and my mother taught my children.
All my children are farmers to some extent in addition to their regular work.
The little things that your mother teaches you may be the one that will turn
your live around, no knowledge is lost. On my husband’s return from the
University of Ibadan, things improved significantly as he was soon appointed
a School Principal and money flew in. We were able to relocate to
UyoTownship and rented the house at No. 34 Nepa Line, and from there, my
husband built the second and the main house in his compound. He had built
his first house when he was teaching in the Teachers Training College,
Ibakachi and made a huge profit from his book, “The ABC of Lesson Note.”
Things were moving on fine, the children started entering the University.
Aniekan was in the University of Nigeria Nsukka studying Mechanical
Engineering, Uduak and Magdalene were in the University of Calabar
studying Biological Science and Chemistry respectively. Etim was in the
University of Uyo studying Law.
Due to pressure from the Secondary School Board in 1987, my husband
decided that the house at No. 34 Nepa Line should be given off and the family
should from then on live in the School Principal’s house. This was because he
was now a Senior Principal and was to be posted to a big school with boarding
facilities and large number of students. The first School Principal’s house we
livedin was that of Comprehensive Secondary School, Okobo. I really enjoyed
it because the Principal’s house had a large farm attached to it. They were
many students in the hostel and my husband had a tough time managing the
students who were skillful in breaking bounds because of the level of disciple
maintained by the previous administration led by a woman whose husband
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was a Commissioner of Education in the State. My children especially those in
the University really enjoyed leaving in the school premises because they were
able to make use of the library and other educational facilities. My son,
Aniekan spent most of his time in the school library. The second school
Principal’s House we lived in was at Ibesikpo Secondary School, NungUdoe,
and it was here that my son, Aniekan wrote the Physics Text Book “Complete
Physics for Senior Secondary Schools”. During this period, I attended the
University of Calabar and obtained the National Certificate of Education
(NCE).Theprogramme was a sandwich programme.My daughters were
studying full time in the same University. Thanks to all the school drivers that
drove me throughout the four years period especially, Mr. Effiong.
My two daughters,Uduak and Magdalene were married while we were living
at the Principal’s house at Ibesikpo Commercial School, NungUdoe. The
marriage ceremonies were held at the family house near the 100 Unit Housing.
Uduak’s husband was a Superintendent of Police at Police Zonal Headquarters
in Calabar while Magdalene’s husband was a Medical Doctor with the
Lutheran Church of Nigeria. Magdalene and Aniefiok’s marriage were the
first to be held followed by Uduak and Ita’s own two weeks later. Magdalene
and Aniefiok wedded a day after their traditional marriage at the Lutheran
High School Chapel, ObotIdim. My husband made very grand marriage
ceremonies for his daughters. He ensured that all the family members received
their due rites and that all customary items regarding to the family were given
as our in-laws were capable young men. My daughters were regarded as role
models and members of the family were happy for my daughters. However,
one member, his elder brother’s wife was not happy about this and accused my
husband of having the powers that made his children intelligent and fortunate
while casting a spell on her to be barren. This accusation was dismissed in the
family, village and church especially after it was discovered that she was
previously married for 10 years to another man without children before
coming to marry my husband’s brother. For my husband elder brother, this
was also his second marriage as he had already had four children from the first
marriage and the other of those children died. My husband and I sometimes
had to cater for the children of this first marriage as their step-mother could
not provide them motherly care. Within one week tragedy stormed and my
daughter, Bet-obong who was staying with the sister, Magdalene died
mysteriously due to a sudden illness. Magdalene also developed a strange
sickness. She was then working at Nsit People Grammar School,the same
school were my husband was the Principal. One morning,my husband’selder
brother came to the Principal’s house at Nsit People Grammar School and
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begged my husband that he is not responsible for the death of the fourth
daughter, Betobong. My father replied that he is not accusing him but rather
other people are accusing his wife because of her conduct during the marriage
of his daughters. He advised him to be judged by his conscience. But my
husband was deeply disappointed at the conduct of his elder brother especially
considering the fact that he had trained many people in the family including
his own children. My husband’s high blood pressure rose and within the
couple of months, he developed a heart condition. My husband died within the
next five years leaving behind nine children. Of these nine children, only my
first daughter, Uduak and my first son, Aniekan could be counted upon as
Magdalene’s sickness had worsen and her husband disappeared to America.
But for my daughter, Uduak and my son Aniekan life might have come to an
end for me. Following my husband’s death, Aniekan, my son changed overnight to become our family head. He was calm on arrival even though I could
sense he was deeply sad. He asked me to take him to see his father’s death
body to pay his respect. On returning home, he requested for and obtained the
black box containing all the family documents and landed agreement. He
requested that his younger brother, then a final year law student at the
University of Uyo should work with the school accounts Clerk to ensure that
all the school accounts were not tampered with in order not to affect his
terminal benefit. I am even grateful to my son for this wise counsel that has
added value to my life. The Vice Principal who took over from him embazled
a hugesum of money that could have eaten deep into my husband’s terminal
benefits. With my husband’s terminal money, i was able to build a house near
my station and outside my husband’s village where I could have peace.
Aniekan had always maintained that even though he was the family head that I
should be the administrator of the Estate.
When I requested of Aniekan to come near home and work, he did not argue
but quietly took up appointment at the University of Uyo where he could be
more useful to the family. Meanwhile, he took special interest in my younger
childrens’ education, fathering and sponsoring them. God blessed my son,
Aniekan. Through his book business,he has been able to assist me. He my son
Aniekan has also promised to train his younger ones to Ph.D level if they
decide to go that far. My son, Aniekan is very generous and he is full of
wonders. My son, Aniekan is an obedient child. I pray that God will bless him
with long live, good health and prosperity. His children will do for him a
million fold of what he has done for me. In 2010, I was due for promotion to a
Headmistress but I was omitted, when Aniekan my son came around with his
wonders, I was promoted. Apart from financial and material support to his
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extended family, he has also provided visionary leadership and extraordinary
wisdom. He is a unifying factor in the family.”
He is a role model I will recommend him to any child. With his assistance and
the assistance of my other elderly children, I have been able to train all my
children to become university graduates.
This my mothers narrative was developed by the Executive Secretary of the
International Research and Development Institute and was first published in
the website of Deltona International Schools.

BACHELORHOOD
After the death of my father, I could no longer remained in Nsukka and
worked because the family was devastated. I had to stay around in Uyo to
ensure that my young siblings were properly brought up and were doing well
in school. My immediate young brother was a final year student of Law at the
University of Uyo, Nigeria. Nsemeke was in her third year at the University of
Calabar, Nigeria. Offiong was with me at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka
attending extra moral programme preparing for entrance into the University.
Therest were in Secondary orPrimary Schools. It was a chaotic situation for
my mummy. My only support came from my sister and her husband, D.S.P
Okokon Otu Ita. Mr. O. O. Ita sacrificed everything he had to make sure that
nobody was left out. He assumed immediate responsibility of Kufre while my
mother was to take care of Sito.
Having successfully transfered my Headquarters to Uyo, the next task was for
me to secure a wife. I had to rent an apartment because my stay at the
University of Uyo Guest House was not to exceed six months. I secured an
apartment at No. 4 AkpanObong Street behind the University of Uyo Annex
were the Faculty of Engineering was located. This was necessary because as
the Head of the New Mechanical Engineering Department, it was hectic and
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coming from my father’s house would have been problematic. Getting married
post some problems for me because of the relocation.
Throughout my Master’s Programme, Eunice was at the centre of my love life.
She had been admitted at the NnamdiAzikiwe University to study Psychology.
We exchanged visits but I had not made up my mine to marry yet. After my
Master’sprogramme, Eunice visited me and confronted me to be serious now
that I had been employed in the University.She spent the weekend and left
after informing me that she had been having Suitors. After taking an annual
leave, on return, Eunice informed me that she was no longer available because
a bride price had been paid on her head. I was disappointed because I loved
her but was not sure I could have sustained a marriage alongside my Ph.D.
Programme. My attention then shifted to Eti-mma who was already a Medical
Doctor in Calabar doing residence at the University of Calabar Teaching
Hospital. She was more like a sister because we grew up together and my
sisters used to spend holidays in their house while they were studying in the
University of Calabar. It was a distance relationship but a long standing
relationship involving both romantic and sisterly love. Her response to my
proposal was that we should wait until we completed graduate studies. At a
point, my attention shifted to Mary who was studying at the University of Uyo
but was in Nsukka to study for a Master’s. Nothing was achieved, in all these
relationships probably I was not financially and emotionally ready or the
ladies themselves were not serious.
Meanwhile, Chinedu, a student of Microbiology that I met in Dr. E. E. Eyo’s
office was at the centre of my life during the Ph.D Programme. She was on
ground with me in Nsukka being that the father was a Professor in the
University but she was not sure if she was going to marry a non-Igbo.
In the process of waiting, my father died and I had to relocate to Uyo. Back in
Uyo it was not easy. The dead of my father meant a lot financially to me when
you consider the fact that as a lecturer, Idid not earn enough money to pay my
rent. My father had to pay the first two years rent at my WhiteHouse Ibegwa
road resident. This was necessary as lecturers were not allowed to leave in
Nkrumah Postgraduate Hall, and I would have been comfortable in the one
room apartment structure then available at Nsukka.
I had thought my coming back to Uyo wouldimprove things for me and
Etimma but everything was on a slow lane. She visited rarely and I did most of
the visiting even though I was holding the responsibility of a Head of
Department.
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Along the line, I was advised by many including her mother who was a
distance relation to keep my options open. In the process of keeping my
options open, I met with Queen. Her mother and my mother were members at
the Apostolic Church in Nung Udoe. However, I first met her in the University
of Calabar where she was supposed to be doing her pre-medical studies. My
book business that had been relocated from Nsukka to Uyo was picking up. I
was the Publisher and one of the authors of the book “Basic Programming”
which was use by first year students of the University of Uyo, University of
Nigeria, Nsukka and other Universities in the Eastern part of the Country.
Money was not an issue for me or for Queen’s father who was then working
for an Oil Company in Port Harcout.Anelaborate engagement ceremony was
performed for me and Queen. Things seemed to be moving fine but
engagement hit the rock when Queen came from Calabar and went straight to
my mother to inform her that even though she was my girlfriend that her father
forced her into the marriage. My mother was annoyed and asked me to
exercise restrained. Queen’s parents were annoyed and asked her to come and
beg my mother which she did in the companyof her brother only to turn back
and said she meant what she said. When Iconfronted her on her meeting with
my mother she said she was not responsible for that action but that some
people manipulated her into it.
I was confused because I had never witnessed a strange thing like that. The
mother came to my house to ask for her forgiveness as her action was as a
result of the spell casted on her by some relations who did not want her
progress. She requested that I should give her time to prayer that everything
would be fine. Meanwhile, the Rev. Monday Akpan who was the main
sponsor of the engagement programme had advised me not to make inputs in
the controversy but to remain silent while searching for another girl to marry
as we are from the same clan. His advice paid off as after one year, I was free
from all those encumbrances.
I was one of those who sponsored Hon. Umoh O. Udonwa into the House of
Assembly as part of my contributions to the transition to Civil Rule. I gave out
my Mercedes 200 for the campaign while another lady Dr. (Mrs.) Uwem
Okome who was a sister to Hon. Udonwa’s wife, Mercy gave out her Mazda
car for the campaign. Along the line,Dr. Uwem Okome and I became friends
as we were both lecturers in the University of Uyo and she got to know Queen.
She intervened and offered to bring us together. She even gave Queen access
to her house in Calabar at the State Housing. Dr. Uwem Okome lived with her
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husband, Prof. Okome of the University and they had a vacant flat at the State
Housing.
Meanwhile, Queen continued to be off and on. There was nothing that Aunty
Uwem as we called Dr. (Mrs.) Okome did not do for Queen to marry Dr.
Offiong but it could not work because in her mother’s own words she was
bewitched. Sometimes, she would tell Aunty Uwem that her friends would
laugh at her that she is marrying a Head of Department who must surely be an
old man. Aunty said she explained to her that the man she was getting married
to was not old but that he started school early and was only 28 years.
A strange incident liberated me from the Queen’s saga. A weekend had been
arranged by Aunty Uwem at her expense in her Calabar State Housing Estate
resident for us, but while on my way to Calabar, my car had an accident
twice.Atfirst, the car loose control and entered the bush missing an electric
pole by just few can. Thesecond one, the car hit a stone and the oil tank was
broken and all the engine oil drained out. This time, I had to abandonthe car.
On getting to Calabar, I could not identify Aunty Uwem’s house which I
visited regularly. I had to sleep in a hotel that night only to meet them in the
morning.When I met her in the morning; I notice that she was in a different
and strange mood. My eyes were then open to the fact that she might be
having dual personality or what the unscientific would see as being possessed.
I now also understood why she went to my mother to make those strange
statements and why she was always going to the church or looking for strong
pastors. Being on the scientific side, I reasoned that the accident on the way
was due to the instability she had introduced in my life and hence in my
driving ability. I also reasoned that the inability to locate Aunty Uwem’s
house was also due to confusion often felt when enthralled in powerful
emotions. I share my feelings with Aunty Uwem and told her that I was not
ready to spend a lifetime studying the pathology of this kind of personality. By
the time the weekend was over, I told her that I was once again keeping my
options open and that she should not allow Queenaccess to her house in
Calabar.In the process of keeping my options open, I met Inimbom, Imaobong
and Jacqueline but things did not work out for various reasons.
Finally I met and fell in love with Janet. She was revealed to me as my wife. I
had never been so convinced in all my relationships and it was strange to me.
When we visited Aunty Uwem, she was convinced that I had found my wife.
Just seeing both of us without introduction,late Hon. Umoh O. Udonwa said
this “Now, you have found your wife, the other one was possessed.” When I
visited my mother with Janet, she said “Aniekan, this is your wife.”
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With few months, the engagement ceremonies were completed and we were
planning for traditional marriage and wedding. The difference was clear. I was
told that there was no legal obstacle for me as my relationship with Queen was
only an engagement and no child was involved. Infact, the family lawyer said
that I was the one entitled to claim in the whole saga.
In fairness to Queen’s father, he was a just man and would have refunded
whatever I had asked him for. He was particularly embarrassed by her
statement that the parents wanted to received money and gift from me that
they should go ahead and marry me. This could not be the case because the
father was a richman by all standardswho had worked in Oil Company for
years and built many houses. In the words of Sir Etuk who represented my
father at the occasion,“if you have suspected that you are engaged to a
possessed woman do not argue, do not try to help, do not waste your time
asking your friends for advice, or you will become enmeshed. Flee the
possessed woman or suffer the consequences.”WhileI was preparing for the
engagement of my wife, Queen paid an unscheduled visit to Uyo and met us at
Aunty Uwem’s place and requested to know who Janet was.Aunty told her
that her interest is in preparing for the return of her husband from Germany,
while I replied her that a man with money in Africa cannot marry one wife.
We entertained her and the same day I escorted her to the park where she
entered a bus and left to Calabar. That was the end of wandering in the
wilderness. I never met her again until after the birth of my first daughter that
she came to ask for forgiveness and blaming everything on strange forces.
The Nkong Udok (consultation) ceremony was a brief one. I bought two hot
drinks [one st. Remy and shnapps] and two wines. I visited their house at No.
18 Nelson Mandela where the elder brother, Barr. Kenny Akakam was waiting
for me. I was accompanied by Mr. Idorenyin Markson who drove the car.
Another friend who was to accompany us as the spokesman was dropped at
the last minute because according to him, Jane was too young to be married.
She was only in year one. His suggestion was that since I had already bought
the drinks, I should give to the brother and inform him that the girl would be
staying with me. I did not want to join issues with him but I gave Mr. Markson
a sign that we should drop him off and go for the business that I would speak
for myself.
We got there, after being entertained, I asked Mr. Markson to go to the car and
bring drinks for me and I handed them over to her brother and he told me that
I have already met sometime ago with Janet’s mother who told me that you are
now Janet’s father that I was bringing the drinks to ask for her hand in
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marriage. He then thanked me for my brevity and directness and promised to
consult with the family and Janet to give me a reply within two weeks. He did
just that and I was given the ‘Marriage Engagement” list ten days later.
My book business in Uyo was picking up. The book business left in Nsukka
under the control of Mr. Francis Okafor was also making returns.Money was
not a problem and I was able to schedule for the “Marriage engagement”
ceremony within one month.
The “Marriage Engagement” ceremony was well attended. My mother and all
my siblings were present exceptionof my eldest sister, Uduak who was
distance in Warri. Many of my cousins attended the ceremony. Thedelegation
from Ibesikpo was led by Mrs. E. E. Etuk, the popular Principal of Lutheran
High School ObotIdim. Other members of the Ibesikpo delegation were Hon.
Bar&Mrs. UmohOffiongUdonwa, the honorable member representingIbesikpo
Asutan at the State House of Assembly and Chief Nathan, Dr. (Mrs.) Uwem
Okome,a sister to the wife of Hon. Udonwa waspresent. Mr. Ita Nyong not
only made himself available despite his tight Mobile Oil Company job but he
also made available several of his automobile for transportation. It was a very
beautiful ceremony. It was on her way back from the ceremony that my
mother and Aunty Uwem informed Janet of the Queen’s saga. Janet was quiet
as they narrated the incident to her, but later in the night asked me about it and
I told her it was exactly what she was told. She asked me why nobody cared to
inform her about it before the “Marriage Engagement Ceremony” and I replied
that Queen’s saga had no legal or social effect on our marriage. It was only an
engagement with no child involved. Later, Janet told me that she taught that
Queen’s problem was more than what she heard from us, that now that she had
asked questions and confirmed that she was not married before to her husband
or did not have a child for him that she was equal to the task. I did not
understand but later she had reasons to inform me to warn Queen not to pass
through Akpan Obong Street where we were residence.
The period of engagement is the period during which you have to transform
your beloved from a girl to a lady. This was not an easy task both financially
and socially. The first task was in changing her wardrobe. She had to buy
many wrappers, gowns, and suits. As a young girl, she was on with campus
clothing which was mainly Jeans, shirts and T-shirts.
The change in wardrobe was necessary as we had to attendoccasions together.
Socially, she had to be taught how to greet guests when in company of her
husband. When to be in front of her husband in the public, when to be by his
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side and when to be behind, how to keep an eye on her husband and cater for
him whenhe is socializing. Aunty Uwem was of great help to her. Janet
sometimes taught that these lessons were a waste of time until one of her
friends was thoroughly embarrassed. We were about to go out for a traditional
marriage with the husband who was my school mate. The first problem was
that she had no clothes for traditional marriage and since we had to be there,
she had to manage with what she had which were what we called campus
clothes. At the ceremony, she was greeting so many friends and wasting time
that the husband picked a quarrel. Secondly, when we were called to the High
table, they could not come up because she was not properly dressed for the
occasion which further angered the husband. After the ceremony, Janet the
student became a teacher and her friend was grateful for the lessons as they
had no problems in subsequent outings.
During the engagement, my wife discovered many strange things about me
and my family with me as the head. She was surprised that I kept referring to
the registers of people who either gave assistance or make donations in my
father’s burial and my sisters’ marriages. She actually complained that I ran
the family as a bureaucracy.
Deaths and births are registered in the family record book in the order which
they occur. Landed agreements, marriage deals, details of friendship, details of
dispute and even details of illicit affairs are kept. Rents are well documented
and have their specific files. She wondered why a budget has to be made for
feeding and list has to be drawn for purchase in the market.
She was surprised why a young man of my age should have a driver and
Personal Secretary. At first, she used to wonder if the Personnal Secretary was
having affairs with me as her job involved even house-keeping and making
shopping list. She also wondered why I should have an office at home with
several aides.
MARRIAGE
The day was very hectic and I was supposed to be at my late father’s station to
sort out a few things with the the new Principal that was to replace him. The
acting Principal who took over from him was not considered honest enough by
the family becauseof past experiences with him as a Vice Principal, so we as a
family withheld some of the financial records from him. This was official as
we had informed the State School Board that those items would be handed
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over to a substantial Principal. It was a good decision because the acting
Principal embarrassed hundreds of thousand which he hoped to hip on my late
father’s terminal benefits. It was on my journey to Etinan to straighten this
issue that I met Jane. It was love at first sight. She said she knew my father as
her Principal at Secondary School EdemIdim, Etinan.
Her mother was a nursewho retired from the General Hospital, IkotEkpene and
they were still leaving at IkotEkpene when I met her. Had it not been for her
unique family name Akakam I would not have been able to locate her as I had
to go to IkotEkpene General Hospital to trace her mother who had since
retired from the hospital. The information she gave me on the first day was not
enough to enable me locate her without difficulties. Janet’s problems were that
she was not sure if the stories I told her about myself were correct. How could
I have a Ph.D at that age? How could I say I was the Head of Department of
Mechanical Engineering in the University of Uyo? However, at the brief
meeting at Ikot Ekpene, sheasked me to visit her attheir number 18 Nelson
Mandela residents. It was even more problematic as the elder brother
obstructed my boys,Mr. Markson and Mr. Okpura who were there to negotiate
access to the sister.
On seeing the incident, I came out myself. As soon as I alighted from my new
Mercedes 230 from the owner’s seat, my fears came through as some of my
students who were their neighbors spotted me and came out to greet me with
the usualsir-sir. It was at this point that brother Kenny allowed her the chance
to talk with me. No. 18 Nelson Mandela was a students’ area and any lecturer
who goes there was sure to meet with many of his students. For a young Head
of Department, this was not desired so as not to compromise your work.
Infact, one of the students who came out, DanielRichard was in Mechanical
Engineering and he was the President of Engineering Students Association.
My visit to Nelson Mandela yielded result as Jane agreed to visit me in my
No. 4 Akpan Obong resident the next day. The next day, she was in my house
in the evening in company of her elder sister who was also a year 1 student of
English in the University ofUyo, Nigeria.
Janet was actually a year 1 student of Political Science Education but she told
me she was a year 1 student of Political Science. This was a big mistake which
would have caused her the marriage. This was because of my previous
experience with Queen who was not duly registered in Medicine at the
University of Calabar due to some reasons I cannot still figure out today.
Infact, this was one of the reasons that I stood my grounds. I had promised
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myself that this time around I would make no mistake. All the test and
confirmations must be carried out before any step is taken. The tests were
numerous ranging from family background checks to medical and academics.
All this checks were carried out without the knowledge of Jane. The only one
that I had to open up to her was the issue of Political Science and Political
Science Education.
I told her the same day that I visited Political Science Department and did not
see her name on the registered students list but that she was only lucky that the
Faculty of Education Officer was on a visit to the Department of Political
Science at the point I was carrying out acheck and she informed me to come to
Political Science Education as she had registered such a student last month
with the surname, Akakam. Janet also opened up to me that my stories were
too fantastic for her to believe and that was why she was economical with
information afteralla student of Political Science Education is also a student of
Political Science. She confessed that if not for her neighbors that she would
not have believed I was a lecturer not to even talk of having a Ph.D or
Heading a Department in her University. She questioned how I expect her to
believe that she only came to the University a month ago to meet a young
lecturer who would marry her. Infact, she said the elder sister had advised her
to be careful as most lecturers were looking out forfirst year students to sleep
with.
As the relationship progressed, I was carrying out my checks. I visited her
family house at Asuna to confirm things for myself. There, I met her Aunty,
Esther and she confirmed all that she had said. The father was a prominent
man who worked at Sapele Wood Industry before moving to Serond Wood in
Calabar to become the General Manager. They had a big compound along
Etinan-Uyo road in Asuna. Even though the father was dead, he was still
highly respected. The next test was medical test and the opportunity came
when she complained about headache. I insisted she must visit the medical
centre at the University.Sheeventually did and we used the opportunity to
carry out the entire relevant test about the marriage including the then most
dreaded HIV test.
With all the checks completed and confirmed,it was time to formally propose
to her and I made the proposal the night after Aunty Uwem took us out for
Drama Evening in their Theatre Arts Department. I had arrived there in her
company Janet not knowing that it was usually for Heads of Department
present to be formally introduced. Aunty Uwem paused for a while in our own
case and she said “we are happy to have in our midst the Head of Department
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of Mechanical Engineering and his beautiful friend, Jane.” there was laughter.
After the show, we dropped Aunty Uwem off and I took her to pepper rice
spot were we had dinner and I formally proposed to her. I did not get a reply in
words that day but the next day I got a reply in action as she bought from her
savings some table clothes, dinning and kitchen wares for my house at No. 4
AkpanObong Street.
The next task was to introduce her to my mother. This turned out to be no
problem as my mother told me that my walking out of Queen had her approval
and that my moving forward was a welcome idea. I told my mother that
because of Jane’s tender age that she may misunderstand the situation with
Queen that it would be wise not to inform her before the engagement
ceremonies as Aunty Uwem had adviced.
The visit to my mother’s house was arranged on a weekend. On the way to
Nung Udoe where my mother lives, I passed through my family house behind
the 100 Unit Housing Estates in Uyo Central Business District at
AfahaIkotObioNkan where my father was buried. I paid respect to my father
as I proceeded to present my intended wife to my mother. My mother had
prepared a three course meal. It was a good meeting and my mother loved her
at first sight. She blessed us and promised to visit me in Uyo the next weekend
where she hoped to meet with her again. As a born member of the Apostolic
Church, she scheduled fasting for us in her Church. We did attend the fasting
and prayer session and it was fulfilling. Some family members and friends
who were of the opinion that I should give Queen more time on seeing Jane
said my movement was justifiable. Jane was extremely very beautiful and soft
spoken and was easily likeable. She also had the ability to cope with me
because as a young man I was a perfectionist. In addition, as a member of the
intellectual class, I knew we could sometimes be difficult and always judging
people by our own standard. Even though my father had warned me of this
approach, sometimes as scholars and intellectuals, we act the man who knows
everything which is not a virtue at all.
I got the consent of my mother and family to go ahead.Thenext action was to
formally visit Jane’s mother and inform her of my mission. Jane had left the
previous day to IkotEkpene to inform the mother that I was coming. I asked
Mr. Markson to get the car washed so that wewould go to Jane’s house with a
sparkling Mercedes Benz. The car was washed and kept open to dry, but
before I could come back from the morning lecture, I discovered that the car
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was smashed beyond recognition. A youngman who was a friend of my
brother, Offiong who was then leaving with me and who had no driving
experience at allhad entered the house and carried the car key, open the
ignition and move the car smashing it on the fence missing the only son of my
neighbor in inches. When I returned, I was so disappointed but I had to go to
Jane’s house at IkotEkpene with Mr. Markson because everyone was waiting.
When Jane asked why we came with a taxi, I told her that what matters was I
had been able to come. I was so bold and as I told the mother who I was and
where I was from and went ahead to inform her that I came to seek the hand of
her second daughter, Jane in marriage. She responded that she had no problem
but that she was only the mother and that she would direct me on when, where
and how to meet the father. After being elaborately entertained, I presented her
with gifts and told her that I was expecting a reply from her any moment.
The next day, Jane arrived and was very surprised to see the extent to which
the car was damage. My mother also came in and was very shocked at such a
misfortune. Jane asked if the accident was going to affect our marriage
programme and I said no. she asked if we were going to fix the car before
marriage and I repied yes if possible. She felt sick that evening and I knew as
a young girl she was not happy at such change of status. I had to quickly
borrow money from the staff co-operative society to fix the car as it was not
also easy for me to perform my job well and go ahead with the marriage
preparation without mobility.
When the car came out of the workshop, we visited Jane’s mother who
informed me that I could go ahead to meet the father [elder brother] at No. 18
Nelson Mandela street, Uyo any time I was ready. We got home that day and I
informed Jane that the next action we were going to take was “UkonUdok”,
the first stage of her marriage to me. I specifically asked her if at her age she
was willing to commit herself in marriage with all the associated
responsibilities and restrictions andshe said yes and I told her that I would be
in Nelson Mandela to perform the ‘UkongUdok”.
Within one month after this first visit an engagement ceremony was arranged
which was held at Janet’s father’s house at Ikot Isong Asuna. Present from
side were my mother, all my siblings except sister Uduak who was then in
Sudan on Peace Mission. Also present were members of my extended family
Dr. Paul Okon-Inyang, Mr. Idongesit Inyang Akpan and wife Esther. Friends
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in the entourage include Hon Bar. Umoh Udonwa and wife Mercy and Dr
(Mrs.) Uwem Okome.
Sir Edem Elijah Etuk represented my late father. On Jane side were the mother
Mrs. Mappie Ita Akakam and the uncle Mr. Ibanga Akakam who represented
the father. Apart from her siblings Kenny, Stanly, Charles and Emily whom I
was already familiar with I was introduced to over fifty of her relations.
One week after the engagement, I told Jane in details the story of Queen and
she said she would not have agreed like that if she was told. I replied that that
was why I was telling her now. I then explained to her the legal position of the
engagement that we had just made and the need to quickly move into the next
stage which is the traditional marriage proper and wedding. I told her that we
ccould not move too fast as engagement period also had it purpose. We then
agreedthat the traditional marriageand church wedding should be fixed for
December.
The shifting of the traditional marriage to December 16, 1999 and church
wedding to December 18, 1999 was not only to enable me gather money for
the ceremonies but also to enable us to know ourselves well.
It was agreed that Janet should leave with me during this period and that I
assumed full responsibility. Preparing for marriage/wedding could be
cumbersome in the Nigerian setting. I had to introduce her to my family,
church and even colleagues in the University. Infact, it was very necessary that
I visit the University of Nigeria, Nsukka and introduce her to my Professors
over there and invite them for the wedding. The opportunity presented itself
when Prof. Val Ekechukwu was getting married and I had to attend with Janet.
Mr. Markson drove the car and we were housed by Prof. J. E. Eyo. The
marriage was on Saturday at Saint Peter Catholic Church, University of
Nigeria, Nsukkaand on Sunday I decided to visit my friend, Group Captain
Agumobi at the Air Force Base in Enugu and worshipped at the All Saint
Military Cathedral before departure to Uyo. Janet was very happy making this
visit and tour to Enugu State. We were accompanied in the return journey by
Prof. E. S. Samuel‘s wife, Lucy. For the first time in my life, i came face to
face with highway robbers who sprayed the car with bullets until I asked the
driver to stop. The robbers were very happy with me as my suit case was
loaded with my terminal benefits from Nsukka. The robbed Janet of all the
gold I bought for her and also took some money from Prof. Samuel’s wife.
They killed some people in the car behind us because the driver tried to
escape. It was a terrible experience. When I reported to the nearest police post
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we were told that it was not a task that could be handled by them as the
robbers were over 50 in that Area where they hadformed a corridor for
robbing motorist. Officer in charge said that they were planning a raid very
soon at a time to be approved by the State Commissioner of Police, but if I
should insist that I should donate my car and driver for the operation. I politely
told them that my driver was not trained on that kind of operation and we
drove off to treat my wounds.
As the journey continued after my treatment, I wondered what a wasted life it
could have been to labour that much and end up being killed by robbers
without even one child called mine. Later that night, I shared my fears with
Jane and she said that with the help of God that we would stay alive, have
children and that the devil is a liar.
The traditional marriage list given to me was comprehensive. I consulted
elders from my family. I was told those items I must provide from the point of
our native Law and Customs. Before October ending, I was through with the
list. The church had also commenced the announcement of my wedding.
Everything was in full scale and money started pouring in from family and
friends. I knew it was going to be a big party. As the youngest Head of
Department in the University this was a welcome idea in the University
community. The University Pavilion [then located where the CBN hall is] was
approved by the University free of charge for me as venue for the wedding
reception.
The Lutheran Church at No. 37 Enwe Street where I worshipped had also
approved December 18, 1999 as date for the wedding. One 54 seater and one
18 seater buses were also approved by the University to carry students and
staff to the Traditional Marriage venue in Akakam’s compound at IkotIsong
on December 16, 1999. Music at the wedding reception was led by the
Salvation Army Band, Uyo and that of the traditional marriage was led by
Udo-Abianga Engineering Band, of Nung Udoe Ibesikpo. Venue security was
providedby the University of Uyo Man-O-War and the Mobile Police team
from Warri who accompanied my sister to the wedding courtesy of the
husband, who in addition to making available a huge sum of money paid for
two weeks “Honey Moon” in Warri.
I had so much gift and money support. I do not know whether because I was
then the Head of Department or because I had delayed in getting married I was
30 years or because I was then in politics. I had actually sponsored many
successful politicians in the transition period because I believed in a
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democratic Nigeria. My book business had always been a source of extra
income which I could gamble with.
The Marriage/Wedding was a huge success. My spokesman in the Marriage
was a good friend of my late father, Dr. Dominic Okon of the Department of
Vocational Education, University of Uyo, Nigeria. Mr. Nseobong Okpura led
the delegation of Engineering Students in his capacity as the President of
Engineering Students Association. He was assisted by Godwin Ekong the
immediate Past President. The delegation from my village was led by Sir E.
E. Etuk and Mr. AsuquoOkonAkpan represented my father at the traditional
marriage and my mother mourned her husband once again. I told her that her
pains would be less in her other sons’ marriages as I would be their father.
My sister, Uduak was there to comfort her. The wedding was very colourful.
The bridal train was very long. The Rev. Chris Ekong who is now the Arch
Bishop of Lutheran Church of Nigeria conducted the Marriage. The Church
Council Chairman then was Engr. E. Ekong. The wedding reception party
Chairman was the Late Dr. Bede Asuquo who a one time Commissioner of
Education and a friend of my late father ObongEffiongEno was the father of
the Day. Dr. Mrs. Uwem Okome gave a toss for the groom and bride.
‘Kokoma’ Precious Etim was the Chief Bride’s Maid while Mr. Stanley Oto
Akakam was the Best Man. The following day being Sunday we did a
thanksgiving to God in the church and I was promoted from the youth
fellowship to Mens’ Fellowship.
THE HOME FRONT
There is no such person as a self-made individual. Some might dispute that,
but I argue from my own experience. Though my parents were only teachers
and could not have been described as rich from any angle, but there were
many advantages wereceived as children of teachers. In the first place, my
interest in Education was inspired by my parents and even my publishing
business employed the connection of my father as a leader among teachers.
His book “The ABC Lesson Note”laid the foundation for the setting up of the
Pan-African Book Company. This influenced was also enjoyed by my
siblings and other relations who grew up with us.Thischapter looks at the lifes
of my siblings and other relations and how they have assisted me in reaching
where I am. God gave me a family that assisted me in making my dream came
true. I have already paid tribute to my father and my mother, but now I want to
explain briefly the role of the following persons: Uduak, Magdalene, Etim,
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Nsemeke, Offiong, Itoro, Kufre and Sitobong, all my siblings. Also,i will look
at the role played by Ita, the husband to my sister Uduak, Peter, the husband to
my sister Nsemeke, and Paul, my cousin. The role played by my wife, Janet is
presented in details in another book, but however, a brief introduction into the
contributions of this virtuous woman is presented here together with that of
her sister, Emilia.
First on the list of my family members who supported my course is Uduak, my
eldest sister. She is very important to me because she has always been a source
of inspiration. I still remember how she encouraged me to study hard to gain
admission into Federal Government College, Ikot Ekpene. During our stay at
the Federal Government College, she assisted me, took care of my things and
even washed my clothes. Many people were jealous because we were always
reading together in company of other girls. Many even accused her of linking
me up to beautiful girls. On graduation, I went to the University of Nigeria,
Nsukka, while my sister proceeded to the University of Calabar, graduating
with second class honours in Microbiology. Most of the times during the
holidays, I was always at the University of Calabar with my sister. It was
always a nice time being in Calabar with my sister. We also had a party or
picnic to attend at the weekend. On graduation, my sister served in Ibadan
while I served in Enugu. During this period, I visited twice and on each of this
occasion we visited Chief Edet Udo Umoh at Lagos, who later became my
sister’s (Magdalene) father in-law. My sister, Uduak had always been closed
to me, even though she was not too happy when I turned down a job in Mobile
and proceeded to PG school.Shesupported me throughout the Programme. My
sister on her part after graduation was given a teaching job in the State
Secondary Education Board. She was posted to the Prestigious Lutheran High
School Obot Idim, but after about four months, she resigned saying that her
destiny was in the Nigerian Police. Truly, her destiny was in the Nigerian
Police as she met her young handsome husband during the recruitment process
the then ASP Okokon Otu Ita, now Assistant Commissioner of Police. Within
six months they were married. My sister during this period attended the Police
Academy in Kano as Cadet ASP and was commissioned ASP within one year.
She was first posted to Warri. Several times she visited in postgraduate school
to encourage me. My sister and her husband were very comfortable as the
husband was from the famous Toyo family in Oron. Mr. Okokon Otu Ita Toyo
attended the University of Jos where he studied Philosophy before joining the
Nigerian Police and later served in the Mobile Police suit as Commander of
several State Command before returning to the regular Police Force and was
promoted to the rank of an Assistant Commissioner of Police. Prof. Eskor
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Toyo who represented sister Uduak’s father in-law at her traditional marriage
talked at length about the great father in-law my sister never met. The eldest
brother, Chief Ita was also a pleasant man and even more pleasant was his
irish wife. Together they trained my brother in-law, Ita. My sister’s mother inlaw was a sea food merchant at Oron. My sister did not have children in the
first few years of marriage, largely due to the Police training programme, but
certainly this generated a lot of problems. I thank God she now has five
children, two sons and three daughters. The first daughter is now studying
Medicine in the U.S.A.
My father died immediately after my doctorate programme and it was my
sister, Uduak and her husband who were my backbone during this period. As I
said earlier, there is no person like a self made man. Apart from helping me in
taking up a huge part of the burial expenses, my sister, Uduak and her husband
helped by taking direct responsibility of my two last siblings, Kufre and Sitoobong. During my marriage, my sister and her husband were there for me.
They paid for the honey moon in Warri, Delta State. My sister, Uduak has
always been a source of inspiration and support. We always share the pains of
losing our loving father very early. I shaded tears as I represented my father in
her wedding at Kano. She was brave but she broke down as she represented
my father during the award of my doctorate degree.
My sister will not hesitate in entering a fight in my support. She was always
there for me all through the days at Practicing School, Ibakachi to the days in
Federal Government College, Ikot Ekpene. I will never forget the story of
Moses, a young Police Officer (ASP) who wanted to use supernatural powers
and police connection to take some part of the Institute’s land. My sister flew
in from Abuja and confronted the then Commissioner of Police who was
easily manipulated to charge the matter to court without even knowing the fact
of the case. My sister openly asked the Commissioner in my presence,“Sir, are
you doing land case with my brother when the Police had been warned us to
stay clear of land cases. The Commissioner immediately withdrew the case
from court and ordered the ASP to go to take civil action against me if he were
aggrieved. The matter then moved from my elder sister’s hand into my
younger brother’s hand, the best lawyer I have ever met. In order to make it in
Nigeria, sometimes you need this connection to deter enemies who will want
to feed from your sweat.
My sister in the midst of her tight schedule as a high ranking police officer in
the Federal Capital Territory of Abuja had accompanied me on several of my
scholarly trips. She was a delegate on the IRDI Presidential list for the second
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IRDI Conference at Accra, Ghana. She facilitated our MOU with Godfred
Boateng of Accra, Ghana in 2010. I am very lucky to have such a wonderful
sister. The second person I will like to talk about is my immediate younger
sister, Magdalene. She used to be the most beautiful of all my sisters. She had
her Secondary Education at Cornelia Connelly College, Uyo. Magdalene isa
graduate from the University of Calabar with Second Class Honours in
Chemistry. She served in Abuja and later married Dr. Aniefiok Udo Umoh,
son of the Hon. Chief Edet Udo Umoh who was a member of the House of
Representative Representing Ikono Federal Constituency during the third
Republic. Magdalene was immediately employed by the State Secondary
Education Board as a Chemistry teacher. Her marriage began to have
problems when my younger sister, Bet-obong, who was living with the new
married couple, died of a brief illness. When the husband finally travelled to
the U.S.A against the agreement he had with my father before the marriage,
the physical and Psychological trauma that my sister, Magdalene pass through
can only be better imagined than expressed in words. Sister Magdalene is still
a teacher in the Akwa Ibom State Secondary School system while the husband
has since vanished into the United States of America without any trace.
The third person that I will talk about is my immediate younger brother,
Barrister Etim Offiong. When I was in primary five, he was in primary one at
Saint Ann Primary School, Ifuho, Ikot Ekpene. He attended the Lutheran High
School, Obot Idim. Etim studied law at the University of Uyo, graduating in
1997 the same year that my father died. He was there for the family when my
faher died since I was visiting from Nsukka. Infact, his presence at Uyo
stopped the Vice Principal from defrauding the account of the school in my
father’s name after his dead. This would have caused the family his terminal
benefit. I returned to Uyo in 1998 and Etim proceeded to the law School and
graduated with one of the best results. He joined Ekong Bassey Chambers and
soon became one of the best lawyers in town. Bar. Offiong is married with
five children, two boys and three girls. He is the best Attorney that I have ever
known. He was the one who handled the headquarters Agreement of the
Institute which involved making agreements with about twenty four families
and several land cases in the courts at various levels from Customary Court,
through Magistrate Court to the High Court. In each of these cases, he
emerged victorious. He is also a good Counsellor as he always insists on a
negociated settlement of all landed matters not withstanding the verdict at the
court. His knowledge of the law seems to have been ordained. He was the only
person to study Arts in a family devoted to the study of science. He resisted all
efforts to push him into the sciences insisting on the study of law. As I watch
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him handle cases and nogeciations, I came to believe that lawyers are born and
not necessarily made. In my land case with the Senior Police Officer, when the
sermons came and we had signed the Memorandum of Litigation, he looked at
the paper and simple ordered for a confirmation of the survey plan which was
what we needed to win the case. All other suggestions, by other lawyers were
just text book ideas. He reasoned that since I have been on that land for over
seven years and surveyed the land five years ago, that there is no way the
Senior Police Officer’s survey plan could have been genuine. This turned out
to be true after two confirmatory surveys, the survey plan filled by the Police
Officer landed on my neighbor’s house at the opposite side of the highway. He
then told me that we have won the case but that we have to allow them tell
enough lies before we attack. After over five years of litigation, he presented
the yoke in which he described the senior police officer as a man who claims
to have supernatural powers and police connection and who uses the survey
plan of another land to come and fight for his client’s land. At this point, my
survey plan was tendered to the court. Within two weeks, the officer called me
and apologized blaming everything on the previous owner who sold the land
to him after he had already sold to me. I did not argue with him but refunded
the amount he claimed to have paid to the original owner. However, the
institute’s land official believed that the officer deliberately arranged the paper
with the previous owner only to come and make litigation with the Institute.
It is not only litigation that I respect my brother, Etim as a lawyer. I also
remember the Memorandum of Understanding that we made for the Institute
and their representative in Ghana. After studying the situation, he called me in
confidence and warned that in the course of business that the Ghanaians will
be greedy for the institute’s millions.Heshowed me clause which he had put
that would hinder them. I can remember the exact clause to it says that all
matters concerning the Memorandum of Understanding would be solved using
Nigerian law. Later on, I discovered that our representative in Ghana had
actually come to Lagos and surveyed the possibility of getting more of the
income made in a business he contributes very little or even nothing as all his
services are paid for by the institute. The lawyers they consulted in Nigeria
inform the institute that our Ghana Representative were only discouraged
when the discovered that Nigeria is a Federation and that their matter has to
originate from the High Court in Uyo and from Lagos to Uyo is as far as from
Lagos to Accra. Base on this information, we withdraw from the
Memorandum of Understanding without any additional cost.
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All this were possible because of the quality of the lawyer we hired. Infact,
rather than hire some lawyers, I better handle my case on my own. As I said
earlier, there is no self made man. I am proud of the efforts of many people.
My family has been very supportive of my career. Most documents of the
institute are usually sent to my brother’s law office for legal advice before
they are treated. This has helped me avoid a lot of situations that would have
lead to embarrassment. My brother, Etim is not only a successful lawyer; he is
a successful man who lives in his own personal house with his wife and five
children, two boys and three girls. As typical of most successful lawyers, he
has several landed properties.
Another sister that I want to talk about is my third sister,Nsemeke. She
attended Ibesikpo Commercial Secondary School and the University of
Calabar. She holds a Second Class Honour Degree in Microbiology and a Post
Graduate Diploma in Education. Sister Nsemeke is a teacher with the Akwa
Ibon State Secondary School Board. Caring for my mother and our youngest
sister, Sito-obong would have been a burden to me without the hospitality of
sister Nsemeke. Nsemeke is married to Peter and together they have six
children. Peter is a graduate of Chemistry from the University of Uyo. He is
also a teacher with the Akwa Ibom State Secondary School Board. Sister
Nsemeke is up and doing. She is into events management and bridals. She
makes wedding cakes, bridal uniforms and cooks for both traditional marriage
and church wedding programmes. With this money, she was able to buy a
beautiful Sienna Car for their big family. She is also working hard to develop
a permanent site for her business and has already acquired land for this. The
training we received from our parents does not allow for an idle hand.
The fourth person I will present is Offiong Offiong also known as kokoette (he
was named after the father).He attended Nsit People Grammar School and
Secondary Commercial School, Ikot Eba, Etinan when my father served as
Principal in the schools. Upon the dead of my father, he followed me to the
University of Nigeria where he did his Jamb Preparatory class and gained
admission into the University of Uyo to study Chemistry. He graduated with
honours and did his National Youth Service Corps in Abuja. On completion,
my eldest sister’s husband whom he was staying with at Abuja, an Assistant
Commission of Police attached to the FCT Command secured for him a job at
the National Orientation Agency, a Federal Government Parastatal. He was
posted to Uyo where he is currently serving. He now holds a Master’s degree
in Chemistry obtained from the Michael Okpara University of Agriculture,
Umudike in 2014.
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Kokoette is very industrious. Upon arrival in Uyo from Abuja, he started a
Poultry Farm business in the family property that my mother built at Nung
Udoe. As of now, he is the most stable and reliable poultry farmer in Nung
Udoe. He is certainly one of those to count on in Uyo. He is married with two
children. The family is very happy with them as they are the one living
directly with my mother. Their stay has certainly helped my mother in the
management of her affairs as she is growing older. Though, my mother
maintains her own apartment and has her own staff, it is an added advantage to
have a son and a daughter in-law with grand children permanently living with
you. God is with us. Kokoette is a Deacon in the Living Faith Church.
The fifth person on the list is Itoro Offiong who is the fourth son of the family.
He attended Nsit People Grammar School, Afaha Offiong and Community
Secondary School, Ikot Eba, Etinan, whereour father served as the Principal in
the schools. Upon the dead of my father, he was briefly with our eldest sister
at Warri before coming to join me at the University of Uyo where he attended
Jamb preparatory Class. He sat for the University Matriculation Examination
and was admitted to studyMathematics Education. He graduated with second
honours and did his National Youth Service Corps in Abuja. On return to Uyo
through my assistant, he became a teacher at the Lutheran High School, Obot
Idim. Within a year, he secured appointment in the Police Secondary School,
Ukana through the help of our eldest sister.At present, arrangement has been
concluded for him to transfer his service to the Akwa Ibom State Secondary
School Board. Itoro is married with two sons. He is into retail shop business
and as of now has more than four shops. His business started when he was
assigned as the main distributor of products from his brother, Offiong’s farm.
Until today, he is still the main distributor of the eggs produced in farms
around Uyo. Infact he is the biggest eggs merchant in Uyo.
My youngest brother is Kufre who is currently studying for a Master’s degree
in Physics. He attended Secondary Schools in Warri and in Kano when he was
living with my sister and the husband who was then a Mobile Police
Commander. On completion of his secondary education, he came back to me
in Uyo to prepare for his University Matriculation Examination and was
admitted to study Physics in the University of Uyo. He was the best
graduating students in his set and he is working towards becoming a lecturer
in Physics. He has been the Director of Membership of the International
Research and Development Institute (IRDI) since 2013. In 2011, his
permission to attend a Bible School upon graduation from the University was
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approved and he attended the Redeemed Christian Bible School in Uyo. On
return, he was appointed the Institute’s Chaplain, a position he held untill the
institute relocated to its permanent site and the Institute’s Church Auditorium
was assigned to the Insight Bible Church. At this point, he opened the Ample
Life Ministry that has been holdinghaving monthly services in the Conference
Room of the Institute in addition to other programmes at the University of
Uyo and in other locations within the city of Uyo.
My youngest sister is Sitobong who is currently studying for Master’s in Crop
Science at the University of Uyo. During the course of her study, she was
appointed a Graduate Assistant at the Department based on the fact that she
was the best graduating student in her graduating class. I am very happy that at
least one of my siblings is now a Lecturer in the University. She attended
Federal Government College, Warri and on graduation from the Secondary
school was admitted to study Crop Science in the University of Uyo. She did
her National Youth Service Corps at FCT, Abuja and on returned served
briefly as Executive Secretary (Publication) in the International Research and
Development Institute (IRDI) before joining the University of Uyo.
I have been blessed by God that whatever I touch becomes fruitful. All my
siblings are now graduates with a University degree not because I was the best
brother or the richest. Many people have tried hard to carry their siblings along
without success. I have seen Professors whose brothers are taxi drivers or even
barbers. My siblings were not stubborn or rigid. In a way, I was harsh on them
for example; I did not allow them the freedom to study outside the University
of Uyo on the genuine reasons that any schooling outside Uyo would stress the
family financially. Some disobedient children would have said,“Why, but
daddy sent you to the University of Nigeria, Nsukka far away in Enugu State.”
Also, they were not allowed the luxury of attempting JAMB for the course of
their choice more than once. Kokoette would have lovedto study Engineering,
Itoro would have loved to study Accounting and Sito would have loved to
study Medicine and Surgery but I was strict that they could only make a free
choice once on their year of graduation from Secondary School and after that
they would have no choice but to study the course that the University has
made available to them. Some disobedient children would have protested
against this policy.
It was not easy for them but they have made me proud and have even come to
understand why I was strict on them. I was always quick to remind them that
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Daddy was not there again and that my children and sister Uduak’s children
were growing up and our mother is growing older and would soon retire. They
were always under stress even though as a family we sacrificed to make
generous funds available to them. After the official money had been given to
them, I would later discover that our mother would always try to spoil them by
giving an additional amount of money. I could not complain because this is
exactly what she used to do when I was a University under-graduate. Mother
would always give an additional amount of money after the official allowance
had been given by my father. I count myself very lucky because none of my
siblings has ever challenged me as it is common in most families in this part of
the country. They have also not disappointed me in any way. They are all
Christians, married and are faithful to their families and children. In addition,
every one of them caters for my mother who is now retired even though some
even say she is rich and does not need this additional help.
It is only the grace of God that has taken me this far. I have been very lucky at
the home front, most united families would crack with the arrival of big
brother’s wife, but this has not been the case in my situation. I married my
wife about the time I was training my siblings in the University. She herself
had just gained admission into the University and it was like having another
sibling to train. In those days when I paid school fees, it was like building a
new house, but God was with us. My mother, my eldest sister and her husband
were very supportive. After sometime, Etim had returned from Law School
and he followed suit and acted responsibly helping his siblings without being
asked to do so. When Nsemeke finished and was employed,she also began to
contribute to the education fund of the family without being asked. Peter, her
husband has also made significant contributions to the training of my younger
siblings financially and otherwise. My younger sister, Sito was leaving with
the Jacksons while attending the University along with even other cousins who
naturally would have been my responsibility to shelter.
I have been very lucky at the home front. When my wife came into my
house, she had to come in with the elder sister, Emilia (Udeme) after I had
taken the decision to cater for my mother-in-law within my house. This
decision was taken in view of the fact that it was cheaper for me to do so.
Instead of hiring another set of staff to care for her, the same set of staff caring
for my children were to care for her as her health had greatly dropped
following the death of her third son, Stanley. Emilia came into the house and
proved to be a true sister in-law, caring even for my children more than their
mother. Even now that she is married to one of the richest men in town, she is
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still the beloved aunty of my children. Going to aunty Udeme’s house to them
is always like going for Christmas. Emilia is married to the Publisher of
Community Pulse Newspaper, Mr. Uko Umoh who is the Senior Special
Assistant to the Akwa Ibom State Governor on Media. She graduated with
honours in English from the University of Uyo and is currently an Assistant
Registrar at the Akwa Ibom State University, Ikot Akpaden.
Another member of my immediate family is Dr. Paul Bassey Okon-Inyang. He
is the first son of my Aunty, Mary who lived with my father before going to
marry his father. My Aunty died at a young age and Paul became a member of
my family like any other of my siblings. Upon my advice, he became a
Lecturer and joining the International Research and Development Institute as
the Foreign Affairs Director. He was responsible for the opening of our offices
in Ghana and Cameroon. Presently, he is the Secretary General of the IRDIResearch and Development Network and the Institute’s representative in
Calabar - Cross River State where he holds a substantive appointment as
Senior Lecturer in Soil Science at the University of Calabar, Nigeria. Uncle
Paul as my children call him is married to Affiong and together they have four
children. Paul attended Lutheran High School, Obot Idim and later attended
the University of Calabar graduating in Soil Science as the best graduating
student in his class. He served in Taraba State and worked briefly there before
proceeding to the University of Ibadan to do Master’s in Soil Science. He later
joined the Cross River University of Technology, Calabar before moving to
the University of Calabar where he is currently a Senior Lecturer.
There is no self made person, without people there is not much you can do. I
thank you all at the Home Front especially my wife, Janet who has been the
Vice President of International Research and Development Institute (IRDI)
since 2012. She attended Adiaha Obong Secondary Commerical School in
Ewet, Uyo before proceeding to the University of Uyo to study Political
Science Eduaction. She did National Youth Service in the Akwa State House
of Assembly. On discharge from service, she was immediately employed as a
teacher in the Akwa Ibom State Secondary School Management Board. She is
also the Vice Chairperson, Board of Directors, Deltona International Schools.
Her pet project is building state of the art low income houses. This enterprise
has greatly helped the family and the Institute. A virtous wife who can find,
her price is above dollars. The heart of her husband safely trusts in her she
consideth afield, and buyeth it; with the fruit of her hands she build rent
earning houses. When we were younger couple,i used to take this her pet
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project as a diversion of funds that could have been put to use at the Institute’s
Palace of Learning project. But now, I have seen that these properties are the
only family properties that can make returns without requiring management,
the Palace of Learning requiring Management to function.
EXHORTATION
Whether you are a student, an employee a Lecturer, a Departmental Manger,
Chief Executive Officer, Businessman, Governor of a State, or President of a
country, there are lessons to be learnt from the life of Dr. Aniekan Offiong
which will help you realize your dreams. These Lessons will be discussed
under the following heading: Stay Closed to God, Be an Obedient Child, Be
Nice to People, Be Honest in Dealing with People, Learn the Importance of
Time, Be Devoted to Reading Books and have your own Dream
Stay Close to God
Unless the Lord builds the house, the labourers labour in vain. This mean you
must recognise God always. As a young hardworking man, I used to ask my
father about my chances of success. He would reply,“Youmust combine
handwork with the grace of God.” During my post graduate studies, I was
introduced to study stochastic processes and I come looked at life as a
stochastic process which becomes a positive deterministic process when you
bring God into your life.
It is imperative to pray for God’sinterventions in our lifes especially when we
reach the point where we ourselves have become helpless.God’s Grace is the
story of my life. God is very important in my life. Part of this, of course, came
about because my family is a Lutheran family from Afaha Ibesikpo which is
the birth place of the Lutheran Church of Nigeria. My father was a teacher in
the Lutheran school system. Having been offered the appointment by the
founder himself, the Late Rev. Jonathan Udo Ekong, church was not an option
but part of the way of life in our family, it remained that way. Towards the end
of my primary school, I was transferred from the Lutheran Practicing School,
Ibakachi to the Saint Ann Primary School, Ifuho, and a Catholic School. My
parents allowed us to worship at Catholic Cathedral located in the same
premises with my school. The teaching of the LutheranChurch aresimilar
tothat of the Catholic Church except that the Catholics kept Convents and their
Priests do not celebrate the Sacrament of Holy Matrimony. I askedmy mother
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several questions she would not answer about this. At the end, she said,“My
son, God loves you.” The matter could have ended there if I did not come back
and requested of my mother that I wanted to goto the Catholic Seminary. My
mother explained further that we are Lutherans and there is no way my father
can allow me to attend the Catholic Seminary. She went further to warn me
not to discus the matter with my father so that we may continue to worship at
the Catholic Cathedral, for if my father found out, he would have insisted that
we worship at the nearest Lutheran Church which was some kilometres away
from house. When my father returned from the University of Ibadan where he
was studying, he brought me a book on the life and times of Martin Luther.
After reading the book, I did not worry about the Catholic Seminary anymore.
It was now that I suspected that my mother must have discussed my
permission to attend the Seminary with him. The point I want to emphasis is
that I have always placed service to God topmost in my life. In my early days
in secondary school, I was a member of the Scripture Union. In addition to
facilitating the first visionary encounter, this Christian Fellowship imbibe in
me very strong Christian values that enabled me survive the dangerous years
in the University of Nigeria, Nsukka when many students fell prey to Secret
Cults. During my under graduate studies at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka
I was a devoted member of the Abiding Word Gathering in addition to being a
member of the Christ Church the official protestant church in the University.
It was the Abiding Word Gathering that I learned in details the problems
associated with sexual immorality and God’s plans for youth who wait for a
timely Holy Matrimony. Here, the evil of having children outside wedlock
was emphasised. Abiding Word Gathering was truly a teenage fellowship as
they even taught the rules of dating. When and where to meet, when and
where not to meet in order not to fall into temptation. Even though I have had
a visionary encounter before, it was in the Abiding Word Gathering that I
received the Baptism of the Holy Spirit. When ever I pray and commit my self
to God, the Holy Spirit will come in and direct my prayers always showing
green or red and never yellow. And those prayer requests will surely come to
pass. I have experienced several miracles in my life that I can not count. I
always consider myself a special friend of God in the manner of Father
Abraham and King David. I pray and read the Bible every morning. My
understanding of the Bible greatly magnified since I received the Baptism of
the Holy Spirit. Frequently in my prayers, I ask the Lord to give me wisdom to
use the knowledge that I have and to give me perspective and understanding.
God not only gives me the wisdom to use knowledge, but along with it, those
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who will faithfully help me execute the divine mandate. God who has always
blessed me with devote mentors and aides.
During my Master’s programme, I was appointed an Elder in the Abiding
Word Gathering. I became very active in the fellowship. The fellowship was
spirit filled and God was at work. I want to relate to you the story of Gloria, a
Russian born student from my mother’s native place, Ukporm. I first met her
when she was only 3 years old and I was 9 years at the Lutheran Teacher
Training College, Ibakachi where my father was then teaching. My father had
invited them for dinner in honour of their father’s return from Russia. Later,
we became more familiar when her elder brother, Victor became my school
son in Federal Government College, Ikot Ekpene. We were all born Lutherans
and I did not expect this little girl to have healing power. However, when she
met me and asked that I should ask the moderator to give her a chance to
minister a song that would heal the sick and comfort the church, I did not
object, but asked the moderator to give her the chance. As the praise and
worship service was going on, the moderator came on stage and announced,”I
want to bring on stage a young and spirit fill sister to minister a song to you.”
Then the little girl, Gloria just a fresher, stood up and got hold of the
microphone and announced, “I am going to sing you this song, and as I sing it
those of you who are sick will be healed, and those who are troubled will be
comforted and those who have derail academically will find their feet. The
Lord will bless you and your academic endeavours will be fruitful”. Within
five minutes of her rendition of ‘Emmanuel, Emmanuel, your name is God,
Emmanuel…,’ the Church was filled with the presence of the Holy Spirit and
many gave testimonies of receiving healing and comfort. From that day
onward, Gloria the little girl became a choir minister in the church. Every time
she took whole of the microphone, there was healing. Infact,one day during
one of her ministration, she walked up to me and said, “You have been given a
lecturing appointment in the University, the Lord wants you to use this
opportunity to bring students of the university closer to him. When you do this
your blessings is uncountable, thus says the Lord.” God revealed to me
immediately she was confirming the visionary encounter, I earlier had in the
fellowship during my undergraduate years proclaiming me a lecturer. Within
the next two months, my letter of appointment as a lecturer in the University
was issued and I was also appointed a Staff Adviser of the Abiding Word
Gathering. This was possible as Dr. Raginald Chima of the Economics
Department of the University who was the previous Staff Adviser had moved
to a United Nations Job. In my capacity as the Staff Adviser, I was effectively
the administrator of one of the largest campus fellowships. The work was
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enormous. It involved counselling undergraduate and Postgraduate students
from various backgrounds. I thank God for giving me the strength to do the
work until the end of my stay in the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. I
thoroughly missed the company of these God loving young people when I left
for the University of Uyo, Nigeria in 1998.Before this time, Gloria had
graduated and was practicing as a Vertinary Doctor in Lagos. The students
from Abiding Word Gathering of the UNN of my time were the best in all
their endeavours. Most of them were married during their undergraduate
studies or immediately after. They got good jobs, attended post-graduate
schools and started big businesses.
Somewhere during my childhood, and I am sure it was after my first visionary
encounter at Federal Government College, Ikot Ekpene, I sincerely believed
that God was capable of taking any person from any circumstance and doing
something with his life. About my faith in God, I want to express a few
heartfelt thoughts that may sound simplistic. As I continued to develop my
relationship with him, I have discovered that God wants us to worship in truth.
There is a lot to gain in being close to God and i strongly believe that is why
we recorded the success in the Abiding Word Gathering. For students in the
world as we use to say in the fellowship, the path was very narrow.
On my return to Uyo, my hometown in 1998, I returned to my family church,
the Lutheran Church of Nigeria No. 37 Enwe Street, Uyo. I was given a warm
reception. During this period, I also worshipped regularly at the Winners
Chapel, Uyo. Infact, it was at the Winners Chapel that I received the Visionary
Encounter of the Palace of Learning. In the vision, my three bedrooms flat
were transformed into a Palace with my Prince and Princess, several
businesses, Institutions, Schools, Chapels, and Cathedral.
The Palace of Learning as most people know today is my three storey official
residence and it is supporting building. The Palace houses myvarious offices:
Pan-African Book Company, Internatioanl Research and Development
Institute, Songhai Farms, and Deltona Internatioanl Schools. The Palace of
Learning has a five Hundred seater Church Auditorium. The Deltona
International Schools is a Christian School. Infact, the School Anthem ends
with “In the Service of God thou will Ever be” the schools open with a
morning devotion which runs like a complete church service, open to parents.
Infact, many parents are devotee members of our morning service.
Let me end this lesson by saying that when you develop a good relationship
with God and God begins to work through you doing great things, always
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returns glory to him. No man should take for him of the glory; all glory must
be given to the lord. This has always been my favourite song when ever I give
Testimonies of his Grace.
Be an Obedient Child
“Honor thy father and thy mother that thy days may be long upon the land
which the Lord thy God giveth thee [Exodus 20:12].” One of the ways to
honor thy father and thy mother is to be an obedient child. Here, I have four
stories to share with you - The Bush Tract Story, the Beautiful Girl Story, the
Fast Boy Story, the Cult Boy Story and Deadly Party Story.
The Bush Tract Story happened when we were living at No. 118 Aba Road,
Ikot Ekpene.My mother had warned us not to take the bush tract while going
to school at Saint Ann Primary School, Ifuho, Ikot Ekpene. But the bush tract
was attractive because it was shorter. At the end of a term, I and my younger
brother, Etim took first positions in our different classes. I was in Primary 5
while my brother was in primary 1. This angered some native pupils who
planned and laid ambush for us at the bush tract. They were numbered over 20
boys. At the bush tract, we were bullied and beaten until our shouts reached
the nearest compound which was owned by a rich native based in Uyo, the
Chairman Umoh Motors. Our luck was that the Chairman was around and
quickly sent his staff to rescue and take us to our parents at the house. When
we got there, they told my parents that they should warn us not to use the bush
track anymore as some of the native children who do not work hard would be
envious of our performances. My mother said she had warned us before but
we did not listen. My father was very annoyed and said that we must not only
do well at school but that we must be obedient children to reap in full the fruits
of our labour. From then on,1 took the subject ‘obedience’very seriously. But
for the grace of God, because of disobedience we could have ruinour lives as
those boys were ready to make sure that we did not come back next term to
take first.
The Beautiful Girl Story happened when I was admitted into the
University.Newswent around town that Aniekan Offiong was a genius and that
he cleared his G.C.E and was admitted into the Prestigious University of
Nigeria to study Mechanical Engineering. One of the most beautiful girls of
those days camevisiting me and asked me to take her out. When I complained
about money, she brought out bundles of naira notes. We even agreed on a
date since I told her that it could not be possible immediately because my
mother was around. Immediately she left, my mother called me and warned
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me about her, saying that she looked at me lustfully and that she does not
approve of our relationship because it was going to hinder my career. I did not
show up for the date. While I was studying at the University, news came to me
that she had gotten married to an older rich man without first attending a
University.We did not meet again until I had gotten a Ph.D and became the
Head of Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Uyo,
Nigeria. She walked into my office and said that she was doing a mature
program at the University because of early marriage. She said that I should
thank my God for the kind of mother I have. When I asked why, she said that
the last time we met after she left my house, my mother confronted her infront
of our house and warned her not to visit me again, which made her so ashamed
that she abandoned her plan. I asked whather plan was and she said that then
school was not on her mind that she just wanted to hook me down, and marry
me. I said that would not have been fair and she said that was why i must
thank myself for obeying my mother. She confessed that if she had been
obedient to her parents and pursued her education first that her life would have
been more fulfilling and that if not for my resolution to be obedient to my
parents that is how my career would have ended because my father would
never have sponsored me in the University together with a wife and children.
The Fast Boy Story happenedduring my second sabbatical at the Cross River
State University of Technology, Calabar. I had three slots for admission of
students who were qualified. I gave the slots to three children from friendly
families from Akwa Ibom State. Two of the children are now qualified
Engineers and are doing well. But one had to drop out forno good reason. The
mother met me sometime ago and I asked her about her son, how he was
doing.She said that the boy was not doing well at all. She said that the boy was
now at home and quarrelling with everybody including hiselder brother who
had just graduated. I then asked her what the problemwas and she said thatshe
could not understand that I should find time and come and interview him.
When I last visited that my student, I discovered that he was very depressed
and I requested of the mother not to pressurize him in the manner she was
doing to avoid possible sucide as he was always talking about when asked to
do something with his life. Two years later, the mother was given a political
appointment and more money flew into the family. During the grand reception
for the mother, I asked her about him and she informed me that he had
dropped out of school and she had just discovered that he had a girl child. I
asked how it happened and she informed me that one day she was just relaxing
in the house and one of his son’s boyfriends came and informed her that her
second son had a daughter. When she challenged him to provide evidence,he
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then brought to the house the daughter and her under-aged mother. It turned
out to be true as the daughter was her son’s carbon copy and she
discoveredthat the girl was in secondary school when it happen and she had
dropped out of school. She said that as a mother she was deeply touched and
made arrangement for her to go back to school which she did happily. She
then took over the responsibility of her grand daughter who kept her company
as she was a widow. The son was still in deep depression and did not care
about the daughter but rather quarrelled with his friend who leaked the
information to the mother. One day, she took the grand daughter to Abuja
during a political outing and then God revealed to her that she has sined for
not contacting the girl’s family to make amends as it is usually when this kind
of problem happens. She then decided to visit the family and fulfilled all the
customary rites associated with the defilement of their daughter. The family
rather than receive her gesture with happiness went into weeping and confess
that they are responsible for her son’s dropping out of school and his helpless
condition as the had cast a spell on him for defilement of their daughter which
she the mother was assumed to have had knowledge of but refused to act in
accordance with the tradition. They rejected her over one million
compensation plan. After a lengthy negotiation, the matter was settled and the
girl’s family was peacified. Surprisingly, the woman’s son woke up from
slumber after seven years and was admitted into the Open University to further
his education. I do not believe in the power of the girl’s family to cast a spell
on him, but I know that they were not happy with him and might have been
making bad prayers for him. Also, I know that this kind of condition can put a
young man into depression. Also,Iknow that the settlement might have reliefed
the boy of some of the guilt and restore life into him. But certainly, the boy
messed up his life bydisobeying his parents and impregnating a young girl of
secondary school age. This mistakes we must not make, my father told me that
in his days this kind of offence could mean death if you get into trouble with a
bad family.
In the Cult Boy Story, Michael was admitted to study Electronics Engineering
the same year I was admitted to study Mechanical Engineering. His father was
a very wealthy man in Calabar our State capital then. Romours came that he
had joined a secret cult.Whenwe confronted him, he said it was a lie, but
somehow the stoty got to the mother who came for confirmation. The mother
could not get such confirmation from us because all of us claimed ignorant of
his change of lifestyle and friends.Thiswas necessary to aviod being attacked
by his brothers in the cultist brotherhood. Within the next six months, there
was a cult war on campus in which a member of his group was accused of
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shoting dead a member of the rival group. This was the end of Michael studies
in the University of Nigeria, Nsukka as he had to go into hiding. Within three
months, a close friend of his suspected to be in the same cult with him was
shot dead and Micheal left the University finally. I am not sure he was able to
attend another University as the last time I met him he was looking for a buyer
to buyhis father’s land in Uyo to enable him take a wife, while I was trying to
secure admission for my children in the University. The lesson here is that
Michael had the brain to study Electronics Engineering but he denied himself
that opportunity by getting mixed up with cultist. He even counted himself
lucky as some other cultists were dead and buried in their youth. Michael
confessed to me that he was the architect of his own life problems because he
disobeyed his parents’ warning not to join the cult. He told me he was now
born again and was worshiping at the Christ Embassy church and that I should
not be afraid to associate with him and if possible help him sell the land. I did
not help him sell the property because Ican not trustshim one hundredpercent.
The Deadly Party Story happened during my first month in the University of
Nigeria, Nsukka. My friends were mainly students from Federal Government
College (FGC), Ikot Ekpene, my Alma Mater. There was this friend of mine
whose father was a staff of the University. His parents used to allow him to
drive around with their brand new 505 saloon car. He invited me for a party
that weekend which I agreed to go with him. But when we met at freedom
square that night and he told me that the party was at Fem Park Hotels outside
the University, I excused my self and politely informed them of my
commitment to my cousin, Arit at their Food Science Departmental welcome
party that was holding at the University campus. This decision was as a result
of my resolution to obey my parents whether they were around or not. My
father used to say anything you will not do in my presence, do not do it in my
absencemeaning that i would be disobeying him. My parents had warned me
specifically about going out of the campus except to buy essential things at the
Nsukka market not even to mention going to a party outside the campus at
night. The next morning, wereceived the news that my friend and other
students with him in his father’s newPeugeot 505 car crashed and died on their
way back from the party drunk. This was a terrible bad news. I still leave with
the pains of his lost, but I thank God that I was obedient to my parents and I
missed that ill fated party. Parents have experience and to achieve your
dreamyou must listen to experienced people. Note that parents here include
elders in the family, church and even the wider society.
Be Nice to People
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Being nice to people became my way of life naturally because of my early
contact with Christian values. However, I started being scientifically nice to
people when I was first employed as a Lecturer II in the Department of
Mechanical Engineering, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. In making a case for
my appointment straight as Lecturer II instead of Assistant lecturer,the then
Head of Department, Prof. D.C. Onyejekweaddressed the Departmental Board
saying,“Pleaselet us be nice in appointment of these young ones so that they
will be nice to us in our retirement.” With this opening address,the
Departmental Board approved my appointment as Lecturer II. The one year
N.Y.S.C programme in Ferdinand Oil Mill EngineeringCompanybefore
joining theUniversity was counted for my work as sufficient experiencefor me
to be made a Lecturer II. Like what my father use to say, “Be nice and polite
to every body you meet when going up as they are the same people you will
meet when going down.” My father spent a lot of time on this issue of being
nice to people. He stressedthat the way one greets people can open or close
ones door. He emphasised being helpful, caring, gentle and considerate to
people wherever you meet them. On the subject of being nice to people, I have
some stories to share with you.
First, the Fleeing Soldiers Story which my father regarded as his closest
contact with death. My Father told us how he mistakenly ran into a battalion
of fleeing Biafrans soldiers on his way to Abak, and how the Commander
saved him because he was his nice room-mate at the University of Ile-Ife
before the war broke out.The Commander confided with my father that after
showing them the way to Aba that it is customary for the Biafrans to kill him
as he departs because of the fear of his telling the Nigerian soldiers their
escape route. My father showed the batallion the way to Aba and gave the
Commander a directional map on how to reach Aba on his own and should the
Nigerians attack and defeat them at Ibagwa.
The Commander told him that he should ride his bicycle very fast that he
would only give a shooting order when he had reached a safe distance.
According to my father, he only heard shots when he was completely out of
theirfiring range. After the war, my father searched for him up to his village
and was very happy that he survivedthat war with the help of the directional
map my father drew for him on how to reach Aba on his own. He said he was
happy that he survived the war but that he was deeply sadden that nearly all
his men died that same day. The point I am making is that when you are nice
to people they will normally be nice to you.
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The Retirement Story is the story one of the nicest person that I have ever met
in my life, Prof. D.C. Onyejekwe who was the Dean, Faculty of Engineering,
University of Nigeria, Nsukka at the time of my leaving the University in 1997
to take up an appointment at the University of Uyo, Nigeria.He was always
very nice tostudents, security-men, junior staff, senior administrative staff and
other Professors in the University. I noticed that he was very powerful in the
University because he was not only connected to big shots in the University
but also to all the ranks and file. Through his connections, he was able to
influence most of the appointments in the University including the
appointment of Vice Chancellors, Deans, and Heads of Departments. When he
formerly retired from the University of Nigeria, Nsukka in 2010, he was still
very powerful in the academic community because he was a nice person. He
was appointed the Pro-Chancellor of the Federal University of Petroleum
Resources, Effurum, Warri, Delta State, Nigeria among several Post
Retirement positions in the University system. He told us that God blessed
him exceeding during his retirement such that one day his wife questioned him
to tell her thesecret of his money because she was surprised to see him became
so rich on retirement whereas when he was working for the past 35 years
things were very slow. Hereplied by saying “Be nice to people.” He became
richer in retirement as is not often the case with many retirees. Usually people
become poorer and more miserable in retirement. Not only was Prof. D. C.
Onjekwe rich in retirement, he andall his children were doing well. Most of
them were doing their post graduate studies in the United Kingdom while
some of them had secured vert good Jobs in Nigeria. From his life story, I
know that God is watching us I will certainly reward our good works.
The second story is that of a candidate for adminission who made Distinction
in the Higer National Diploma examination. This happened during my period
as the Head of Department in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering.Therewas a Direct Entry candidate who deserved to be admitted
but was not short-listed because the Secretary of the Department felt that he
was not behaving nicely but was proud and full of himself because he was
working with the biggest Oil Company in the State Mobile OilNigeria. I got to
know about the case because the candidatein question was related to the Head
of Electrical Electronics Department who made a case for him. When I
quarried the Secretary why he did not short-list him, he said the candidate did
not have Upper Credit as stipulated by the admission committee.
I said but you recorded Distinction for him, he replied that Distinction is not
Upper Credit. Then I said Distinction is abetter result than Upper Credit and
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he replied I am sorry, I did not know that, that is why I did not short list him.
Further Investigation reveals that the secretary wanted to deliberate punished
him for being too full of himself and looking down on the clerical Staff. If not
for the timely intervention of the Head of Department of Electronic
Engineering this candidate would have missed the admission for that year
because of pride. The secretary is not alone, in this regard, most people you
ignore as insignificant or treat impolitely will like to teach you a lesson. On
the contrary when you are nice to people the will go extra miles to help you.
Another example of how being nice can be rewarding manifested during my
return from my second sabbatical from the Cross River University of
Technology Calabar. Although I did not know thata young undergraduate
student was nursing plans to entice me to get involvewith her because she had
heardpeople say that Dr. Offiong was very rich. This girl was not only a gold
digger but also the type that can scandalize you. I would never have known in
advance what she was planning but of the fact that she confided in a young
lecturer her intention and even asked him to help her have excess to me since
she had tried everything to get my attention without success. The young
lecturer not only told her to drop her plans as Dr. Offiong would not take the
bait, but went ahead to inform me to be careful about her. Consequently, when
the young girl approached me for financial assistance and ride to town one
week later, I only gave her some money but refuse to take her in my car.
Within the next three months,a wealthy Senior Lecturer in the faculty was
involved in a scandal with her which got to the knowledge of the Vice
Chancellor through an anonymous petition. Now, if I had not beenniceto the
young lecturer that she confided her evil plans with, he could not have cared
what happened to me.
Be nice to people so that the will be nice to you. I am specifically worried
about studentswho are rude to their teachers.This attitude does not bring the
best from them. I still remember the story of my Indian Mathematics teacher
in Secondary school and those boys in my class who use to be somehowrude
to him. If any of us his good students mistakenly slept in class while he was
teaching, he would wake us up and continue his lessons. But for those rude
ones, he would purposefully allow them to sleep throughtout the class and
when he is done, he walks up to them and call them by their names requesting
them to wake up that he had finish. He would say, “Ebba Mohammed, wake
up, I have finish”.“Sana Mohammed, wake up, I have finish.” Before you even
know what is happening, he had left the class.
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On the contrary, when you are nice to your teacher, he will not only teach you
things written on books but will be very free to release to you secrets
knowledge. My Doctorate co-supervisor,Prof. J. C. Agunambais one of the
most intelligent persons I have ever met. After six months of extensive studies
and consultation with him on the subject of my thesis he announce to me “I
am satisfied with your effort and conduct” come next week so that I will take
you to the serial library. We spent three days working in the serial library. At
the serial library, he opened up on the subject of the thesis as he had never
done before. On the second day I knew that there was nowhere I would leave
the University without a Ph.D. On the third day at the serial library, the thesis
title was approved for me. The Doctorate Programme only lasted three years
because my supervisors provided effective supervision which could have been
hindered if I werenot nice, polite and respectful.
I am also deeply worried about children who are not nice to their parents.
During the commissioning of the Institute’s Presidential lodge, I invited my
late father’s friend and surprisingly at the age of 82 years, he honoured the
invitation. During the ceremony, he blessed me and was very appreciative of
the fact that we put up such an imposing building for the institute. Later on he
complained to me that he was not happy about his eldest son and the son’s
wife that he handed over his business empire to two years ago. He said,“You
can see that they are not nice to me.” I consoled him and promised to discuss
the matter with his son and daughter-in-law. Theman said,“Doit quickly
because as you can see, time is not on my side otherwise I will deal with
them.” My investigation revealed that his eldest son and wife were not nice
people. They were selfish people.
They only make provision for the old man and his wifewithout caring other
children of the family. Within the next three years, the old man died and
rumours had it that he changed his will and distributed his properties more
evenly among his children. The old man was a practical person.There was
nowhere he could have left a huge family business in the hands of mean
people who would certainly suffer his wife and other children. This reasoning
is applicable in any organization be it governmental or non-governmental.
There is no State that will knowingly appoint mean people to positions of
authority, neither is there any church, club, society or business organization
that will do so. Nice people are always in demand. Even though some people
will take advantage of your being nice and might even consider your being
nicea weakness but in the long run you will still prevail.
Be Honest In Dealing with People
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My father use to say that honesty is the best policy. When you are honest and
law abiding, you will reap the fruit of your labour. To be at peace, you must be
honest in dealing with people and you must obey the rules and regulations of
any organization you find yourself be it a State, church, business or nongovernmental organization. As a University lecturer, when ever the
opportunity arises, I would remind my students that they most be found
worthy in character and learning. As a matter of fact, if time permits, I would
start my lectures with the character aspect. This I learnt from my Doctorate cosupervisor, J. C. Agunwaba. He usually started every serious meeting by
reminding you that you must be found worthy in character and learning to be
awarded a Ph.D.On our first formal meeting, he said,“Engineer Offiong, you
must make a conscious decision from the onset to be honest, decent, clear and
not put Skeltonin your cupboard, so that we can concentrate on this
programme. When you do this you will not have to worry about cultist,
scandals or the press conference that will put us in bad light.”
This lectures I always repeat to my boys whenever they are newlyemployed as
lecturers. In my case,I would go further to add,“do not change grades, do not
collect bribe, do not go after your female students, do not plegerise but publish
or you perish. I am very happy that all my boys are living as the true sons of
their academic father. None of them has ever put me to shame. Upon all that I
have taught my boys, whenever they visit and pay respect, they would first
thank me for moulding them in character. I don’t even remember any one
thanking me for being a good Engineering Teacher which onthesubject of
honesty, I have some stories to share with you.
The best graduating student in the University of Nigeria in 1989 graduating
class was Mr. Obiko Nwobimy, friend and class mate in the Department of
Machanical Engineering with a cumulative grade point of approximately four
in the four point system. He was awarded the Universityprize for this and
received a scholarship to study in the U.S.A. What I greatly admire in him was
his determination to succeed honestly. He told me that he wanted to be found
worthy in character and learning. From the onset, he predicted that he was
going to make ‘A’ grade in all his courses and that when this happened people
would start to suspect foul play and start looking for faults which he must
make sure that they do not see. From then onward, he sat right in front of the
class to write all his examinations to full glare of his lecturers and other
classmates. As he predicted, the ‘A’ grade started coming in and then several
enquiries was made officially and unofficially to know the legitimacy of his
grades. Fellow students were even asked if he was honestly making those
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grades. Everybody confessed that he was a Mechanical Engineering genius.
This young man was too much.Youcannot even pin him down in lateness or
Absenteeism. He was a genius in all ramifications because he taught me to
consider myself as a biological machine which must be maintained for it to
function well. One week before examination, he would call to find out if I had
treated myself of malaria in preparation for the examination. He would warn
that it would be irresponsible for a smart student like me to breakdown due to
malaria attack during the examination when malaria fever is preventable. Note
that you must not be a first class student to earn your respect as an honest
student. Many second class students are now doing well in their various
endeavour.
Engr. Chike Uchedu, the first of my classmates to open a multimillion naira
Engineering company did not make a first class. Immediately after graduation,
he went on to work with an American Oil Servicing Company. Within two
years, he became the Business Manager of the Company. Five years after our
graduation, he was able to open his own Oil Servicing Company becoming a
multimillionaire at age less than thirty years. Infact, he was one of the
sponsors of my Ph.D Programme as his company donated several amount of
money to me during the programme. He confided in me that what had been his
serving grace is that the multinationals trust him because of his honesty policy.
During my undergraduate studies, there was a classmate of mine who claimed
to be a hard man. He was not honest at all, he flagrantly disregarded rule and
regulations that as a student he had promised to observe. He frequently broke
curfew regulations and even kept girls in his room over-night which was a
violation of the matriculation oath. In our third year in the University, news
started going around that he was caught taking the course ‘Maths 111’
examination for a first year student of Computer Science. This was a very
foolish act because he was going to be expelled. But the process of trial was so
slow that sometimes the student may think that the case had been swept under
the carpet. This was what happened to the boy as he continued to school and
even had a cumulative Grade point which could have earned him a very good
Second Class Upper Division in Bachelors of Engineering degree, but at the
end of our fiveyears stay when we received our certificates and N.Y.S.C call
up letters, he was invited to received his letter of expulsion and his call up
letter was retrieved. The last time I saw him in Enugu, he was looking much
older than his age because of hardship. This was his reward for dishonesty.
One of the most sincere and honest person I have met in the University system
is Dr. Emmanuel Akpan. I first met him during my tenure as Head of
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Department of Mechanical Engineering of the University of Uyo. During this
period, he was sent to me as a Departmental Secretary. He immediately
informed methat he was running a programme in the Faculty of Law but I
should not worry as he was very available and would perform his duties
efficiently. He used to come to work by 8:00 am and closed by 4:00 pm for his
lecturesFaculty of law. During his eight working hours, he would attend to
staff and students in such away that my work as Head of Department would be
greatly reduced. I had confidence to ask him to make expenditure on behave of
the Department because he always kept a satisfactory account. Unlike the
previous Secretaries, there were no complains arising from the collection and
disbursement of Departmental fees. He could be trusted with admission and
examination documents without fear of it being manipulated. It was no
surprise to me that after a year and few months, he told me he was going to the
Law School in Lagos. I am sure that his lecturers most have also noticed this
trait in him so I was not also surprise that on his return from the Law School,
he was appointed an Assistant Lecturer in Law. Being very honest with me, I
had the confidence to invite him to be my co- lecturer in the Faculty course,
Engineering Law and Management. He was very objective in the teaching and
grading of students. When I stopped teaching that course and went on to do a
sabbatical, I lost contact with him but the last time we met, he told me that he
was now a lecturer and thatthe Government of Akwa Ibom State appointed
him into the Election Petition Tribunal. He also showed me his beautiful wife
and two children. The point I am making here is that honesty shows and it
opens doors. There is also God’s blessing following people who are honest in
their dealings. When Emmanuel Akpan left the Department, he was replaced
by a middle aged woman. I have never seen a woman like that.She found it
hard to stay on her sit as a Secretary, always claiming to be going for a
meeting or an outside work. When I asked her to buy stationery for a month, it
would not last more than two weeks. I also discovered that she was extorting
more from students. Also, the Mechanical Engineering students wrote a
petition against her for embezzling the Association’s fees. Incidentally, I met
the former Head of Department she served as Secretary and I discoveredthat
she was posted out for this same reason. I also discovered that she had
children for different men. This was the first person in my life that i did not
believe I could upgrade so I wrote the Registrar to withdraw her from the
Department probably to a place she would not have much contact with
students. When I met the Registrar some weeks later, he thanked me for my
honest and sincere suggestion that no Head of Department had ever offered in
her matter which was well known in the University. After about five years, she
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visited my office at the institute looking for employment. She complained
about how the University forcefully retired her and how the co-operative at the
University asked her to refund money [she must have fraudulently collected
from them]. I gave her some personal money and told her that there was no
vacancy. After about two years, I saw her in a very bad shape and this time
around she complained about the bad treatment meted to her by her children.
This was her reward for a dishonest life.
Learn the Importance of Time
Time waits for nobody. Your Dreams will be fulfilled within the time limit
that God has given to you to live. This is why delay is dangerous. For this
reason, many issues in life have deadlines. The buying and submission of your
University Matriculation Examination Form has its deadline, the submission
of your assignment in school has a deadline, and there is even a deadline on
the submission of nomination form for election into the office of the President.
Note that after deadline, you have failed with respect to that particular
programme in that season. This is why people who are not time conscious are
not taken seriously.
Let me share with you my experience on the importance of time using the
story of a Virgin Professor. The Virgin Professor is a young girl that we grew
up together in the then Cross River State. She was very pretty and always on
top of her class. She was the best graduating student in her elite Secondary
Schooland she was then admitted into one of the best universities. At
graduation, she was one of the best students in her class and was later
employed as a lecturer inone the best universities in Nigeria. Suitors started
coming and there was much to do about her finding a husband. The issue was
a topic of conversation among staff and students of the university.Theyoften
from a distance assess the various suitors courting her attention, disagreed on
whom she should marry, some said the young Medical Doctor with a black
Jeep, some said the young lecturer just back from London, some said the
Barrister who had just beeen elected a member of the House of
Representative. Every one thoughtof her getting married as soon as possible.
Due to my closeness to her, the mother even approached me to ask her why
she was still single. When I asked her she said she was taking her time and
infact she wanted to round up her graduate studies before getting married.At
the completion of her graduate studies, the mother asked me to approach her
again but I refused, and rather asked her to send a delegation of aunties to urge
her to marry before she was too old to bear children. She did not argue, nor did
she discourage the delegation, but remained a virgin nonetheless. The delicate
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game she played with her numerous suitors made her the subject of
innumerable sexual fantasy and many rich men and politicians lined up to
have her hand in marriage. The young men stopped coming because she was
now mature and very rich.
She continued to work hard and was soon made a Professor. This promotion
complicated things as suitors now stopped coming. As soon as the suitors
stopped coming, she started going to prayer houses to pray for a husband to
actualize her dream of having a decent life with a husband and lovely children.
I do not know if shewill find a husband but I do know that her bearing children
would have to be a miracle at her present age.Thereason I am giving this story
is to drive home the importance of time in the actualization of our dreams.
Sometime, we mix up our priorities, hence the need to always carry out the
ABC analysis of our lifes. I carried out the first ABC analysis of my life in
1997. Then I was a young man just out of the postgraduate school with a
Doctorate degree in Mechanical Engineering eager to get on with my life, I
briefly put aside my studies of academic books and began to generate personal
philosophies for survival. My greatest concern was how to reconcile those
theoretical analyses gathered over years of academic studies with the
practicalities of life. The first of those theoretical analysis considered was the
ABC analysis used in the analysis of Engineering inventories.
In the ABC Analysis of my life, I considered time as my slow executioner and
emphasised the necessity of listing my short, medium, and long term life
goals, then categorizing them in order of their importance with the A group
being the most important, the B group next, and the C group the last, the
listing under each goal’s specific activity designed to achieve them. I had done
the ABC analysis of my life long-term goal many years ago. I will not bother
you with the B and C list because they kept on changing.However, over the
years the A list of my Long -Term goals had always been the same.In my A
listLong- term goals which I can still remember, I wanted to be a good man,
have a good marriage,have good children, have good friends, make a
successful academic life and change the lives of others positively through
great books, education and exemplary leadership. Whether I am a good man
isof course for God to judge. I know that I am not as good as my greatest
admirers belief or as I do not hope to become, nor as bad as my harshest critics
assert. I have been graced beyond measure in my family life with my wife,
Janet and our six children, Jacqueline, Josephine, Alexander, Emmanuel,
Emmanuella and Anita. As usual in an African setting, when the first two
children were girls, there was external and internal tension, but God works in a
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miraculous way and the next two were boys. Ours has been perfect and
wonderful. No person I know ever had more or better friends. Indeed, a strong
case can be made that most of my accomplishments are made sitting on the
shoulders of my personal friends. My life in academics has always been a joy.I
love my students and my Professors. I love being taught and I love teaching. I
love researching and I love publishing my research. I love the seminars,
workshops and conferences. When I had the version of Deltona [Dedicated
Education and Learning to Nations] which lead to the opening of the Deltona
International Schools the response from the community was tremendous
heithing a period of one year we had over 1000 students studying in the Palace
of Learning.I always try to keep things moving in the right direction and to
maintain academic excellence. I have written over seventy academic journal
papers and over 10 academic books but I still have a lot to do on books of
general interest. As for providing great leadership, I hope to be given more
opportunities. I trust God for these opportunities for who is greater than GodAniekanabasi. I had gone through this lengthy analysis just to emphasis the
importance of time and timing is the actualization of our dreams. If i had not
been time conscious and started my family life early, there is no where I could
have achieved my dream of raising a large family. Also, if I had not done the
ABC analysis of my life at a young age there is no where I could have
published 70 journal papers at the age of 45 years. As I am writing this book, I
can no longer keep late nights because of advancing age, whereas years back I
could put in 12 hours a day at work consecutivelyfor one week. Make haste
while the sunshines.
Be Devoted to Reading Books
It is mainly through books that we enjoy intercourse with superior minds.
When we read good books, great men talk to us and give us their most
precious thoughts. Although we can learn in many ways, reading good books
is the best source of acquiring knowledge. I will like to share with you the
books that I have read and this will be discussed under four categories
Educational Books, Inspirational Books, Biographical, life Books and History
Books.
Educational Books: During my primary school days, I made it a point of duty
toread my Primary Englishand Primary Mathematics text books ahead of my
class work. Infact, I completed the entire Primary English and Mathematics
books in my primary 4. I read other books as there were taught. My primary
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five was dedicated to practicing the Common Entrance examination past
questions for the Federal Entrance Examination which had become my major
concern after I was introduced to the Elite School, the Federal Government
College, Ikot Ekpene by my sister,Uduak. Even though my sister had been
saying that Federal Government College, Ikot Ekpene was the best Secondary
School in the world, I did not belief until my first visit to the school escorting
my sister to take her entrance examination when I discovered that the Principal
had a an aeroplane that he himself flyers. There was nothing in my mind
anymore but to study and be admitted to the prestigious Federal Government
College, Ikot Ekpene. After my admission into secondary school, I then
reduced my reading ahead of the class only to Mathematics. I devoted a great
amount of time to reading my course as they were taught. Due to my good
reading habit,I was the best student in my class not only in Mathematics but
also in courseslike Christian Religious Knowledge, Civic Education,
Integrated Science, History and Home Economics. Infact, the Home
Economics teacher was so impressed with me that she felt that the girls were
not doing their best. When I entered the third year in Secondary school, I then
increased the course I read ahead of the class to three: Mathematics, Physics
and Chemistry that infact was a tactics I learnt from Master Okonkwo Eze
Chita who was in my hostel and always the best student in his class. The
formula was to consider third, fourth and fifth year as one long course leading
to the General Certificate in Education. As a result,I finished the first reading
of General Mathematics Book 1-3 by the end of the fourth year. I finished the
first reading of Principle of Physics by A. F. Abott by the end of second term
of fourth year. I finished the first reading of Chemistry by Lambert by the end
of the third term of fourth year. This was a very good proposal as the final
fifth year [that is the final year] was only dedicated to revision for the General
Certificate in Education [GCE] Examination andthe University Matriculation
Examination.I went gone through all the question papers WASSCE and JAMB
for the past 10 years. This greatly paid up as I pass the University
Matriculation Examination in first sitting and went into the University straight.
My qualifying examination, the General Certificate of Education (G.C.E) was
also very excellent as I made ‘A’ grades in eight out of nine subjects that I
wrote. The one credit was in English which I did not read at all. This was an
error which would have spoiled everything but not for God’s Grace. So, my
advice to students in Science is that theyshould not ignore the English
Language. After all, I am communicating here with you in English. The same
dedication that I gave to the reading of my Secondary textbooks was given to
the reading of University books that is why I am alecturer today. Even as a
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Professor, I am still reading textbooks. That is why my students judge me as
their best lecturer. Lecturers who shy away from reading are usually easily
humiliated by their students because at times the classes we teach may have
one or more genius.
Inspirational Books: I started reading the Bible when I was able to read and
write at about the age of 6 years. Apart from the biblewhich was the only
source of my inspiration during my Primary and Secondary schools days, I
started reading other inspirational books during the period of my
undergraduate studies. I must confess that this was a late entry but when we
were growing up, my parents made us belief that the Bible is the only
truesource of inspiration. Over the years, I have read a lot of inspirational
books. In Christian Inspirational, I have read many worksof Professor Ben
Carson: Gifted Hands, Think Big, The Big Picture and You have a Brian.
When ever I am travelling,I will ask my Secretary to select books that will
accompany on that journey. This is a good approach if you are busy and
always on the move. I really appreciated my father’s censorship on the
material to be read by his children when I first read Machiavellian the Prince.
This kind of amoral, cunning and ruthless instruction should only be received
by mature mindsthat are already grounded in Biblical teachings only to arm
themselves against Machiavellians of our times. To my surprise,
Machiavellian,the Prince was introduced to me by my undergraduate
classmate, Mr. Obika Nwobi, the Mechanical Engineering genius. By that
time, the genius had already understood that this was an evil book and he told
me that he wasonly reading it to arm himself. Till today, I only recommend
this kind of books to very high moraly sound people. Children and immature
minds should not devour this kind of literature. Nevertheless, I have gone
ahead to read Robert Greene, the 48 Laws of Power and the 33 strategies of
war. In as much as the books can be useful in arming you against being
manipulated by evil men, you must be careful not to be negatively influence
by them.
The best book for you to read and arm yourself against the manipulation of the
devil has always been the Holy Bible. Apart from the Gospels of Jesus Christ
which is the foundation of my salvation, my best books in the Bible are
Proverbs followed by Psalms and Ecclesiastes. Since 2006 when I and my
family moved into the Presidential lodge of the Institute,I always make it a
point of duty to read chaptersof Proverbs, Psalm or Ecclesiastes every
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morning. The unifying theme of Proverbs is wisdom for right living. The
wisdom that Proverbs talks about beginning with humble submission to God.
The wisdom in Proverbs covers a wide range of topic namely: hard work,
generosity, friendship, family, youth, sexual, purity, marital faithfulness,
honesty, justice, righteousness and discipline.In proverbs, you are warned
about the folly of sin, alcohol, gluttony, lust, immorality, strife, dangers of the
tongue, foolishness, slothfulness, falsehood and wrong company. The Psalms
like the Proverbs is not easily summarized but it views God as a fortress, rock,
shield, Judge and avenger. In Psalms, God’s people are described as sheeps
whom he has delivered from the miry pit. Generally, in reading the Psalms, I
call on God to raise the righteous and put down the wicked. In reading
Ecclesiastes, we remind ourselves that one’s youth is too brief and life too
fleeting to be squandered foolishly. The reading of Ecclesiastes is necessary so
that we can be close to God while we are still young to avoid the situation of
our growing old with bitter regrets and sad task of giving an account to God
for a wasted life.
I strongly recommend the reading of the Bible every day. Christian
Inspirational Book has been found to change the life of many people. Now a
days, even people of other faith have come to depend heavily on Christian
Inspirational Books. As a scholar, immediately I visit your library,Ican read a
lot into your life. The type of books you are attracted to say a lot about your
person.
Biographical Books:The first Biographical book that I read was ‘Kenneth
Kanunda Zambia Shall Be Free.’ Kenneth Kaduna was the first President of
Zambia. He fought for the decolonization of Zambia and Africa as a whole.
My father boughtit for me as part of my school book in secondary school. The
second biographical book I read was that of President John F. Kenedy of the
United States of America. My father bought it for me during our visit to a
book stand and simple said,“Read this. John F. Kenedy was a young President
of the United States, you will like it.” After reading the story of the Kenedy’s,
I was greatly moved in many different directions. I then went into my father’s
Book shelf and discovered a book that i noticed from the fountain pen
markings that he had read in details, Queen Victoria of England. I also read
through the exiting story of this great Queen with strong interest. The
markings made by my father on this book gave me a lot of insight into the
person of my father.
My father was a very intelligent man but as I went true his bookshelf, I
discovered that he was also very knowledgeableand that is why he was a
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leader among teachers of his time. I then suspected that my father’s deep
understanding of matters had a lot to do with his bookshelf and the books he
had read. He had this funny habit of writing notes and underlining important
information in a book that he had studied. It is here that I first discovered the
power hidden in books. The third biography that I read was that of Neapoleon
Bonapatre, Emperor of France. This book was given to me by Mr. Obiko
Nwobi, the Mechanical Engineering genius. I caught him reading the book
after our third year second semester examination and he confessed to me that
it is what he had been doing after his examination.Hesaid that at the beginning
of each semester, he would buy himself a good Biographical book that he
would use to relax after the semester examination.
After giving me the book, he looked sad and I asked him why. He replied that
I was not likely to return the book to him as I may be careless and the book
may be stolen. I promised him I would return it and he promised disclosing
more things afterreturning the book. When I returned the book as promised, he
was too happy and even bought me a drink which I convinced him that I
should pay for. He asked me many questions about the life of Napoleon and
questioned if I had learnt any lessons. I was quiet for a while. I then told him
that there were many but the most stricking lesson was that Napoleon
Bonatare was not a Frenchman (he was from Croatia, a territory annex by
France), he could not even speak French fluently when he first arrived inParis
but later became the Emperor through had work and decisiveness. Mr. Obika
said I was his friend and then introduced me to sections in the Nnamdi
Azikiwe Library where those books were shelved. Before living, I reminded
him that he said he would tell me something and he replied that he had just
introduced me to sections of the library that would truly educate me.
That section did as I when on to read the biographies and autobiographies of
Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya, Anwar Saddat of Egypt, Kuamme Nkrumah of
Ghana and Nnamdi Azikiwe of Nigeria popularly known as Zik of Africa
then a living Legend as he was living in Nsukka right there in the
University,Zik flat resident. The ‘Zik flat Resident’was actually a private
property Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe then on rent to University. He later gave it out
to the University. Out of curiosity, I read the Autobiography of Chief Obafemi
Awolowo because somebody mentioned to me that he was not only a
Statesman but a great Philosopher. I read the long struggles of Joshua Nkomo
and Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe. I must mention that at this timeI was very
concerned about the decolonization struggle in Africa as NelsonMandela was
still in Jail and Namibia was under apartheid South Africa. Later, I read
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Nelson Mandela’sLong Walk to Freedom. Istudied the history of Ethiopia and
read the Biography of Emperor Haile Salasie. Ethopia was the only countrynot
colonized in Africa. Due to Emperor Haile salasie’swar with the Italians, I
became interested in Benito Mousulani of Italy. I later read Adolf Hittler of
Germany and Wiston Churchhill of the United Kingdom. I also read the life
and times of Martin Luther King Jr. by Ron Ramain. I started my studies on
the life and times of intellectuals with the reading of Albert Einstein and
searched for his original publication of the Relativity Theory. I read about
Thomas Edison, James Watt, Michael Angelo, and Sigmund Freud. In church
history,I studiedMartin Luther, John Wesley and Bishop Ajayi Crowther. The
lessons to be learnt from the studies of Biographies are enormous.You must
understand that sometimes these stories are painted and they lack the details
associated with daily living. God will guide you to make your own life worth
while. But you can avoid many mistakes of those who lived before you by
studying their lives.
History Books:In the present world, you must have a good knowledge of
History. I have read extensively World History, African History, European
History and the History of the New World America. I have studiedthe
colonization of Africa and the Berlin Conference. I have read about the world
wars and its effect on the boundaries of Africa. I have studied the History of
the Industrial Revolution, the French Revolution and the American
Revolution. I studied the Remmissiance and the Protestant Reformation
Movement. My favourite History book in Secondary School was F. K. Buah.
Sometimes,I would go to the State Library just to read History.Ata point, I
even thought of studying History in the University but that was when I was
much younger. While the reading of history books are important, the reading
of newspapers are more important but sometimes people who are not versatile
in History cannot even understand newspaper stories in the true sense because
every story has it background history. In order for you to understand the war
between Israel and Palestinian Hamas, you must be conversant with the
history of Jews and the promise land. I end every day of work by reading
through the Daily Newpapers and listening to a news channel. There is no
other way of staying informed other than reading newspapers and magazines.
Nowadays, this can be done online if there is no money to buy the hard copy.
This can be described as reading current History books.
Have your own Dream
Having a dream is inherent in human beings. Every person has a dream in his
heart. Your dream may have become a vision already clear to you, or it may
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still be some where deep in your heart waiting to be discovered. Fulfilling this
dream is what gives purpose and meaning to life. The vision to fulfil your
dream only comes from God. No person can give you this vision. However, to
have this vision, you must stay connected to God the source of vision. I had
my first visionary encounter in the first term of second year in Federal
Government College, Ikot Ekpene. It was here that my dream of becoming a
Big Man transformed into the vision of becoming a Mechanical Engineer.
Even at this early stage, I had to meet up with the condition of staying
connected to God before he spoke to me clearly.
When I was growing up, my name at home was ‘Bigman.’AsI mentioned
earlier, my father himself gave me this name. Infact,in those days, it was only
in school that iwas called Aniekan.After school, all my siblings and
neighbours called me ‘Bigman.’ Even to day when ever somebody calls me
Bigman,I know that we had met when I was growing up. But within me, I did
not have an idea of how to become a Bigman. It was through my first
visionary encounter that God revealed to me to pursue a carrier in Mechanical
Engineering and become a Bigman in the true sense. He has been very faithful
even till to day. In every stage, he is always there to give me direction. His
presence in my life is very real. I want to mention here that there is no Bigman
in the true sense of it that does not have direct connection with God. God
always speaks to me clearly. As I mentioned earlier, the sign I see is always
green or red, but never yellow.
In the second semester of my third year at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, I
had another dream of becoming a Professor of Mechanical Engineering. I
stayed connected to God the source of vision by having a daily, dynamic
personal prayer life. Always remember that you were born to consult God to
find out his purpose for your life so that you can discover your vision.At the
end of the second semester of myfinalyear, my dream of becoming a Professor
of Mechanical Engineering became a clear vision as I received clear
instructions to approach the then Head of Department, Prof. D. C. Onyejekwe,
as my grades drastically changes to A’s. At this point, I want to thank God for
his mercies for he has always been there with me to provide direction in
fulfilling this vision of his to me.
In 1997 towards the end of my Ph.D program, I had a dream,the dream of
establishing the International Research and Development Institute (IRDI).
In1999, God sent my wife, Janetto whom I shared this dream. She keyed into
the dream and together we prayed about it for one year. In 2000, God gave me
the clear vision of the International Research and Development Institute.
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Within two years, the institute was registered in Nigeria. By 2006, the
Headquarters agreement was reached and the Presidential lodge was erected at
No. 63 Itaim Street, Uyo which served as the Secretariat and implementation
office for over five years. In the year 2012, the Institute moved into its
permanent site at 210/212 Calabar Itu Highway, Urua Ekpa Junction, Uyo. In
2013, the ‘Palace of Learning’ was completed and I dreamt of providing a
World Class Nursery, Primary and Secondary Education at affordable cost to
as many people as possible. As usual,I and my wife,Janet committed this to
God through prayers and by 2014, this dream became a clear vision and the
Deltona International School was born. The school opened in September 14,
2015 with over 500 Pupils as pioneer, a feat never recorded in the history of
opening new schools in Akwa Ibom State.
The point I am making here is that you must have your own dreams. Your
personal dreams must not conflict each other. Notice that my dreams
mentioned above are complementary to each other. It is important to know
that for your dream to come true, you need other people’s input, as no great
work has ever been done by just one person. Many people are needed to fulfil
your dream. You must treat this people with the respect they deserve. You
must also make sure that in the course of their helpingyouto make your dream
come true that they are also making their dream come true. The International
Research and Development Institute engage people at various levels. But the
policy of the Institute is that if you join as a secondary leaver, you should be
able to attend the University. If you join as a first degree graduate, you should
be able to pursue your post- graduate degree. If you are already with a
Doctorate, you should be able to become a Professor. With this policy in
place, the institute does not lack saff and members. A sustainable corporate
vision such as that of the International Research and Development Institute
must make room for personal vision of the participating individuals. “Have
your own dream.”
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Story in Pictures

Mrs. Janet Aniekan Offiong

Prof. Aniekan Offiong and family
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Prof Aniekan Offiong and wife, Janet

Professor Aniekan Offiong with family
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Parents of Professor Aniekan Offiong.

Mother of Professor Aniekan Offiong with him and his family.
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Prof. Aniekan Offiong and his dear wife
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The Palace of Learning, Deltona International Schools
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Vice Chancellor, University of Uyo, Professor Enefiok E. Essien,
SAN
with members of the University Senate including Professor
Aniekan Offiong.
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Prof. Aniekan Offiong the scout [Primary School Ibakachi
Prof. Aniekan Offiong on admission into Federal Government College
Ikot Ekpene
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Prof. Aniekan Offiong on Matriculation UNN
Prof. Aniekan Offiong at Masters Convocation UNN
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Prof. Aniekan Offiong on with Parents at Bachelors Convocation UNN

Prof. Aniekan Offiong with his siblings.

Prof. Aniekan Offiong with all siblings.
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Prof. Aniekan Offiong at Masters Convocation with Air Commodore
Charles Usoh, Prof. S.O. Onyegebu anf Prof. D. C. Onyejekwe UNN

Prof. Aniekan Offiong at doctorate Convovation with Prof. Effiom
Eneobong [former VC CRUTECH] Prof. Isidore E. Eyo [Guardian], and
Prof. D.C. Onyejekwe [Mentor]
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In Power of the Dream,Dr. Aniekan Offiong tells his inspiring
story from his early childhood to his position as a pioneer Head
of Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Uyo,
Nigeria at aged twenty eight, taking you throughhis Primary
Education at Practicing School,Ibakachi, through his Secondary
education at Federal GovernmentCollege, Ikot Ekpene to his
university education at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. In a
candid manner, he gives detailed account of his eventful
National Youth Service Corps and a brief working experience
as an Engineer in Ferdinand Group of Companies. In Power of
the Dream, Dr. Aniekan Offiong gives an insight into the life of
his parents, siblings, and other relations detailing their roles in
the actualization of his dream.The book is filled with
fascinating stories of his relationships, engagement and
eventual marriage to his beautiful wife, Janet.The book ends
with seven lessons to be learnt from the early life and times of
Dr. Aniekan Offiong, Founder and President, International
Research and Development Institute (IRDI).
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